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Abstract

In this work, two approaches to the design of electrochemical 

biosensors have been assessed. Measurement of glucose through its 

oxidation catalyzed by glucose oxidase has been the model for the 

assessment.

The first approach was to use photoelectrochemistry at a 

semiconductor electrode as the detection methodology. The n- 

Si/electrolyte interface in buffered neutral electrolyte was studied. In this 

electrolyte, oxide growth on the Si dominated the electrochemistry. 

Hydrogen peroxide in solution changed the transient current response to 

pulse illumination. The effect was attributed to an increase in electron- 

hole pair recombination at the semiconductor-oxide electrolyte contact 

and was shown to be localized at particular sites. The feasibility of 

glucose measurement was demonstrated through a transient 

photoelectrochemical method, of hydrogen peroxide generated by the 

enzyme-catalyzed oxidation of glucose in the presence of oxygen.

The second approach used amperometry in a cell where anode and 

cathode were closely-spaced parallel gold bands, with a suitable redox 

couple in solution. When the potential difference between the two 

electrodes was large enough that both electrodes operated with current 

limited by dififtision of the redox couple, the current became very 

sensitive to the ratio of concentration of the oxidized and reduced form 

of the couple. The theory for dependence of current on concentration, 

assuming an electrochemically reversible couple, is given. A combination 

of polymeric membranes was employed to immobilize glucose oxidase 

and a redox mediator on the dual gold band electrode, to control 

difhision and to protect the electrode fi-om fouling. Measurement of 

glucose in fluid extracted through the skin was demonstrated. The work 

shows how a sensor for glucose, that may simply be placed on the skin, 

can be designed.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide the background necessary for the study 

of the semiconductor-protein interface using photoelectrochemistry as a novel and 

attractive means.

The first part of this chapter gives a brief description of the glucose biosensor. The 

discussion continues to give an overview on the phenomenon of direct electron transfer in 

enzyme-catalyzed electrode reactions. This section is an endeavour to sum up studies 

dealing with bioelectrochemistry and to demonstrate the apphcabihty of direct electron 

transfer effect for the creation of semiconductive biosensors. Therefore, it focuses on the 

advantages of such a system as opposed to other enzyme-catalyzed electroanalytical 

devices.

The second part of this chapter discusses the properties of semiconductors, 

especially sihcon, and some particular aspects, such as the behavior of anodic oxide 

layers, that are important for the study. In addition, a brief description of the fimdamentals 

of processes at a semiconductor-hquid interface is given.

Lastly, the approach towards the experimental investigations carried out in the 

study will be outlined.

1.1 Introduction to Biosensors

1.1.1 Glucose biosensors

The success of the Clark oxygen electrode as a reproducible probe for measuring 

oxygen (based on a platinum working electrode and silver/silver chloride reference 

electrode) led to the original concept of the first generation of amperometric enzyme 

electrodes. The catalytic reaction of glucose oxidase which yields hydrogen peroxide as a 

by product can also be amperometrically monitored with a sohd disc electrode, such as 

gold or glassy carbon (1). Since then, a wide range of sensors based on either the 

detection of oxygen or of hydrogen peroxide have been designed. These differ in cell 

design and geometry, enzyme immobilization approaches, etc. The work eventually led to 

the widely used Yellow Springs Glucose Analyzer.
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Although apparently convenient, unfortunately electrochemical monitoring based 

on oxygen and hydrogen peroxide has disadvantages and limitations for many real sample 

analyses. For example, in the case of hydrogen peroxide detection, a working potential of 

+600 mV for the electrochemical oxidation of the peroxide is required. This is sufficiently 

anodic for several other electroactive species, hke ascorbic acid, to contribute the current 

produced and real samples contain such interferents. Additionally, hydrogen peroxide can 

be decomposed by enzyme impurities, such as catalase impurity in glucose oxidase, thus 

giving erroneous electrode response data (2).

1.1.2 The Glucose Oxidase Enzyme (GOx)

GOx is one of the most favourable enzymes to use because it possesses usefiil 

properties of high specificity, high turnover, high stabihty and is readdy available fi'om 

commercial sources in high purity.

A GOx molecule is conqjosed of two polypeptide chains which are of 

approximately equal molecular weight held together by disulfide bonds. The redox center 

consists of two molecules of co-factor flavin dinucleotide (FAD), which are entrapped by 

the polypeptide chain. The release of the flavin groups will result in the dénaturation of 

the enzyme. Although the polypeptide chains are not involved in catalysis, their partial 

removal reduces the enzyme’s stabihty. Furthermore, the polypeptide chain acts as a 

barrier to the transfer of electrons between the redox center and an electrode, in the 

glucose biosensor (3).

In the presence of the natural mediator, di-oxygen, the enzyme oxidizes glucose to 

gluconolactone and hydrogen peroxide:

P-D-glucose + GOx-FAD ------> glucono-1,5-lactone + GOx-FADH:

GOx-FADHz + O2 --------- > H2O2 + GOx-FAD

This reaction can be translated into an electrical current as the hydrogen peroxide formed 

can then be oxidized electrochemically at an electrode poised at fixed potential:

H2O2 --------------> O2 + 2H^ + 2e

20



1.1.3 Redox mediators

The second generation of amperometric enzyme electrodes use low relative 

molecular mass redox couples as alternatives to oxygen. Mediators used for GOx include 

ferrocene, quin ones, components of organic metals, and ruthenium complexes. Transfer of 

electrons therefore will be mediated by these redox shuttles, which can diffuse into and 

out of the enzyme and then to the electrode, where they are reduced or oxidized (4).

Hill and co-workers have designed a glucose electrode which depends on 

ferricinium ions as the mediator. The system has been developed commercially into a pen

sized meter and has been on the market successfidly for several years (5). The addition of 

such artificial mediators allows the enzymatic reaction to be completed in all analytical 

situations, and because it does not require any particular geometry, it is ideal for planar 

fabrication technologies. However, the mediator is known to affect the stabihty of the 

sensor in the long term, which results in the release of potentially toxic substances (4). In 

the case of one-shot devices, this is not a problem, but the leakage of the mediator into 

the sample solution creates a problem in the manufacturing of reproducible sensors. 

Therefore, alternative methods to transfer electrons between the electrode and the enzyme 

are stiU required.

1.2 Direct Electron Transfer: An Alternative

Another approach to couple the enzymatic and electrode reactions is based on 

direct (mediatorless) electron transfer. In this case, the electron is transferred directly 

from the electrode to the redox enzyme (or vice-versa) (6). The advantage of direct 

electron transfer allows construction of ‘reagentless’ electrochemical biosensors. 

Therefore, the direct electrical communication of the redox enzymes has important 

practical impHcations, in which new biosensor devices can be envisaged.

Over the last two decades, there has been a continued interest in studying the 

direct electrochemistry of biological molecules at electrode surface. Investigating the 

conditions which would allow direct electron transfer catalyzed by GOx has been research 

focus of many investigators due to the importance of glucose analysis (7).

1.2.1 Past studies

In the past, it was beheved diflQcult to achieve direct and reversible electron 

transfer between redox protein and electrodes. Among the difficulties are the following:
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a) the redox sites are generally ‘insulated’ by the protein portion of the molecule to ensure 

highly selective routes for electrons in and out of the protein. Therefore, electron transfer 

to an electrode at appreciable rates is prohibited for all but a few orientations of the 

protein, even when it is in contact with the electrode;

b) on metal electrodes, proteins tend to undergo rapid and irreversible adsorption, 

coupled with conformational changes and loss of activity. Thus, an insulating layer of 

denatured protein will be formed on the electrode (8).

It was found that the direct electron transfer reaction to glucose oxidase at bare 

Au, C, Ni and Pt cannot take place. According to Wen and co-workers (9), the 

electrochemical inertness observed is due to their inappropriate force of adsorption 

between the enzyme and the electrode. If the force of adsorption is too weak to draw the 

enzyme to the electrode surface, FAD cannot be exposed to take the direct electron 

transfer reaction. On the contrary, if the force of adsorption field is so strong that FAD 

may be completely pulled out, then the remaining protein of the GOx, which deposits on 

the electrode could inhibit the direct electron transfer.

Unsuccessful attempts to achieve conditions for direct electron transfer with GOx 

on ‘conventional’ electrodes have inspired researchers to seek electrode materials with 

special properties which will facilitate direct electron exchange (10). Recently, the use of 

chemically modified electrodes has become prominent, wherein the enzyme is attached 

directly to the electrode surface, negating the need for a matrix membrane. Several 

approaches have been apphed including the use of conductive organic matrices.

Numerous works from different research groups describe apphcation of charge-transfer 

organic complexes in apparently mediator-less GOx electrodes. Organic charge-transfer 

corq)lexes (or organic metals) were first used as electrode materials for a GOx electrode 

by Cenas and Kulys (11). These authors investigated electron exchange between enzyme 

active center and several organic metals.

lannieUo and Yacynych (12) used cyanurate chloride linkage for immobilizing GOx 

on to a carbon working electrode. They have reported direct electron transfer from GOx 

immobilized onto a modified graphite electrode via an intermediate group (cyanuric 

chloride) between the enzyme and the electrode. Narasimhan and Wingard (13) reported 

an immobilization method on glassy carbon based on another intermediate group; 

aminophenylboronic acid (APBA). Direct electron transfer between the enzyme co-factor 

and the electrodes was also demonstrated by cychc and differential pulse voltammetry. A 

coupling mechanism between the GOx and the conducting salt was suggested by Bartlett
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et al. (14). Therefore, it was once believed that successful electrochemical oxidation of 

these enzymes had been achieved at electrodes made from these conducting salt.

However, it was later pointed out that the oxidation of the active centers of GOx did in 

fact proceed by way of mediation in solution (8). Due to a shght dissolution of the organic 

metals, mediators are formed in the layer near the electrode surface. Because the organic 

metal confounds oxidize the reduced flavin enzymes at a high rate, a small amount of 

dissolved compounds is enough to mediate the reaction with high efidciency.

Redox polymers have been used since 1983. Heller (15) and Bartlett (13) 

covalently immobilized electron relays to the GOx molecule. It was found that most of the 

electron relays were lost during the initial stabilization period. Higher stabihty has been 

achieved by retaining the electron relays using a polymer instead of attaching them 

directly to the enzyme structure (16). The polymerization to form the surface layer was 

performed by the electrochemical oxidation of a solution containing monomers, such as 

pyrrole or N-methylpyrrole. It was shown that the entrapment of enzymes in such 

electrochemically prepared conductive polymers provides a single enzyme immobilization 

method, which is particularly amenable to the localization of enzymes to small or defined 

electrode geometries. This approach was also used by other workers. Iwakura (17) et al. 

have reported apparent direct electron transfer between GOx and platinum electrode 

coated by a conductive polymer-polypyrrole. Koopal and co-authors (18), have developed 

a family of glucose sensors based on GOx/polypyrrole system, using carbon and platinum 

as electrodes. In all cases, the signal generation was reported to occur at significantly 

anodic potentials, ranging from + 0.2 V to 0.4 V. The redox potential of FAD/FADH2 in 

GOx is -0.44 V and one would expect the generation of bioelectrocatalytic current to take 

place at potentials more cathodic than that reported by Koopal and co-workers (18). 

Therefore, the possibility for mediation of GOx reaction by oligomeric pyrroles remains 

open.

Although direct electron transfer from an enzyme site to the electrode interface 

became a reahty, some disadvantages of the above methods will now be discussed. In 

some cases, the biologically active GOx on the electrode, although showing 

electrochemical activity, is actually denatured. Chi et al. (19) have studied how adsorbed 

enzymes have lost their bioactivity. In order to understand the denaturing of the adsorbed 

enzymes, studies using XPS, STM and SEM have been conducted. They have shown that 

there is an obvious change in the surface structure of the protein when the enzyme is 

immobilized on an electrode surface. In a general sense, dénaturation of an enzyme is
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comprehended by the disruption of hydrogen bonds and other secondary forces which 

maintains the higher structural features. Denatured GOx cannot expose FAD to the 

electrode. Instead, the result of this dénaturation is the loss of the enzyme’s biological 

properties. Therefore, the unfolding of the polypeptides of the GOx molecules on an 

electrode surface is a critical factor. Although the electrochemistry of the redox center of 

the GOx enzyme has apparently been observed, the result was interpreted as the release of 

FAD from the enzyme, with the signal being due to FAD free in solution (20). Hill has 

suggested that direct electrochemistry will only be observed after the problems of 

interfacial specificity, compatibihty and dénaturation have been overcome (8).

To date, the mechanism of enzymatic catalysis of electrode reactions has not been 

investigated in detail. It is not clear what parameters (structural or kinetic) determine the 

abihty of a redox enzyme to catalyze an electrode reaction. A wide range of questions is 

StiU open, including:

a) the rate of electrode reaction of the enzyme prosthetic group, FAD

b) the influence of the protein molecule on the electron transfer process

c) the influence of the enzyme molecule orientation on the electrode surface on the 

process of bioelectrocatalysis.

d) the relationship between the distance separating the active site of the enzyme and 

hence, electrode surface and the efiBciency of the electro catalysis.

e) the influence of the nature of the electrode material and structure of the electrode 

surface.

HiU (18) suggested that there is a need to find bio compatible surfaces in 

bioelectrochemistry. If the electrode is so designed that it somehow resembles the surface 

characteristics of the protein partner, the enzyme may bind to the electrode at the 

interaction domain around the electron transfer center. Past workers have suggested that 

the surface morphology and chemistry of many semiconductors mimics the natural redox 

partners (21). In addition, a number of reports have also indicated that the semiconductor- 

solvent interface is highly reactive and the flexibility in materials design of the 

semiconductor suggests that a great variety of redox proteins can be employed (21,29). 

This motivated us to attempt direct electron transfer at a semiconductor-electrolyte 

interface. Furthermore, past studies on direct electron transfer has been conducted by 

galvanostatic, potentiostatic and potentiodynamic (linear sweep voltammetry and cychc 

voltammetry) techniques. In this study, we are now proposing to employ
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photoelectrochemical techniques, in which photoelectrochemistry provides a suite of 

powerfiil methods for the study of reactions at semiconductor-electrolyte interface.

1.3 Fundamentals of Photoelectrochemistry

1.3.1 Introduction to semiconductors

1.3.1.1 Classification and flow of current in semiconductors

The simplest kind of semiconductors are elemental semiconductors, of group 4 

elements e.g. silicon and germanium. The elementary structural units are tetrahedra, 

linked by sharing comers to form rigid 3-dimensional framework structures. 

Semiconductors can take one of several forms: single crystals, polycrystaUine and 

suspensions of particles. Single crystal materials have different face orientations and the 

different faces have unique properties which influence semiconductor-electrolyte mterface 

behavior (22). However, they are by far the most likely to conform to the ideal interfacial 

picture, as their interfacial and bulk properties are spatially uniform. As a result, many 

equations describing the physics of charge transport can be apphed with accuracy.

Semiconductors can be divided into two types: intrinsic and extrinsic. In intrinsic 

semiconductors, thermal fluctuations are sufficient to excite a small, but significant 

fraction of electrons from the occupied levels (valence bands) into the unoccupied levels 

(conduction bands). For semiconductors, the excitation energy Hes in the range of 0.1 to 

about 2 eV and conduction of the intrinsic type is determine solely by the size of the 

energy gap, often termed as the band gap. Narrow band gap semiconductors are therefore 

the best choice for photoelectrochemical apphcations. Both the excited electrons and 

empty states (aptly called holes) may move under the influence of an electric field, 

providing a means for conduction of current. A hole acts like an electron with a positive 

charge. Such electron-hole pairs may be produced not only by thermal energy, but also by 

incident hght, providing photo-effects.

An extrinsic semiconductor has dopants which control conductivity. By adding 

inq)urities to a semiconductor, a doped material thus is no longer intrinsic but is injure. 

The extrinsic semiconductor can be further classified into two types: p- and n-types. If a 

trivalent in^urity such as boron, is introduced into the semiconductor, the impurity can 

accept valence electrons from the atoms of the basic semiconductor. As a result, holes are 

created and the material is said to be p-type. On the other hand, introduction of a
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pentavalent element, such as phosphorus, creates free electrons. This is because the 

impurity atoms have donors which give up excess electrons to the conduction band of the 

semiconductor. In this case, electrons are the majority carriers and the material is said to 

be n-type. By appropriate doping, the extrinsic semiconductor can have a relatively higher 

level of conduction (23). For example, the addition of less than 0.01 % of a particular 

type of impurity can increase the electrical conductivity of a typical semiconductor hke 

sihcon or germanium by six or seven orders of magnitude. Because of thermal effects, free 

electrons and holes are always being produced in semiconductors such as sihcon and 

germanium (the intrinsic generation of electron-hole pairs). Consequently, there wih be 

some electrons in p-type material and some holes in the n-type materials. In each case, 

these carriers are referred to as minority carriers.

1.3.1.2 Surface properties

Surfaces of semiconductors are often heterogeneous in nature. Factors that lead to 

heterogeneity include the presence of impurities and crystallographic defects. In general, 

crystallographic defects are also electronic defects. Therefore, it is expected that surfaces 

with impurities, many steps or dangling bonds at the surface wih behave differently from 

smooth surfaces (24). Dangling bonds exist when the surface atoms cannot find neighbors 

to pair their electrons with. Such imperfections at the surface result from the interruption 

of normal periodicity of the crystal which results iu the formation of surface states at the 

interface. The presence of these states changes the carrier concentration near the 

interface, thereby influencing the electron-transfer mechanism at semiconductor interfaces

(24). Extreme modification of the surface can therefore cause extreme differences in the 

behavior that are obvious from experimental results.

1.3.2 Fundamentals of semiconductor phototoelectrochemistry

Overall, there are at least four types of processes involved during the 

photo excitation of charge transfer: a) photon absorption and generation of charge carriers

b) their transport under the influence of field gradients c) stabihty/hfetime of photo

excited charge carriers and d) transfer of charge carrier to a redox couple across the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface (SEI). When analyzing such photoelectrochemical 

reactions, it is useful to refer to associated energy level diagrams as it will help in 

predicting electrochemical behavior with respect to différent redox couples in solution.
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1.3.2.1 Model for semiconductor-electrolyte interface

Diagrams widely used to illustrate the basic picture and terminology associated 

with electron transfer at semiconductor/electrolyte interfaces (SEI) are known as 

Gerischer diagrams. These diagrams provide a reasonable, quahtative explanation for 

current flow at the SEI both in the absence and presence of bandgap illumination (22). As 

illustrated in Figure 1.1, the x-axis on the semiconductor side represents distance 

perpendicular to the interface (and is in the order of 10  ̂to lO'̂  Angstrom). On the 

electrolyte side, the x-axis is not used to represent distance. This is done for two reasons. 

First, the distance scales which represent spatial inhomogeneity of properties such as 

potential distribution in solution are much smaller e.g. in the order of 10 - 100 Angstrom 

for the electrical double layer in concentrated electrolyte solution. Secondly, the effect of 

solvent molecules and redox species on the potential distribution is not well understood. 

On the y-axes, electron energies are represented. On the left hand side of the interface, the 

three most important reference points in the energy structure are noted: the conduction 

band, the valence band and the Fermi level. On the right hand side of the interface, the 

energy level distribution associated with redox couples in solutions is represented. The 

absolute magnitudes of probabilities in these energy distributions are related to the 

concentration of the oxidized and reduced form of the redox couple. The diagram is 

drawn for the case where the concentration of the oxidized species is equal to that of the 

reduced form (22).

1.3.2.2 Consequences of semiconductor photoexcitation

As previously described, the main principle of action in a semiconductor is based 

on the excitation of the electronic system which results in the photogeneration of 

electron-hole pairs. Electrons are excited into the conduction band leaving vacated energy 

levels (with positive charges) in the valence band, termed holes. Both electrons and holes 

are current carriers. However, it is to be emphasized that holes cannot be emitted into 

vacuum or cross the SEI, as they require the semiconductor lattice for their existence

(25).
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The efihciency of charge separation is dependent upon the nature of the space- 

charge of the semiconductor. This space charge characterizes the spatial potential 

distributions within the semiconductor across the bulk and at the interface. The nature of 

the space charge is described by the width of the space charge layer, which governs the 

extent of ‘band bending’. The extent of such band bending can be altered by varying 

apphed potential. The potential when no band bending occurs is known as flat-band. A 

high degree of band bending means that there is an efficient charge separation and the 

semiconductor is said to be in depletion mode. This efficient charge separation occurs 

because the apphed field drives the majority carriers into the bulk of the semiconductor 

and the minority carriers to the interface. A measurable photocurrent therefore results. On 

the other hand, when there is a low degree of band bending, efficient charge separation 

does not occur and the semiconductor is said to be in accumulation mode. In this case, 

electron-hole pair recombination is likely.

Besides apphed potential, the photocurrent magnitude is also determined by other 

factors e.g. hght intensity, doping density, as predicted by the Gartner equation:

Jph oto   ̂ _ exp(-alF)
4  1 +

j  photo = photocurrent

lo = hght intensity

a = absorption coefficient

W= width of space charge region

Lp = diSusion length of minority carriers

where =
C  \ l / 2

2 A (|)8 S o

qN

8 = the relative permittivity of the semiconductor 

8 0= the permittivity of vacuum

A(j) = potential difiference across the space charge layer ^  E  - Ep
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E  = applied potential 

Efb = flat band potential 

N  = donor density 

q = elementary charge

Past studies (26) have also shown that the magnitude of the photocurrent is 

influenced by the surface treatment of the sihcon wafer. For example, high photocurrents 

could be achieved when wafers were etched by short dipping in HF (40%) and then 

rinsing with de-ionized water (26). In addition, the kind of metals employed as ohmic 

back contacts affects the magnitude of photocurrent and how the back contact is apphed 

on the sihcon is crucial. For example, when Si is rubbed strongly with a glass rod for a 

long time, defect states which are known to promote electron-hole pair recombination 

often result and this has the effect of suppressing high photocurrents (26).

1.4 Semiconductor-protein interface

In the past, few studies have been conducted at semiconductor-protein interfaces 

and most of them have involved the use of semiconductors as photocatalysts as a source 

of electrons/holes. For example, Wihner et al. (27) have studied the photoelectrochemical 

biocatalyzed reduction of nitrate to nitrite using the redox enzyme, nitrate reductase at 

titanium dioxide interface. The approach to electricaUy communicate the redox protein 

with a semiconductor photocatalyst was shown to be successful. This was accomplished 

by electrostatic or covalent attachment of the redox enzyme to an electron relay-tethered 

polymer (N-methyl-n-propionyl-4,4'-bipyridimum-derivatised polyethyleneimine) 

associated with TiOz colloids or powders. The polymer was proposed to provide electron 

traps for conduction band electrons and to electrically connect the semiconductor 

photocatalyst with the enzyme. Three different approaches to form such redox polymer- 

enzyme couples were presented, including physical immobilization of the protein in a 

crosslinked polymer, electrostatic attraction of the enzyme to the polymer backbone and 

covalent attachment of the protein to the redox polymer. Out of the three, the physical 

immobilization approach was shown to improve the photoelectrochemical reduction of 

nitrate. The enhanced efficiency obtained was attributed to effective electrical 

communication between the redox polymer and cross linked protein.
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A similar approach was adopted by Cai and co-workers (28) who studied electron 

transfer from photoexcited TiOi particles to dissolved O2 and then to an active center of 

superoxidase dismutase (SOD) enzyme. The study was successful and suggests that if 

other intermediates and corresponding enzymes were employed instead of O2 and SOD 

respectively, other selected products could be obtained from this system.

Recently (29), illuminated wide band-gap semiconductors such as indium tin 

oxide, have been used as the electron source for photo current studies in the presence of 

cytochrome c in solution. The idea behind the study was to generate a pulse of electrons, 

which would allow a straightforward kinetic analysis at the interface. However, the 

authors concluded that signals could not be ascribed readily to cytochrome c reduction or 

oxidation but due to electrolysis of water instead:

2 H2O + 2e- H2 + 20TT

In summary, the semiconductor-enzyme system is seen as a promising way to 

build biophotoelectric/biophotocatalytic devices. Therefore, from this point of view, it 

seems that direct electrical communication of redox enzymes with semiconductor 

materials might be feasible. This coupled with the advancements in photoelectrochemistry, 

would enable us to design more novel electrode surfaces for studying biological molecules 

and to develop new types of electrochemical biosensors.

1.5. Silicon: Application in Photoelectrochemistry

There is a huge hterature on the apphcation of sihcon in photo electro chemistry. In 

particular, with high mobihty of charge carriers and their effective separation at 

appropriately prepared interfaces, sihcon ranks as one of the most suitable materials for 

converting solar energy (30). Recent work in biosensors has been directed towards 

miniaturization, in which sihcon is often used as the support. Miniaturization of the sensor 

is an important aspect, especially if biomedical use is envisaged. There are many 

pubhcations in this area. One example is in the integration of enzyme reactors into the 

fabrication process for sihcon-based sensors (31). These enzyme reactor structures are 

made of v-grooves etched into a shicon wafer. The v-groove serves as a flow channel and 

the sihcon surface available in the channel acts as the carrier for immobilizing the enzyme. 

Therefore, the integration of biological components with Si points to the study of GOx
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reaction at silicon interfaces, both for its intrinsic interest and as underpinning for 

technological developments (29).

1.5.1. Oxide film

As sihcon has a significant afihnity for oxygen, the native oxide film can form 

easily on the surface. At room temperature, sihcon oxidizes rapidly to form a protective 

layer of 1 nanometer thick. Besides this, oxide films can be formed by oxidation. When a 

sufficient potential difference is applied across the solution interface, the growth of such 

films can be initiated fi*om clusters formed at the surface. The clusters expand in 

circumference and the film grows laterally to form a monolayer (30). Studies (32) have 

shown that the oxide layer is hydrophihc in character, as proven by the contact angle of a 

water droplet on the surface. The resultant electrophysical properties of the anodic sihcon 

oxide film depend very much on the anodisation mode.

The formation of such films disturbs surface crystalhnity and can affect current 

transport across a semiconductor-electrolyte interface. For example, the formation of the 

film can introduce defect states at the interface. Defect states that are formed below the 

conduction band are capable of trapping charge carriers (33). In addition, a reasonably 

thick oxide film will passivate the surface, acting as insulating film. As a result, the current 

carriers must not only be injected into this thick film (which involves a high activation 

energy) but then must also be transported across the film without being trapped. A thin 

oxide film can protect the surface against photodissolution processes without limiting 

charge transfer (34). According to Laurell (31), an advantage of the oxide film is that it 

can also provide coupling sites for enzyme immobihzation.

1.5.2 Etching the oxide film

During the preparation of sihcon electrodes, sihcon wafers are usually pretreated 

in order to remove the oxide layer already present on the surface. There are many 

methods of etching this oxide film but one of the most efficient ways is to use HF (40%). 

It is important to choose the right technique, as it may affect the kind of defects 

introduced at the surface. For example, past workers had (33) shown that dipping the 

wafer in HF (40%) for 1 minute results in an increase of induced defect states below the 

mid-gap region. A longer HF treatment, results a fiirther increase in the presence of such 

defect states. Therefore, in order to minimize the presence of such defect, a short HF dip 

during wafer preparation is always recommended.
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Graf et al. (32) showed that cleaning successfully with HF resulted in an ultra-thin 

oxide film at the surface. According to these authors, straight after the HF treatment, the 

surface is characterized by coverage with silicon fluoride. Interaction with water then 

results in a rapid reaction of sihcon fluoride (Si-F) to form sihcon hydroxide:

Si-F + H2O ---------- > Si-OH + HF (1)

The presence of the -OH groups induces positive charges (Ô++) on neighboring sihcon 

atoms and this results in Si-H and Si-OH groups being formed:

Si(5++) + H2O ----------- > Si-H + Si-OH (2)

Condensation reactions that fohow between the Si-OH groups result in the formation of 

sihcon dioxide:

Si-OH + Si-OH — > Si-O-Si + H 2O (3)

1.6 Summary

The direct electron transfer (without the use of mediators between the co-factor 

protein of GOx flavoenzyme and an electrode surface) is of great interest. Because the 

combination of direct protein electrochemistry with photoelectrochemical technique may 

offer a novel way of sensing glucose, the approach to employ shicon as the electrode was 

adopted. It was the primary purpose of this present study to investigate this possibhity. In 

the present work, where the aim was to study reactions of the GOx enzyme at Si 

interfaces, the pH was necessarily near neutral and so the electrochemistry was not ideal, 

perhaps being dominated by anodic growth of an oxide film Therefore, at first, there was 

a need to characterize the semiconductor-electrolyte interface in neutral pH in the absence 

of biological reaction in solution. The study then proceeded to investigate the possibihty 

of charge transfer between the semiconductor electrode and the redox enzyme.
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Figure 1.1 Energy level vs. position representations o f the SEI o f n- and p-t}/pe 

semiconductor electrodes in contact with an electrolyte solution containing equal 

concentrations o f the oxidized and reduced foiins o f a redox molecule (22). This t}/pe of 

diagiam is used to introduce terminology common to models describmg interfacial electron 

transfer:

Dox = energy distribution for oxidized redox molecule 

Dred = energy distribution for reduced redox molecule 

CB = conduction band 

VB - valence band 

Eg = band gap

SEI = semiconductor-electrolyte mterface
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL

In this chapter, the experimental details and methodologies common to all 

experiments will be discussed. Firstly, the specimen preparation procedure that was 

devised and practiced throughout the study is described. Secondly, the electrochemical 

techniques used to probe the semiconductor-electrolyte interface are reviewed. It is 

important to note that the chapter only serves to outline the techniques employed and that 

data analysis methodologies will be detailed in the relevant chapters.

2.1. Specimen Preparation

2.1.1 Electrodes

The experiments were performed with pohshed monocrystalline sihcon wafer (n- 

type, [100] orientation) with doping density of 10̂  ̂ ohm cm (phosphorus doped). When 

the p-type Si was required, then a boron doped S i[lll]  with doping density of 10̂  ̂ ohm 

cm was employed instead. Before they were used, the wafers were etched and mounted as 

fohows. The wafers were first cut into small square pieces (3 mm x 3mm). They were 

then dipped into HF (40%) for 5 seconds and afterwards rinsed using deionised water to 

remove excess HF’ . It was important to mount the sihcon pieces straight after etching in 

order to prevent oxide growth at the back. Each square was mounted on top of a brass 

button, using Ga/In eutectic hquid (16.5 mole% of In) as the backside contact. 

Apphcation of the eutectic was made by carefuhy rubbing the metal using a cotton swab. 

Afterwards, epoxy resin was apphed to insulate parts of the shicon surface which were 

not to be in contact with electrolyte solution. The resin was ahowed to dry for 24 hours 

before the electrode was mounted into the ceh, as shown in Figure 2.1 and 2.2.

 ̂ The safety procedure for handling o f HF solution was practiced. This involved wearing the necessary 
protective articles of clothing and handling the chemical in a fumecupboard. Small amounts of HF were 
handled at any given time. Disposing of HF involved its dilution with water, after which the solution can 
then be poured down the sink. In case of skin contact, the affected area should be washed thoroughly and 
cream (for HF burns) should be applied. Medical help should then be sought as soon as possible.
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2.1.2 Apparatus/reagents

As shown in Figure 2.3, the electrochemical ceh, which had a quartz window, was 

based on the classical three electrode electrochemical system. It consists of the working 

electrode (sihcon) with Ag/AgCl (with KCl internal electrolyte) as reference electrode and 

a platinum wire as counter electrode. The surface area of the counter electrode was large 

in comparison to the area of the working electrode, so as to prevent any counter electrode 

process from limiting the current flow in the ceh. In order to remove interferences from 

instruments and reduce noise level, the ceh was enclosed inside a metal Faraday cage.

Solutions were prepared in phosphate bufrered NaCl (0.1 M K2HPO4 , 0.1 M 

KH2PO4, 0.05 M NaCl, pH = 7) using analytical grade chemicals and triply distihed water. 

Hydrogen peroxide solutions of the appropriate concentration were made up fresh. 

Because peroxide solutions are known to decompose  ̂ at room tenq)erature through 

time, the solutions were used within five minutes of preparation (35).

Glucose oxidase {Asperigillns niger) was commerciahy obtained (Bioenzyme) and 

used without further purification. Appropriate concentrations of p-D-glucose were 

prepared in the buffered NaCl solution and were ahowed to mutarotate for 24 hours 

before experimental use. On being ahowed to reach equihbrium, four types of glucose 

were present m solution (3), in which the p-D glucopyranose form is one of them. The 

GOx enzyme shows a high degree of specificity for this foim of glucose.

2.2 Electrochemical Techniques

Since the 1950’s, a number of electrochemical techniques have been apphed to 

investigate the semiconductor-electrolyte interface (SEI). These classical techniques are 

stih frequently apphed to SEI research in order to provide initial information about the 

system However, more elaborate techniques have been used (22). In particular non

steady-state techniques are beginning to make an important contribution to advances in 

photoelectrochemistry. These include: transient photocurrent measurements, intensity 

modulated photoelectrochemical spectroscopy and the laser photoelectrochemical

 ̂ Hydrogen peroxide decomposition is a first order process in peroxide concentration;
H2O2 ------> H2O + 1/2 O2
An increase in temperature will increase the rate of decomposition. This has a considerable influence on 
the time for which these solutions can be used. Therefore, it is important to check the concentration of the 
peroxide solution by calibrating with the classical permanganate titration experiment.
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imaging studies. The experimental set up erq)loyed for carrying out these measurements 

will now be discussed.

2.2.1 Cyclic voltammetry

Figure 2.4 shows the electrochemical ceh set up in order to perform cychc 

voltammetry. Measurements were carried out under potentiostatic conditions and the 

current was recorded within a potential range of interest, with a constant scan rate. The 

technique was employed mainly to study the redox behavior of the electrode material in 

the dark, so that what we term as the ‘dark current’ response of the electrode can be 

obtained.

2.2.2 Optoelectric response: photocurrent transients

The measurement technique ernployed here records the photocurrent response 

upon illumination on the electrode. The hght sources employed in this were a 

photographic flash lamp and a hght emitting diode (LED).

Figure 2.5 shows the electrochemical cell set up in which the photographic flash 

unit (xenon tube) was used as the hght source (in which there was a fair amount of output 

at wavelengths shorter than 400 nm). As illustrated in the diagram, the flash generated a 

short pulse of white hght which was introduced through a small hole (with diameter of 2 

cm). The distance between the hght source and the electrode was approximately 20 cm 

The resulting transient photocurrent response was captured on the oscilloscope and then 

recorded on an XY chart recorder. In order to observe the hght characteristics from the 

photographic flash, a photodiode^ was used. The pulse of hght was detected by the 

photodiode and the signal response was displayed on a digital storage oscilloscope and 

then plotted on the X-Y recorder.

As an alternative, a LED was used as the hght source. Figure 2.6 shows the 

electrochemical cell set up employed to capture photocurrent signals recorded within the 

potential range interest (at a constant scan rate). A lens was employed in the cell set up in 

order to focus the LED hght on the electrode surface. An ‘ultra-bright AlGaAs red’ LED 

was enq)loyed, with peak wavelength of 660 nm and a viewing angle of 10°. There were 

several advantages of using an LED as the hght source. The hght signal fi’om the LED 

could be modulated using an audio fi’equency oscillator. This had the advantage that a

 ̂ The photodiode was built by the Electronic Dept, at UCL and the device has a response time of Ips.
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wide modulation frequency range could be studied and modulating the light signal meant 

that a lock-in amplifier (LIA) could be incorporated within the electrochemical set up. 

The LIA provided direct determination of the photocurrent response, at the modulation 

frequency of the source.

2.2.3 Laser photoelectrochemical microscopy

The study employed optical and SLAPEM (Scanning Confocal Laser 

Photoelectrochemical Microscopy) imaging in order to map the surface morphology and 

photo current response. Past studies (36,37) have shown that images provide important 

knowledge in phenomena such as the dissolution reaction of sulphide mclusions in 

stainless steel and the electrochemical heterogeneity at semiconductor-electrolyte 

interface of Si and Ga/As. However, in order to interpret the images, we need to 

understand the origin of surface heterogeneity in electrochemical reactions. In this study, 

SLAPEM images of both n- and p-type Si were obtained in order to understand the non- 

uniformity of photoelectrochemical reactions at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. 

Images are often complex and we can only suggest possible explanations to the origins of 

this heterogeneity. Past workers (38,39) suggested that the photocurrent generated has 

two important properties; it is local and it is also transient. This means that as the moving 

spot is rastered across the sample, any particular position on the surface is only 

illuminated for a brief period. Therefore, heterogeneity of the image will represent 

variations in the transient photocurrent from the laser spot at different point across the 

surface.

As shown in Figure 2.7, the instrument employed the Bio-Rad Micro science Ltd. 

MRC 600 confocal laser microscope in its design. In order to obtain an optical image of 

the electrode surface, a focused Hght spot from an argon ion laser (X = 488 and 514) was 

rastered across the surface of an electrode using mirrors. Light returning from the 

specimen as a result of specular reflection was then passed back through the microscope 

objective lens and then monitored with a photomultipHer tube (40).

More importantly, the instrument can exploit the photosensitivity of the 

semiconductor-electrolyte junction in order to map bulk and surface features. In order to 

obtain the electrochemical image, the localized current perturbation for each beam 

position has to be obtained. This was achieved by scanning the laser from left to right with 

a constant velocity and accumulating the localized current perturbations for each position.
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The current output was dc coupled through pre-amplifier and ofifset to match the input 

range of the fiamestore (0 - IV). The signal was then saved in a framestore in order to 

obtain a grey scale image, with pixel intensity of 0-256. Signals were averaged over 

multiple frames and the total time to record an image was typically 1 minute. The image 

contrast obtained represents variations in the current due to the movement of the laser 

spot across the surface (41).

2.2.4 IMPS (Intensity Modulated Photo current Spectroscopy)

A.C. impedance techniques involving sinusoidal modulation are widely employed 

in electrochemistry (42). In the technique known as IMPS, a sinusoidal modulation of 

Hght intensity is produced in order that the complex ratio of photocurrent flux to incident 

Hght flux can be measured as a function of frequency (43). In this study, the IMPS 

technique was used to investigate the photocurrent signals over a range of frequency from 

I Hz to 3 kHz.

Figure 2.8 shows the experimental set up for IMPS which utiHzed a frequency 

response analyzer to modulate the LED Hght signal and record the anq)Htude and phase of 

the resultant photocurrent signal with respect to the Hght intensity. As shown in the 

diagram, the osciUator output was connected to a home-made circuit which provided the 

current drive for the LED. The intensity of the output Hght signal was recorded by using a 

photodiode^ and an osciHoscope, in order to show that the modulated LED Hght signal 

was in fact sinusoidal. The resultant data, which is a complex ratio of photocurrent flux 

to incident Hght flux (as a function of frequency) can be represented in a complex plane 

(42,43).
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CHAPTERS

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION: THE USE OF ELECTROCHEMICAL 

TECHNIQUES TO STUDY SELICON-ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE AT 

NEUTRAL pH.

3.1 Introduction

In order to investigate the photoelectrochemical characteristics at sihcon-protein 

interfaces, it is important to first study the behaviour of the sihcon electrode in buffered 

neutral electrolyte. Neutral electrolyte (pH 7) was chosen because it is an optimal pH for 

glucose oxidase, the biological species used in the study.

Despite the extensive use of sihcon, very few studies at neutral pH have been 

reported. Most studies have been associated with the behaviour of sihcon in etching 

electrolyte solutions, as this is of particular interest to the electronics industry. In 

particular the widespread apphcation of anistropic wet chemical etching for 

micromachining has provoked many studies (44,45). For example, Meeraker et al. (44) 

have studied the reaction of peroxide at sihcon in pH =12 solutions at 70 ° C. In the 

semiconductor device industry, such solutions are used to either etch or clean the surface 

of sihcon wafers. In particular, the chemical dissolution process responsible for changing 

surface morphology of the semiconductor was of interest. Recently, Kehy (45) and co

workers have studied the mechanism behind such an etching process. In addition, they 

also have reported that the electrodes can be passivated due to the formation of the oxide 

film on anodic scanning. The growth of such a film was also observed by other workers 

(47,48).

In this investigation, standard techniques in electrochemistry such as those 

described in the previous chapter, were employed in order to investigate the reactions 

taking place at the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. In particular, there was an interest 

to know if the oxide film dominates the electrochemistry at this neutral pH and its effect 

on the photocurrent response. The procedure for electrode preparation and the 

experimental set up for carrying out cychc voltammetry, transient photocurrent 

measurements and SLAPEM imaging has been described in detail in Chapter 2.2.
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3.2 Results and Discussion

3.2.1 Cyclic voltammetry

Figure 3.1 shows the current-potential characteristics of a freshly etched n-Si[100] 

in phosphate bufrered solution (pH 7). The measurement was carried out in the dark, at 

room temperature. The curves were measured with a 20 mV/s scan rate from -3000 to 

+3000 mV and back again. From the curve, three distinct current regions are apparent and 

the form of these curves is similar to that reported by Kelly and co-workers (46) who 

have carried out similar experiments in etching electrolyte solutions. The cathodic current 

at -3000 mV is attributed to the reduction of water by electrons which are present in an 

accumulation layer formed at the surface at high negative potentials:

2 H%0 + 2e ------------ > H] + 2 OFT

At positive potentials, the n-type electrode shows two distinct anodic peaks before 

the extreme positive potential of +3000 mV is reached. Integrating the area underneath 

the peaks gave us the associated charge passed. The charges passed associated with these 

two peaks were 22 x 10'  ̂ (at -400 mV) and 16 x 10'  ̂ (at +1900 mV) Coulombs. Kelly et 

al. (46) have attributed similar peaks to the formation of the oxide layer. Assuming that 

the oxide film has grown at the surface, then the thickness of the film can be calculated 

(Table 3.0), assuming that the film has the density and stoichiometry of pure 8 % . The 

calculated thicknesses are very small: peak 1, 1.2 x 10'  ̂A°; peak 2, 9 x 10'^A°.

These values does not seem to suggest the formation of an uniform oxide film 

across the electrode’s surface. A more likely explanation is as follows. According to 

Lewerenz (49), shortly after HF etching, the removal of the native sihcon oxide creates a 

surface condition with varying Si-OH, Si-F (probably partiaUy solvated) and SiO: 

coverages. This leaves a surface which is stable. On immersion of the electrode into the 

electrolyte solution, water attacks on some locahsed Si-F sites and this reaction can occur 

at open circuit. This process can also be observed when the potential is scanned 

anodicaUy. The fact that there are two current peaks suggests that two types of oxides are 

grown at the surface, as suggested by past workers (47). It is also apparent that the 

second peak is superimposed upon a steady rise in current and this current could be 

associated with oxygen evolution:

2 H2O + 4h^ --------- > O2 + 4H"
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On subsequent scanning, a peak at +1500 mV was seen, which can be attributed 

to further oxide growth at locahsed sites (Figure 3.2 (a)). As shown in Figure 3.2 (b), on 

the third subsequent scan, the two peaks previously observed disappeared following a 

low, reproducible dark current which was obtained.

3.2.2 Photocurrent measurements

In the previous section, oxide growth localised at specific sites on the surface was 

proposed. This raises the question as to whether oxide growth can also take place under 

illumination. In this study, photocurrent-voltage measurements were conducted at n- 

Si[100] electrode in a buffered solution of pH 7, upon fight illumination fi'om LED fight 

source, modulated with a frequency of 550 Hz.

Figure 3.3.(a) shows a typical photocurrent-potential curve for n-Si[100], in 

which the potential was scanned firom negative to positive, -1500 mV to +1500 mV, and 

back again, with a scan rate of 20 mV/s. It is apparent fi*om the scan that beyond the 

potential onset (-340 mV), the photocurrent rose sharply and exhibited a plateau, finally 

attaining a (fight flux limited) saturation value at potentials near + 375 mV (vs Ag/AgCl). 

The photo current onset value can be taken as an approximation of the fiat-band potential. 

According to Nogami (50), the determination of the flat-hand potential fi'om the onset of 

the transient photo current as a function of potential is a reliable approximation. The return 

sweep under interrupted illumination is similar in shape but results in a large hysteresis 

observed. The behaviour of the curve can be rationalised as follows. Before the onset 

potential, the photo current cannot be observed, due to a facile electron and hole pair 

recombination. Beyond flat-band the photocurrent measured is anodic in polarity. For n- 

type semiconductor under illumination, an anodic current can only be explained if the 

minority carriers (holes) are driven to the semiconductor/solution interface and the 

majority carriers move to the bulk under the imposed electric field gradient. The eventual 

fate of the holes will depend not only on surface properties of the semiconductor but also 

the type of species in the electrolyte. According to Gerischer, the holes arriving at the 

surface can either be transferred to the electrolyte with a redox couple therein or by an 

oxidative corrosion process or they can recombine via surface recombination centres. In 

our case, the absence of redox species in the electrolyte solution means that a competing 

process can occur at the interface between oxide formation and charge recombination. It 

is likely that the supply of holes at the surface can result in oxide growth: Si + h  ̂ — >
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SiO:. The presence of oxide film can passivate the surface and will affect the overall 

conductance of charge carriers across the semiconductor-electrolyte interface. Therefore, 

this explains the hysteresis observed, which is evidence of oxide growth at anodic 

potentials.

At this stage of the investigation, there was an interest to observe the 

photocurrent-voltage response of n-Si[100] in the presence of a thicker oxide film grown 

on the surface in the dark. Kelly and co-workers (46) have shown that such an oxide film 

can be grown in the dark under anodic potential. Figure 3.3 (b) shows the resulting 

photocurrent-voltage curve of an n-Si[100] electrode immersed in buffered NaCl solution. 

Prior to scanning, the potential was held at +1500 mV for 10 minutes in the dark. The 

photocurrent-potential curve showed the usual anodic polarity beyond fiat-band and the 

normal S-shape envelope typical of n-type photoelectrodes. By noting down parameters 

such as maximum photocurrent (Ip h oto), photocurrent onset and the relative magnitude of 

hysteresis (Table 3.1), it is apparent that the scan is different from the previous scan of 

Figure 3.3(a). The difference can be attributed to a thicker oxide in the case of the second 

scan, in which the fihn passivates the surface more and hence gives a lower photo current 

response. In addition, the result shows that a thicker oxide results in a more positive 

photo current onset, which indicates that the oxide promotes electron-hole pair 

recombination at the interface. This is probably due to an increase in the population of 

surface states at the interface. Lastly, it is apparent that a smaller hysteresis was observed 

in Figure 3.3(b). This suggests that when the electrode is anodicaUy scanned, the holes at 

the interface do not contribute to further oxide growth. It is surprising that a measurable 

photocurrent is still observed at n-Si[100] despite the presence of such an oxide film

3.2.3 Photoelectrochemica] imaging

According to Gerischer (51), surface charge recombination will be strongly 

enhanced if the surface contains structural imperfections such as steps and edges on 

crystallographic planes. This point was further explored in this study, in which laser 

imaging was employed to study the spatial electrochemical variations at the 

semiconductor-electrolyte interface, in particular observing the photocurrent at defect 

sites.

Figure 3.4 shows a typical optical image of a fi-eshly etched n-Si[100] surface. The 

image indicates that the electrode surface is very smooth with very few marks due to the 

crystallographic defects. Figure 3.5 shows the corresponding SLAPEM image of the n-
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Si[100] in buffered NaCl electrolyte at +250 mV. As a comparison, the figure also shows 

the image in the absence of laser illumination i.e. dark current. The SLAPEM image 

shows that at this anodic potential, a measurable photocurrent (10 pA) was observed. It is 

apparent from the image that, in this depletion, the photocurrent is spatially 

heterogeneous, with a few dark hues/ spots. Similar results were obtained by Peat and co

workers (39), who have studied electrochemical imaging at n-Si immersed in ammonium 

fluoride solutions, in which the pH had been decreased so as to remove the oxide film at 

the surface. They observed the formation of etch pits, as well as patterns of lines which 

were probably due to preparation damage penetrating from the original surface. On 

conq)arison of Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the images indicate that electrochemical heterogeneity 

can be attributed to crystallographic defects from the wafer itself or as a result of damage 

during the preparation procedure. The image also shows that when the laser hit parts of 

the semiconductor which were photoactive, the image appeared bright. This confirms that 

the transient photocurrent is anodic in nature, due to holes arriving at the interface. Of 

particular interest is when the laser spot hit a defect site. The defects appeared to be dark 

and the photocurrent transient indicated a cathodic polarity. The cathodic overshoot 

would be due to electrons arriving at the interface, which would result in electron-hole 

pair recombination. Peat and co-workers (39) have also observed a similar recombination 

process, due to the presence of screw dislocations at the surface. This supports the idea 

proposed by Gerischer (52) that the surface states in defects do act as recombination 

centres.

From the SLAPEM image, it is apparent that as the laser moves away from the 

defect, the image appears bright, as the photocurrent is once more anodic. This 

phenomenon, termed shadowing, has heen previously observed (36, 37, 38, 39). 

According to these workers, because the spatial resolution of the image depends very 

much on the dynamics of recombination this will in turn introduce a time dependence 

which win lead to changes in image with scan speed. A high laser velocity therefore wUl 

result in shadowing effects which extend over long distances whereas at lower velocities, 

the shadow becomes shorter.

In order to gain further insight into the physical origin of contrast, the laser 

microscope was also employed to study spatial variations at p-Si[100] (Figure 3.7). 

Overall, the image appears darker than the dark current and suggests that the 

photocurrent response is cathodic in nature (due to electrons arriving to the surface). Of
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interests are the defect marks on the SLAPEM image, of which some are quite apparent 

in the optical picture (Figure 3.6). The defects appear to be bright, which can be 

attributed to anodic photocurrent at these sites. At these sites, it would appear that holes 

arriving at the interface recombine with the electrons, resulting in the anodic overshoot. 

Therefore, as in the previous case of n-Si[100], the defects act as recombinant centres. 

When the laser passes the defect, it hits the photoactive region once more, resulting in a 

cathodic overshoot and the image appears darker. The black shadow which tads off is 

once again due to a transient effect, as explained above. Similar effects on SLAPEM 

images were obtained by Hutton and co-workers (47) on p-Si [100] and p -S i[lll] 

surfaces immersed in KOH solutions at alkaline pH.

3.3 Conclusions

The preliminary investigation carried out in this study successhdly employed 

different potentiodynamic measurements to characterise the n-Si[100]-oxide electrolyte 

interface in phosphate buffered NaCl solution (pH=7). In the absence of illumination, 

cychc voltammetry was used as a tool to probe the reactions of the electrode in the dark 

and there is evidence of oxide growth at anodic potentials. Upon illumination, a 

measurable photocurrent (anodic m nature) was observed beyond the flat-band potential 

and was attributed to holes arriving at the interface. The possible fate of these minority 

charge carriers were discussed, particularly with reference to oxide growth. It was shown 

that the characteristic of the photocurrent-voltage curves depended very much on the 

presence of oxide on the surface. Surprisingly, a measurable photocurrent was obtained 

even in the presence of an anodically grown oxide.

Finally, the study has highhghted the use of scanning laser electrochemical 

microscopy in order to study variations in photocurrents generated at n- and p-type Si. 

Photocurrent inhomogeneity was attributed to defects on the surface and these sites were 

shown to act as charge recombination centres.
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Peak 1 (at -400 mV) Peak 2 (at + 500 mV)

Charge passed 22.4 X lO'^Coloumbs 1.679 X 10"̂  Coulombs

No. o f moles calculated 

from Faraday’s law: moles 

= Q/nF; assumes n = 4

5.80 X 10'^^ 4.35 X 10'^^

Mass = moles x RMM 3.49 X 1 0 '^ 'g 2.61 X 10'^^ g

Area o f electrode 0.1256 cm^ 0.1256 cm^

Volume o f SiOz = 

mass/density

1.50x10'^^ cm" 1.13 X 10'^^ cm"

Average thickness o f SiOz 

= volume/area

1.20 X 10'^^ cm 8.97x10'^^ cm

Approximate thickness o f 

oxide

1.2 X 10'^ Angstrom 9 X 10'^ Angstrom

Table 3.0. Calculations o f the peaks observed in Figure 3.1
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Iphoto (M -A ) Photo cuiTcnt 

onset (anodic)

Magnitude o f 

hysteresis (relative)

Freshly etched 

sample

5.6 -340 mV large

Held anodically for 

10 mills. (+1500 

mV)

5.3 +0 mV small

Table 3.1. Parameters describing the characteristic o f photocurreut-voltage scans in 

Figure 3.3.



Peak 2

Peak 1

+ 3000-3000 +15-1500

(E/mV)

500 mV

Figure 3.1 Cyclic voltammetry o f dark current o f an etched n-Si[100] sample in 

phosphate buffered NaCl solution. The potential was applied with reference to a standard 

Ag/AgCl (KCl, IM internal electrolyte) electrode, with scan rate = 20 mV/s. The anow s 

indicate the scan direction.
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I/mA

0.2 uA

0 . 4 5 -  -

3000E/mV

400 mV

Figure 3.2 Voltammograms o f u-Si[100] in a solution o f phosphate buffered NaCl, taken

m the dark. Tlie potential apphed was m reference to a standard Ag/AgCl (KCl, IM

internal electrolyte) electrode with scan rate o f 20 mV/s. Tlie aiTows indicate the scan 

direction.

Curve (a) was taken on the second subsequent scan 

Curve (b) was taken on the third subsequent scan.
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l/fiA

5.5

500 mV

+1500-1500 E/mV

Figure 3.3 Photocunent-voltage curves for ii-Si[100] in phosphate buffered NaCl 

solution. Measurements were taken under constant chopped illumination with red LED 

pulse (660 mn, repetition rate o f 500 Hz). Potential applied was in reference to a standard 

Ag/AgCl (KCl internal electrolyte) electrode with scan rate o f 20 mV/s. Cuives;

a) is the response o f a fi eshly etched electrode

b) is the response o f an electrode which was held at an anodic potential o f + 1500 mV for 

10 minutes prior to scanning.
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Figure 3.4 Optical image o f n-Si[ 100] electrode. Laser spot velocity -  15 ms/line.
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Figure 3.5 SLAPEM image of n-Si[100] in phosphate buffered NaCl solution (pH=7), at 

+250 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (KCl internal electrolyte).

Conditions: laser spot velocity, 17 ms/line (zoom = 4.0), grey scale corresponds to 61 = 

10 pA.
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Figure 3.6 

ms/line.

0]3tical image o f p - S i [ l l I ]  electrode. Laser spot velocity = 15
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Figure 3.7 SLAPEM image of p-Si[l 11] in phosphate buffered NaCl solution (pFl=7), at - 

450 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (KCl internal electrolyte).

Conditions, laser spot velocity, 0.98 ms/line (zoom = 4.0), grey scale corresponds to ÔI = 

0.2 pA.
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CHAPTER 4

ATTEMPTING PHOTOELECTROCHEMTSTRY TO STUDY BIOLOGICAL 

ELECTRON TRANSFER AT THE SILICON-ELECTROLYTE INTERFACE

4.1 Introduction

The main aim of this work was to determine whether direct electron transfer could 

be achieved at a semiconductor-protein interface. Glucose oxidase and sihcon were 

considered as the model system. In choosing a suitable semiconductor-protein system, the 

semiconductor has to be photoexcitable at wavelengths inactive for the protein. In 

addition, the redox potentials of the semiconductor bands and the protein have to be 

compatible. A preliminary account of the reduction of ferricyanide at p-Si[100] and -[111] 

electrodes in aqueous alkaline solutions has been reported by Kelly et al. (46). It was 

shown that the charge transfer due to electrochemical reduction of ferricyanide is not 

hindered by a thin oxide layer on the Si surface. As the ferrocyanide/ferricyanide redox 

couple has been used as a common mediator for GOx enzyme in glucose sensors, the 

work demonstrates the possibility that the sdicon/GOx combination satisfies the above 

requirement. Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter I, GOx is a very well studied redox 

protein and therefore suitable for our purposes.

In principle, the possibihties of achieving direct electron transfer should be 

enhanced by bringing the flavoenzyme close to the electrode, such as by immobilization. 

However, studies conducted by Wen (9) have shown disadvantages of the immobilization 

process. The side effect of immobilization is that it changes the protein’s three- 

dimensional structure at the active sites. Since the catalytic activity of the enzyme depends 

on the presence of a given conformational structure in the folded polypeptide chain, even 

minor alterations in the tertiary structure would result in a loss of bio catalytic activity. In 

this context, measurements were conducted with the GOx free in solution and it was 

assumed that equilibration between adsorbed GOx and free GOx exists in solution.

To date, various methods (53) have been used to probe charge transfer across 

semiconductor-electrolyte interfaces. A normal mode of perturbation for studying the 

relaxation of the semiconductor-electrolyte junction would be an illumination pulse (54). 

Following such a pulse, the measured phenomenon could be the variation with time of the 

photopotential under open circuit condition or the photocurrent under closed circuit 

conditions. Recent studies have employed photocurrent transient measurements: for
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example, attempts to explore the semiconductor-electrolyte interface at MoSe^ (55) and 

Si (56).

In the present study, we report the photocurrent-time behavior of n-Si[100] in 

contact with aqueous buffered electrolyte (pH=7) following a short pulse of illumination’ . 

The hght induced time-resolved photoelectrochemical study of the electrode in the 

absence and presence of the GOx biological reaction in solution was explored. In addition, 

SLAPEM imaging was used in order to map the photocurrent response at the interface. 

For comparison, the optical image was also obtained.

4.2 Experimental

Findings reported in Chapter 3 show that surfaces containing structural 

imperfections influence the electrochemical response. Furthermore, past studies (57) have 

shown that the presence of defects in the crystallographic planes such as steps and 

dislocations wiU enhance the charge recombination at the interface. Therefore, it is 

essential to have a reproducible electrode surface, prior to conducting any electrochemical 

measurements. As a result, the following specimen preparation was carried out. Firstly, 

the electrode was viewed under the optical microscope (magnification x40) in order to see 

if major visible defects were present on the surface. The morphology of the surface should 

be relatively smooth, whilst allowing for shght crystallographic imperfections. Secondly, 

‘dark current’ behavior was observed and should give the ideal response previously 

observed in Figure 3.2. Lastly, the photocurrent-voltage curve was measured and the plot 

should have the normal S-shaped response.

AH reagents/solutions employed in the study were prepared as previously 

described in Chapter 2.1. In order to investigate the photoelectrochemical process at n- 

Si[100], measurements of pulse photocurrent and SLAPEM imaging were carried out. 

The apparatus employed for such measurements has been described in Chapter 2.2.

4.3 Results and discussion

The intensity-time characteristic of the Hght output fi'om the flash was determined. 

A cahbrated photodiode was used for the intensity measurement. Figure 4.1 reveals the 

profile of the excitation pulse. The result shows that Hght output peaked approximately at 

50 ps and subsequently decayed in an exponential manner, with time constant of 500 ps.

 ̂ N-type Si has been used as the source of holes for the photocurrent studies.
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4.3.1 Transient photocurrent at silicon-buffer interface: dependence on applied 

potential

Transient photocurrent response at n-Si[100] in buffered NaCl solution was 

obtained at different apphed potentials ranging firom -500 mV to +1000 mV. The 

potential dependence of the transient characteristics is shown in Figure 4.2. Two types of 

transients can be distinguished: those at potentials near flat-band i.e. in the low band 

bending region and those at potentials more positive than flat-band i.e. in the higher band 

bending region. Near the flat-band potential, e.g. - 500 mV, a very small anodic 

photo current is observed with a small cathodic overshoot that follows after the hght 

pulse. As previously described in Chapter 3, in the low band bending region, the 

photocurrent transient is mainly governed by the electron-hole pair recombination and 

therefore a small photocurrent can be detected. On the other hand, at more positive 

potentials e.g. 500 mV, a large anodic transient appears. This transient is characterized by 

a rapid rise which is attributed to a large number of minority carriers (holes) created at the 

interface upon illumination, as a consequence of the band bending. The subsequent decay 

represents the fate of the minority carriers once they have reached the interface. The 

decay characteristics of these transients will be explored further in greater detail in the 

next section. They show two main stages (evident in Figure 4.2) : the first stage seems to 

reflect the decay of the hght intensity and the next the fiirther reaction, in the dark, of the 

excess minority carriers.

The dependence of total photo-activated charge on electrode potential was 

determined. This value can be evaluated from the area underneath the transient peaks. 

Figure 4.5 (a) shows the charge plot as a function of potential from -500 mV to +1000 

mV. As expected from theory (58), a positive correlation was observed.

4.3.2 Pulse transient photocurrent response at silicon electrolyte interface: studying 

the effect of GOx reaction in solution.

Results presented in this section show the influence on photocurrent transients of 

the presence of GOx and its substrate, glucose m solution. In these experiments, the 

electrode was held at a potential favorable for a photocurrent to flow upon flash 

irradiation. Therefore, measurements were conducted under an external bias of +500 mV 

( vs. Ag/AgCl). As shown in the previous section, this corresponds to a sufhciently high
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band bending where surface recombination is neghgible, resulting in a measurable 

photocurrent, in which holes are present at the interface.

The study began by observing the effect on addition of enzyme (GOx =15 fiM ) 

into the solution. No effect was observed in comparison to Si/buffer case, which suggests 

that the enzyme itself is non-electroactive. However, as shown in Figure 4.3 (a) and (c), a 

dramatic change was observed on addition of GOx (15 |iM)/glucose (5 mM) in solution. 

A significantly lower current was observed, and the form of the transient seemed 

changed, in comparison with the effects in the absence of GOx reaction in solution. In the 

same figure, the effect of reducing the glucose concentration to 1 mM is shown. As 

expected, the change was much less marked when the glucose concentration was reduced. 

For comparison, the photocurrent transient in the presence of H2O2 (2 mM) was 

determined. It is known that peroxide is the by-product of the GOx reaction if the reaction 

is mediated by O2 in solution. It is evident from Figure 4.3 that following the decay of 

hght intensity to zero, within the first 2 ms, the current transient in the dark appeared to 

decay in two further distinct stages. In order to analyze the characteristic of the decay 

conq)onent of the transients, appropriate logarithm of photocurrent vs. time plots were 

plotted. If the rate of charge transfer is first order, then the photocurrent is expected to 

decay exponentially with time governed by a rate constant^. Therefore, a first order 

process will result in a straight line plot. Figure 4.4 shows the corresponding 

In(photocurrent) plotted as a function of time for the various transients observed in Figure 

4.3^. The result clearly shows the two-stage dark decay. Experiments conducted so far 

involved the capture of these transients under a long timescale, in the order of 

milhseconds. However, it is important to also observe the earher part of the transient 

signals, when charge carriers are thought to arrive at the interface upon illumination. 

Figure 4.6 shows the experimental dependence of ln(photocurrent) vs. time response in 

which signals were measured under a shorter timescale in the order of ps. These signals

Iphoto =  Io X

wliere Iphoto = photocurrent measured, lo = photocurrent at t=0 upon illumination of li^ t pulse, x= time constant and 
t= time.  ̂From the plot of ln(Iphoto) vs. t, the time constant values can be evaluated form the slopes of the graphs

i.e. T = -1/slope.

 ̂ Calculation of errors involves measuring 251, which is the noise signal evaluated from the transient signal. 
Therefore, you must divide it by a factor of 2 to give us 81.

y = ln(i) in the ln(photocurrent) v̂ .. time plot.

Therefore, 8y = 81n(i) = 8i/i. Hence, error bars are 5i/i.
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were captured in the presence of GOx reaction and H2O2 in solution, in order to observe 

how such redox species influence the first part of the transient.

The logarithmic plots of Figure 4.4 and 4.6 delineate 4 regions: a first order decay 

at short time, followed by a period of relatively slowly-varying current followed by a final 

decay which is hi-exponential in nature. The experimental quantities of interest taken fi’om 

these transients are given in Table 4.1. Interesting observations were seen in the four parts 

of the In [Iphoto] vs. time curves. We can only suggest a possible interpretation of these 

transients in different time domains observed here.

In the first two regions, the transients shapes in all three cases were similar, as 

shown in Figure 4.6. Each transient consists of initial rise, followed by a subsequent decay 

which was shghtly dependent on the nature of redox couple in the electrolyte phase. 

According to past workers, the initial photo current excursion, which was observed to 

occur within nanoseconds (59,60) is the result of electron-hole separation and their 

transport to the SiO: surface. The fraction of decay of the photocurrent occuring prior to 

transition time of 80 ps, was significantly faster than the decay of the hght intensity. In 

this region, the time constants was shghtly lower in the presence of GOx/glucose in 

comparison to the other two transients. After the first transition time of 80 ps, the 

transient then fohowed a regime in which a relatively slowly varying current was observed 

in ah three cases, with the duration of this being unaffected by any redox species in 

solution. The duration of this phase was much longer than the time scale for hght intensity 

to decay to zero. Other than the difference in the average Iphoto value during the slowly 

varying phase, no other effect of the presence of the redox species was observed during 

this time. It is thought that during this time, the surface reaction is consuming charge 

carriers trapped at the sihcon-oxide interface. According to Pyrybyla (55) holes arriving at 

the interface can accumulate on surface states, particularly in the so cahed Tong hved 

traps’, which can continue for the duration of the transient. Similar observations were 

made by Kamat et al. (61, 62) in the case of n- TiOz coUoids, who showed that the decay 

of the trapped holes was a very slow process.

In some circumstances, in the third phase (Figure 4.4), the photocurrent was 

essentiahy constant whilst in other cases it decayed with time. In ah cases, though, there 

was a clear transition to the final fourth phase in which the photocurrent again decayed 

rapidly. The time constant, t, of the third phase was higher in the presence of redox
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species i.e. 10-15 ms than in the absence (Si/bufifer case: 5 ms) (Table 4.1). This apparent 

difference is governed by the total charge which is trapped at the interface. In the 

presence of the redox species, this is smaller, because the number of holes is less. The 

current, for consumption of holes, is therefore less and the time for transition is extended. 

Figure 4.5 shows the photocharge obtained from integration of the transients in Figure

4.4. The diminution of charge caused by the redox species is clear. One formulation of a 

model for these effects is as follows:

h o -^  e~ +

(1)

(2a)

(h*) (h*) —̂ oxide (2b)

Holes formed in (1) are transported to the surface and may be scavenged by reducing 

agents in the solution: reaction 2(a). This reaction would account for the initial rapid 

photocurrent decay; it might only proceed through defects in the surface oxide. Holes 

might also be trapped at the oxide/semiconductor interface: (h^)y. These holes would then 

react to thicken further the oxide layer: reaction 2(b). The time variation of current for 

this reaction would be determined by the time variation of concentration of trapped holes 

and of the potential difference across the oxide layer. The charge passed in this step 

should be directly proportional to the concentration of (h^)i, which would be diminished 

in the presence of a reducing agent in solution. Heterogeneous hole transfer at the 

electrode-electrolyte interface in this region is likely, but is probably restricted to suitable 

redox partners initially found within the electrolyte. In the buffer case, it is likely that 

holes will take part in oxide formation at the surface:

Si + h  ̂ -— > SiOz or SiOHx

In the case of Si/GOx/glucose and Si/HzOz the current does not change much in this third 

region and therefore shows no evidence of the redox species acting as hole scavengers. It
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is possible therefore that the remaining holes are further trapped at localized sites on the 

surface.

A remarkable feature in the fourth region, concerns the independence of the time 

constants (of 1-2 ms) in the absence/presence of redox species in solution. It was 

suggested that as time progress, the carriers move deeper and deeper into the 

semiconductor and thus recombination takes place in the bulk rather than at the surface. 

Past workers (63, 64) have also observed that in the tail of decay, the bulk recombination 

process has been the dominant effect.

4.3.3 Pulse transient photocurrent response at sUicon-oxide electrolyte interface: 

attempting direct electron transfer with GO* enzyme

From the above findings, it is clear that dramatic changes on the phototransient in 

the presence of redox species were observed in the last two regions of the photocurrent 

decay. The transient e>q)eriment for SFGOx(15pM)/glucose(5mM) was repeated with 

nitrogen gas being bubbled in solution prior to measurement, in order to examine the 

effect of degassing the solution on the transient response. Figure 4.7 (b) shows the 

response. The transient was shown to follow the shape of the SFbuffer case, its magnitude 

in the beginning being 1340 pA. The transient then follows a slow decay time constant of 

4.5 ms, which lasts several milliseconds. A fast decay whose time constant is 1ms was 

observed in the last region of the transient. Besides observing the decay characteristics, 

the dependence of charge on electrode potential was studied. Figure 4.8 (b) shows the 

effect of scrubbing the electrolyte solution with nitrogen gas on charge across the 

potential range. Again result shows that the response of the degassed system is similar to 

Si/buffer, which shows that oxygen plays a vital role as a natural mediator. This therefore 

proves that direct electron transfer to the enzyme did not take place at Si-electrolyte 

interface, and that the effects observed were due to peroxide.

The study concluded that efficient electron transfer would require the protein to 

be correctly orientated and therefore this highhghts the following questions. Would it be 

possible, and practical, to find the right immobilization technique (to protect, place and 

orientate the enzyme) to achieve requirements for electron transfer in order to fabricate 

fimctional glucose sensors ? Even with optimal immobilization, wdl some modification of
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the enzyme structure be required ? It is likely that extensive efforts may be required to 

develop a means to allow electrical communication between redox centers of proteins and 

their electrode environment.

4.3.4 Laser imaging studies

In the past, Hutton and co-workers (40) have demonstrated the abibty of the 

pbotoelectrocbemical microscope to image enzyme catalysis down to the micrometer 

level. A biosensor electrode comprising of GOx secured at platinized carbon paper was 

shown to have active regions at the surface of 10-30 microns in diameter. In this study, 

laser imaging was used to spatially investigate the effect of H2O2 and GOx reaction at n- 

Si[100] in phosphate buffered NaCl solution.

Figure 4.9 shows the optical image of the electrode and the surface appears to be 

smooth with very few marks due to crystallographic defects. The corresponding 

SLAPEM images obtained at +250 mV in the absence/presence of redox species in 

solution are shown in Figure 4.10. In the case of Si/buffer, the image is similar to the 

image shown in Chapter 3 [Figure 3.5]. Again , an anodic response was observed and at 

defect sites, dark regions corresponds to hght-off transients in which the reverse current 

overshoot is expected. In addition, the shadowing effect previously discussed is also 

observed here, representing the decaying current. It is apparent from the images that on 

addition of GOx/glucose and H2O2 in solution, the spatial photocurrent becomes more 

heterogeneous in nature. More recombination centers at the interface became visible, in 

which some seemed more efficient than others. Past workers (50, 65) have postulated that 

a change iu solution composition is expected to bring significant variations in the 

anq)Htude and decay time of electrical transients. It is likely therefore that in our case the 

peroxide species/its intermediates and possibly the GOx enzyme tend to be preferentially 

adsorbed at particular sites localized on the Si02 surface. At these localized sites, surface 

states are present which promote electron-hole pair recombination and therefore explain 

the lower photocurrent regions which are visible on addition of the redox species. We can 

argue that it is the current flow through the defect sites imaged in Figure 4.10 which is 

responsible for the charge transfer to solution species and hence the initial, rapid decay of 

photocurrent following a Hght flash.
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4,3.5 Model

Transients in light pulsed currents have been observed frequently on different 

semiconductors in the last few years, preferentially in the potential range between Hatband 

and stationary photocurrent onset. On the basis of kinetic models described by past 

workers (50, 59, 62, 66) the main features following the above experimental observations 

may be qualitatively explained. The overall phot o electro chemical effect observed is a 

combination of several processes. The transient photoprocess occurring under flash 

illumination shows the charging of the space charge region and their subsequent 

discharge. The decay of the transients enabled us to probe the kinetics of discharge.

Procedurally, the process of flash irradiation can be broken down as follows. 

Before illumination, an anodic potential is apphed to the cell so that a certain amount of 

band bending is present in the space charge region of the semiconductor and therefore 

causes a majority carrier (electron) deficiency at the surface relative to the bulk. At the 

onset of irradiation, electron-hole pairs are formed in the space charge layer or deeper 

within the semiconductor. Since a potential gradient exists across the space-charge 

region, the newly formed electrons and holes migrate in opposite directions, until a 

steady-state concentration is formed. This happens very quickly con^ared with the 

duration of the flash. In the case of n-Si, the electrons promoted to the conduction band 

are received in the bulk of the semiconductor, while the holes in the valence band migrate 

to the surface. According to the circuit model put forward by Pleskov (65), such a non

equilibrium photogeneration process and the carrier separation can be represented by a 

photocurrent generator with a large impedance. The capacitance of the space charge 

region, which has been charged during the fiash pulse, starts to discharge at the moment 

when the photocurrent reaches its peak value. According to Pleskov (65), in reference to 

n-MoSe2, p-GaAs and TiOz, the nature of the first most rapid stage of the photoprocess 

can be ascribed most probably to a fast recombination of a sizable fraction of 

photogenerated non-equilibrium charge carriers proceeding via surface states whose 

energy levels lie in the semiconductor band gap.

The influence of surface state on the kinetic parameters is beheved to play a 

decisive role in the charge transfer of minority carriers. For example, according to Kaman
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(61), holes can tunnel through the potential barrier to the surface states and be trapped in 

these states. Furthermore, the slowness of fOhng of surface states can be represented with 

a specific resistor value. Although the nature of the surface states is not yet clear, we can 

speculate that in our case, the states are caused by the oxide film and by chemisorbed 

species. The subsequent emptying of the surface states may involve electron-hole pair 

recombination. Important competing processes will include charge transfer across the 

interface and charge recombination within the bulk of the semiconductor (67). It is likely 

that such surface states localized at sites where redox species are adsorbed on the surface 

can promote electron-hole recombination and therefore will be responsible for quenching 

the observed photocurrent.
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4.4. Conclusion

A light induced photoelectrochemical study of n-Si[100] electrode immersed in 

buffered electrolyte solution of pH 7 has been carried out by employing time-resolved 

flash technique. Overall, the transient process which occurred under flash illumination 

shows the charging of surface states at the interface and their subsequent discharge. This 

technique was shown to be an efficient tool to probe the kinetic parameters of discharge.

It has been shown that photo current excursion can be resolved into a four- 

component process and the decay of the phototransient to dark equilibrium occurs 

through electron-hole pair recombination at surface states and in the bulk. The features of 

the transient photocurrent were strongly dependent on the electrode potential and the 

composition of the electrolyte. The presence of GOx reaction and peroxide in solution was 

shown to affect the transient decay drastically. It became apparent from the SLAPEM 

images that this was due to strongly adsorbed redox species on the surface which promote 

electron-hole pair recombination at these localized sites.

These experiments were conducted with the aim of probing the semiconductor- 

protein interface. Unfortunately, our attempt to promote direct electron transfer between 

the enzyme and the electrode has not been successfiil.
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From Figure 4.6 From Figure 4.4

T (for 
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rapid 

phase)

Tran

sition
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Iphoto 3t

end/|iA

Charge

lO^Q/C

Iphoto 3t

start of

slow
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Iphoto 3t
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slow

phase

/(.lA

T (for

slow

phase)

I (for

final

phase)

Si/

buffer

1 12 |4S 80 |is 1300 5618 1400 391 5.4 ms 1.0 ms

Si/GOx

(15|iM)

glucose

(5mM)

80 (IS 80 (IS 600 318 42 10 10.5 ms 1.9 ms

H2O2 

(2 mM)

115 |4.S 80 p,s 1000 529 80 45 16.9 ms 2.3 ms

Table 4.1 Parameters measured bom  Figures 4.4 and 4.6; effects o f redox species in 

solution. Measurements taken at +500 mV vs. Ag/AgCl. t denotes the time constant for 

the exponential decay.
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Figure 4.1 Intensity-time characteristic of the Ught source (from a photographer’s 

electronic flash unit).
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Figure 4.2 Photocurrent transient response observed for n-Si[100] immersed in phosphate 

buffered NaCl solution (pH = 7). Measurements were recorded upon illumination with 

flash hght pulse, at different apphed potential vs. Ag/AgCl (internal KCl (IM) 

electrolyte):

a) -500 mV

b) - 100 mV

c) 100 mV

d) 300 mV

e) 500 mV

f) 1000 mV
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Figure 4.3 Photocurrent transient response observed for n-Si[100] immersed in phosphate 

buffered NaCl solution (pFl -  7). Measurements were recorded upon illumination with 

flash light pulse, at an applied potential o f +500 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (internal KCl (IM) 

electrol>1e) in the presence o f the following species in solution;

a) no added species

b) GOx (15 pM)/glucose (1 mM)

c) GOx (15 pM)/glucose (5 mM)

d) H2O 2 (2 mM).
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Figure 4.4 The corresponding logarithmic photocurrent transient response plot for n- 

Si[100] immersed in phosphate buffered NaCl solution (pH = 7). Error bars incorporated 

calculates cdn(I). Measurements were recorded upon illumination with flash hght pulse, at 

an apphed potential of +500 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (internal KCl (1 M) electrolyte) in the 

presence of the foUowing species in solution;

a) no added species

b) GOx (15 |iM)/glucose (1 mM)

c) GOx (15 |iM)/glucose (5 mM)

c) H2O2 (2 mM).
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Figure 4.5 The corresponding plot of photocharge of photocurrent transients response for 

n-Si[100] immersed in phosphate buflfered NaCl solution (pH = 7). Measurements were 

recorded upon illumination with flash hght pulse, at an apphed potential of +500 mV vs. 

Ag/AgCl (internal KCl (IM) electrolyte) in the presence of the following species in 

solution:

a) no added species

b) GOx (15 pM)/glucose (5 mM)

c) H2O2 (2 mM).
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Figure 4.6 The logarithmic photocurrent transient plot response for n-Si[100] im m ersed in 

phosphate buffered NaCl solution (pH = 7). The plot shows the decay components at 

shorter times. Measurements were recorded upon illumination with flash hght pulse, at an 

apphed potential of +500 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (internal KCl (IM) electrolyte) in the presence 

of the fohowing species in solution;

a) no added species

b) H2O2 (2 mM)

c) GOx ( 15 pM)/glucose (5 mM)
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Figure 4,7 The logarithmic plot photocurrent transient response for n-Si[100] immersed in 

phosphate buffered NaCl solution (pH = 7). Error bars incorporated calculates t/ln(I). 

Measurements were recorded upon illumination with flash light pulse, at an applied 

potential o f +500 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (internal KCl (IM) electrolyte) in the presence of the 

following species in solution:

a) no added species

b) GOx ( 15 pM)/glucose (5 mM) in a degassed solution

c) GOx ( 15 pM)/glucose (5 mM).
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Figure 4.8 Plot of photocharge of photocurrent transients response for n-Si[100] 

immersed in phosphate buSered NaCl solution (pH = 7). Measurements were recorded 

upon illumination with flash hght pulse, at various apphed potential vs. Ag/AgCl (internal 

KCl (IM) electrolyte) in the presence of the foUowing species in solution:

a) no added species

b) GOx (15 |iM)/glucose (5 mM)/degas

c) GOx (15 f.iM)/glucose (5 mM).
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Figure 4.9 Optical image ofn-Si[iOO] electrode. Laser spot velocity 15 ms/line.
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Figure 4,10 SLAPEM images o f n-Si[100] in phosphate buffered NaCl solution (pH=7), 

at +250 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (KCl (IM) internal electrolyte) in the presence of the following 

species in solution: a) no added species b) GOx (15 pM)/glucose (5 mM) c) H2O2 (2 mM) 

Conditions: laser spot velocity, 17 ms/line (zoom = 4.0), grey scale corresponds to 61 = 

lOpA
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CHAPTER 5; PASSIVATED N TYPE SILICON: APPLICATION IN THE 

DETECTION OF HYDROGEN PEROXHIE

5.1 Introduction

It is known that when hght is absorbed by a semiconductor device, detectable 

photovoltages or photocurrents may be developed when the resulting charge carriers 

encounter electric fields within the device (68). Findings from the previous chapter show 

that in the presence of hydrogen peroxide in solution, a dramatic change in the 

photocurrent response was observed. In this study, the effect on the photocurrent 

transient caused by peroxide is explored in more detail, as a basis for designing useful 

sensors.

From a recent review by Licht, Hght addressable photoelectrochemical (LAP) 

sensing had been demonstrated for the detection of ions in electrolyte solution, 

particularly and K \ LAP sensors involved electrolyte-insulator silicon devices, in 

which the photocurrent depends on surface potential and this in turn depends on ion 

concentration. LAP devices often employ sihcon oxynitride as it is pH sensitive over a 

large pH range (69).

An important feature of these devices includes the ahihty to address different 

regions of the semiconductor with Hght rather than with fixed wires or other current paths 

(68). The ahihty to opticaUy address different spatial regions of a sensor surface wHl aHow 

multiple potentiometric measurements to be made with a single semiconductor device 

(70). Another principle advantage of LAP semiconductor sensors, is the ease with which 

miniaturization can be achieved. SiHcon-based microfabrication and micromachining 

processes have demonstrated their suitabiHty for producing geometricaUy weU defined, 

highly reproducible microsize intricate structures for the integrated circuit industry (31). 

This miniaturization in turn faciHtates multipHcity and high sensitivity. In addition, the fiat 

surface makes it possible to generate very smaH, defined aqueous volumes and those 

volumes can be as smaU as a nanoHter.

The measurement/control of hydrogen peroxide, being an important operational 

parameter, is of some interest in industry. For exanq)le, sensors find appHcation in the on- 

Hne determination of peroxide, during the industrial production of peroxide. The 

determination of trace amounts of peroxide is of practical importance too. For example, in 

the pharmaceutical industry, the toxicity of many drugs and chemical results from
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excessive generation of H2O2. In the body, the level of peroxide becomes toxic when it 

exceeds the capacity of cellular enzyme systems to remove it efficiently. The main area of 

peroxide detection in biological systems is in its analysis in blood and brain fluid (71).

In this investigation, an n-Si[100] electrode is used to explore Si/H202 systems 

with the aim to develop a hght-addressable sensor for hydrogen peroxide or glucose. 

However, findings fi'om previous chapters have shown that electrochemical reactivity at 

electrode-electrolyte interface is very sensitive to the state of surface morphology. 

Therefore, in terms of a sensor’s reproducibility, any change in the surface morphology 

wHl be regarded as problematic. Past studies (72) have shown that etching i.e. dissolution 

of the semiconductor, and passivating i.e. the formation of a protective oxide film, are 

two concurrent competing processes. It is thought that when the dissolution rate is slower 

than the formation rate, a passivation layer of oxide film will be formed at the surface. 

Likewise, when the dissolution rate is faster than the formation rate, then sihcon will be 

etched. If the surface has been successfully passivated, then etching will be stopped. Such 

an etching process can occur in the absence/presence of peroxide in solution. However, 

according to Xu (72), the presence of peroxide in solution will enhance the etch rate, as 

the dissolution reaction is more favorable in the presence of peroxide than if water is the 

cause of attack.

Therefore, there is a need to protect the sihcon surface (73, 74, 75, 76) before its 

use as a chemical sensor. According to Krotova (77), photoelectrochemical cehs can be 

protected by the oxide film which adheres weU to the electrode surface and is transparent 

to visible hght. In industry, protective film-bearing sihcon wafer is often used. Thick oxide 

films of 80 A° can be thermaUy grown on the surface. Such manufactured wafers are 

known to have long term stabihty in which the oxide film wih protect the shicon 

sufficiently weU against photocorrosion (78). In this study, an oxide film is grown 

anodicaUy on the sihcon by ramping up the voltage to where the semiconductor wih be in 

depletion. It is assumed that the presence of such a film wfll protect the surface from 

semiconductor dissolution and photocorrosion.

In previous studies on photocurrent effects, we paid httle attention to how 

frequency affects the photocurrent signal. Additional information can be obtained from 

the analysis of photocurrent-frequency dependent signals. The work of Peter and co

workers (79) has shown the power of the opto-electrical impedance method for studying 

the photoanodic processes. For this reason, it seemed appropriate to use optoelectrical
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impedance spectroscopy (also called IMPS) as an experimental tool for studying the n- 

Si[100] photoanode. In IMPS, the potential of the semiconductor electrode is kept 

constant and a small sinusoidally modulated hght intensity is superimposed on a base Hght 

intensity. Several reports (80, 81) have been pubhshed recently demonstrating that kinetic 

parameters associated with processes involving minority carriers, such as recombination 

and charge transfer, can be obtained by this technique. As far as photoanodic reactions are 

concerned, the IMPS method has been used in unraveling of the photoanodic dissolution 

mechanism of n-Si. Peter and co-workers (82) have used IMPS to study the 

recombination and photocurrent multiphcation processes at semiconductor electrodes, 

including sihcon in NH4F and GaAs in alkaline solution (83). In the present contribution, 

we use IMPS to detect various concentrations of hydrogen peroxide in solution. In 

addition, IMPS will allow us to analyze the recombination processes in this system in 

more detail (84).

Theory o f  IMPS

According to Peter et al. (85), the simple model of IMPS states that the a.c. 

photocurrent component is described by the following equation;

1
v l  +  icOT.

where :

j((o) = measured photocurrent

Jo = is the amphtude of the photogenerated hole current through the external circuit 

caused by illumination.

k] = rate constant of hole transfer into solution across the interface

k2 = rate constant for recombination

CD = angular frequency =  27rf

C  =  ( C s c  C f J / ( C s c  +  C f J

Csc = space charge capacitance

Ch = Hehnholtz layer capacitance

T = RC time constant of the electrochemical cell (R = total resistance arising from the 

electrolyte).
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The above photocurrent response equation is written in a complex form and therefore has 

two corrq)onents: real and imaginary. This means that the complex ratio of photocurrent 

flux to incident light as a fimction of fi-equency, can be examined most conveniently by 

plotting it in a complex plane i.e. Im[j((o)] vs. Re[[j(co)] as a function of fi*equency, m.

In order to understand what kind of information can be extracted fi'om IMPS data, 

it is useful to consider the following limiting cases:

a) if there is con^lete charge recombination and finite solution resistance, then a complete 

circle in the conq)lex plane is expected. Both the low and high fi’equencies intercepts on 

the real axis are zero;

b) if there is no recombination process, then a semicircle in the lower quadrant only is 

expected. The lowest point i.e. the minimum, occuring at a fi^equency, cOmin = RsoiCsc;

c) if there is zero solution resistance, then the low firequency response will correspond to 

the decay rate of trapped minority carriers (85).

Although the basic theoretical fi*amework of IMPS has been discussed, it must be 

noted that the model was based on the following assumptions (85):

a) the space charge capacitance, Csc is smaller than the Helmholtz capacitance. Ch. This is 

a good approximation for many semiconductor electrodes;

b) upon illumination at the semiconductor, hght is mainly absorbed within the depletion 

layer. Therefore, any diflusion of minority carriers towards the depletion layer firom the 

bulk of the semiconductor can be neglected;

c) illumination intensity of the hght is low. If the intensity is too high, it may change the 

extent of band bending, brought about by illumination. This will alter space charge 

capacitance and hence the concentration of majority carriers within the depletion layer.

5.2 Experimental

Shicon electrodes were mounted as in previous investigations. The sihcon used in 

this study was passivated by an oxide film grown at an anodic potential. This was carried 

out in the dark and the electrode potential was pulsed fi’om open circuit to +1000 mV (vs. 

Ag/AgCl) for 5 minutes. All reagents employed in this study was prepared and used as 

before.

In order to probe the Si-oxide interface in the absence/presence of peroxide in 

solution, several photoelectrochemical techniques were employed: cychc voltammetry.



photocurrent transients under LED illumination and laser scanning microscope. In 

addition, the IMPS (Intensity Modulated Photocurrent Spectroscopy Technique) was 

employed to examine the photocurrent response at different potentials of interest i.e. from 

accumulation to depletion mode. The technique was then used to investigate the effect of 

varying hydrogen peroxide concentrations in solution. All apparatus for the above 

techniques has been described in Chapter 2.2.

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1. Physical properties of the anodicaUy grown silicon oxide film

In this section, we study the behavior of the oxide film intended for use as a 

protective film for the n-type sihcon, by firstly recording the potentiodynamic curves in 

the dark. Figure 5.1 shows the current time response of n-Si[100] electrode when apphed 

potential is pulsed from open circuit to +1000 mV. On pulsing, a sudden increase of 

current was observed which subsequently decays through time. The area underneath the 

plot can be associated to the amount of charge passed during this time and this value 

ahows us to calculate the thickness of the oxide film formed on the surface, as described 

in Chapter 3. The charge, 1 mC, corresponds to 75 Angstrom of oxide.

Given the thickness of the oxide film, the capacitance of the film can be evaluated 

by treating the oxide as a parahel plate capacitor (48):

Cox SGqÆ

X

where: Cox = oxide capacitance, e = permittivity of sihcon oxide , Go = permittivity of

free space, A — Area of electrode, x = oxide thickness

Hence, the capacitance of the oxide film can be calculated as 0.42 pF cm' .̂

The photoelectrochemical properties of the electrode with the anodicaUy grown 

sihcon oxide film were studied by recording the potentiodynamic curves under chopped 

illumination. Shown in Figure 5.2 is the photocurrent-potential curve for the electrodes 

coated with the oxide film in phosphate buffered solution (pH=7) under hlumination 

chopped at a frequency of 500 Hz. Here, we observe an S-shaped curve, with a 

photocurrent plateau reached at potentials more positive than 550 mV and with an onset 

flat band potential of approximately 40 mV. A smaU hysteresis of photocurrent under 

moderate anodic potentials was also observed i.e. on the reverse sweep, the photocurrent
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was not much below that on the forward sweep. This suggests that the film material is not 

further oxidized under illumination during the forward potential sweep.

The laser scanning microscope was also used to investigate the sdicon-oxide 

electrolyte interface. Figure 5.3 shows the optical image, which shows a relatively smooth 

surface. The corresponding SLAPEM image is shown in Figure 5.4. It is apparent that the 

SLAPEM image with the anodicaUy grown oxide exhibits a number of photoinactive 

regions and a mottled pattern is evident. At these photoinactive regions, charge 

recombination is thought to proceed between sihcon and the oxide. Past workers (47) 

have attributed the origin of such heterogeneity on passivated sihcon to non-uniform 

oxide growth on the surface.

The transient photocurrent response under chopped LED hlumination was 

measured to observe further the photoelectrochemical properties of the grown sihcon 

oxide film and the effects on addition of peroxide in solution. The duration of the pulse 

was kept sufihciently long i.e. 0.13 Hz, in order to aUow the stationary phase to be 

reached on completion. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 show the current transient response at n- 

Si[100] with grown oxide film, immersed in phosphate buffered NaCl solution at pH 7, 

either in the absence or presence of peroxide, at +100 mV and +500 mV, respectively. 

The main features of this type of figure have been discussed in Chapter 4. Under sudden 

hlumination of the electrode, an anodic photocurrent spike, attributed to bulk separation 

of photogenerated electron and hole pairs appears. Immediately, a photocurrent decay 

due to electron-hole pair surface recombination and/or band bending decrease is observed 

unth a stationary photocurrent is attained. When the Ught is switched of^ a cathodic spike 

due to the back reaction of conduction band electrons with holes trapped at the interface 

can be observed. Similar to the results observed in Chapter 4, the characteristics of the 

transients depended very much not only on apphed potential but also on the presence of 

peroxide in solution.

In summary, the work so far had shown that despite the presence of a thick oxide, 

a measurable photocurrent was still observed, even in the presence of peroxide in 

solution. Therefore, such protective oxide film on the photoanode could be used in the 

sensor design for peroxide detection, without suffering too much fi*om recombination 

losses in the current.
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5.3.2 The IMPS technique employed in the detection of hydrogen peroxide

As discussed above, the design of alternatives to existing biosensors, especially 

enq)loying the concept of hght addressabhity, is an attractive field. It is the aim of this 

work to discover possibihties of using IMPS in peroxide or glucose sensing. As discussed 

in the introduction section of this chapter, a sinusoidally varying Hght is employed in this 

technique. Therefore, prior to conducting any IMPS measurements, the modulated LED 

hght was checked. Figure 5.7 shows that the LED hght signal was in fact sinusoidal. It is 

apparent from the figure that the sine wave voltage signal captured by the photodiode is 

the same as the sine wave voltage signal generated by the frequency oscillator.

The study began by observing the IMPS spectra of passivated n-Si[100] immersed 

in NaCl buffered solution at various apphed potentials. Figure 5.8 shows the IMPS 

spectra recorded at various potentials (between -250 mV to +500 mV), with a series of 

frequencies ranging from 2 Hz to 4 kHz. It should be noted that in ah cases, the IMPS 

spectra were coUected sequentiahy for electrode potentials towards more positive values. 

It is apparent from the result that plots are mainly located in the positive quadrant. Such 

experimental results can be explained on the basis of a simple model proposed by Peter 

and co-workers (85). The theory predicts that at regions where surface recombination is 

predominant, the model predicts positive, imaginary and real values between 0  and 1 , 

respectively. Our experimental results indeed show semicircles. In every case, the low 

frequency intercept on the Re(Iphoto) axis is close to 0  and is independent of the apphed 

potential, which shows that there is no steady-state current. When the frequency was 

increased, the imaginary component of the photocurrent passed through a maximum. 

According to the theory, semicircles in the upper complex plane are characteristic of the 

surface recombination process and the charge recombination rate is proportional to the 

frequency at the apex of the semicircle, cOmax- As suggested by Jongh (8 6 ), surface 

recombination can be described as fohows: a recombination center R® in the bandgap can 

trap a hole from the valence band generating R^ and subsequently R^ can capture an 

electron from the conduction band and the R® is restored. These processes can be 

represented by the following equations:

R" + R V )  ------ >

R +  G (CB) ------------------ >  R^
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The plot indicates that when the potential is reduced, similar semicircles are found, but 

cOmax shifts to higher frequencies. This imphes that at potentials near frat-band, where 

charge recombination is predominant, a smaller photocurrent response results. Figure 5.9 

shows a plot of the comax vs. potential measured at the different potentials from near frat- 

band to the accumulation mode of the semiconductor. A linear dependence of cOmax on 

frequency is observed. Similar results were also obtained by Peter and co-workers (82) 

who have observed the behavior of n -S i[lll] in potassium hydrogen phthalate solution 

(pH = 4.5).

Figure 5.10 shows the real and imaginary concq)onents of the altematmg 

photocurrent response plotted in the complex plane, with hydrogen peroxide present m 

solution (ranging from 1 mM to 5 mM). Measurements were recorded at +500 mV (vs. 

Ag/AgCl) i.e. in the saturation photocurrent range, in phosphate buffered solution, with a 

series of frequencies ranging from 2 Hz to 4 kHz. Once again, results show that 

semicircles in the positive imaginary plane are found, with aU the low frequency intercepts 

at zero. Again this indicates that the photocurrent response is clearly dominated by 

recombination. As e?q)ected, the IMPS response should mirror results obtamed from 

transient photocurrent measurements as observed in Chapter 4. Firstly, in the lower 

frequency responses, no change was observed on peroxide addition. This suggests that no 

change occurred in the steady-state processes at the interface and supports the idea that 

peroxide did not act as a scavenger for holes at the interface. If it did, then we would 

expect the value of the low frequency intercept to vary on peroxide addition. Secondly, it 

is apparent from the results that increases m the peroxide concentration resulted m an 

increase in the cOmax value. The results here show that the effect of the peroxide at 

passivated n-Si[100] was associated with an increase in recombination effects, possibly at 

the localized sites where peroxide species are thought to be strongly adsorbed, as 

suggested in Chapter 4. Although IMPS measurements do not provide information 

concerning the nature of interfacial band gap states (42), it was assumed that surface 

states due to strongly adsorbed peroxide species are different from those states formed 

upon oxide growth. On plotting ©max vs. [H2O2] (Figure 5.11), it is clear that although the 

linearity of the plot is not too good, there is evidence of a dependency of (Omax on [H2O2].

The final stage was to observe the IMPS response on glucose addition in the 

presence of GOx (15 pM) in solution. Figure 5.12 shows the IMPS response obtained at 

apphed potential of +500 mV (vs. Ag/AgCl), with various glucose concentrations ranging
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from 1 to 4 mM. Once again, similar recombination semicircles are found in the positive 

plane. On addition of increasing glucose concentration in solution, the increase in [H2O2] 

which resulted led to an increase in the cOmax values. As before, this was attributed to an 

increase in the concentration of adsorbed species i.e. peroxide/and its intermediates, on 

the surface. As shown in Figure 5.13, as expected ©max increases with glucose 

concentrations.

5.3,3 The proposed design of the sensor

In this last part of the discussion, a sensor design which will incorporate 

measurements using the IMPS technique is proposed. Our aim is to integrate in its design 

the idea of multisensor array addressable by hght. According to Lemke (87), there is a 

trend not only for nuniaturization, but for the development and apphcation of sensor 

arrays, which will allow more than one measurement to be measured simultaneously (8 8 ). 

We propose an array of sensing sites for different samples, by placing the solution in 

sensing spots or ‘wells’. Such an array of wells can be created with sihcon etching 

technology. Alternatively, these wehs can also be bored easily by ‘laser drilling’. 

Micromachining techniques have been used in the past to make wehs and also to etch 

flow channels for multichannel, microphysiometer chips (89). Laureh and Rosengreen 

described a micromachined enzyme reactor that can be used for biochemical sensing (31). 

The cavities thus made could be used as templates for immobhized enzyme deposits, such 

as GOx enzyme for the detection of glucose.

Two ways of addressing the sensor array by hght can be envisaged. Either 

electrical circuits can be devised to muhplex an array of LED’s that ihuminate different 

sites on the sihcon surface. Alternatively, a mirror system hke that in the scanning laser 

microscope could be used to direct the hght onto individual wehs. The resultant 

photocurrent signal could then be used to measure changes in peroxide concentrations 

due to discrete enzyme-linked chemistries adjacent to the sensor surface.

In summary, therefore, such sensors could be produced in a simple way and 

therefore be avahable as low cost-disposable devices. Two features, the planar surface of 

the device and the ease with which multiphcity can be achieved by addressing discrete 

sensing sites with hght, make the device attractive in concept. It must be noted that the 

concept of this type of sensor is not hmited to monitoring of glucose.
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5.3.4 Conclusion

It has been shown that it is possible to employ IMPS to study the transport of 

photogenerated holes through n-Si[IOO] (with an anodicaUy grown oxide film) electrodes 

in phosphate buffered (pH =7). The IMPS response was shown to change on addition of 

peroxide in solution and again, as suggested fi’om the previous chapter, the origin of this 

was attributed to adsorbed peroxide species at the surface. A correlation between Omax 

and [H2O2] was observed. The principle was extended to detect glucose in the presence of 

GOx in solution. Results fi’om the IMPS plots show that the approach permits the direct 

detection of glucose. Lastly, the possibihty of creating multisensors for a concurrent assay 

of many samples with Ught addressable signal was suggested.
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Figure 5.1 Current-time response recorded of auodised (IV) u-Si[1 0 0 ] in phosphate 

buffered NaCl solution in which the apphed potential was pulsed from open circuit to 

+ 1000 mV. Potential was measured with respect to Ag/AgCl (KCl (IM) intemal 

electrolyte) reference electrode.
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Figure 5.2 Photo current-potential cui*ve for anodised (IV) n-Si[IOO] in phosphate 

buffered NaCl solution. Measurements were taken under constant chopped illumination 

with LED pulse (660 nm, viewing angle of 10 °). Potential apphed was in reference to a 

standard Ag/AgCl electrode, with scan rate of 20 mV/s between - 500 to +1500 mV. 

Measurements were taken with light pulse repetition rate of 500 Hz.
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Figure 5.3 Optical image of u-Si[100] electrode (with anodicaUy grown oxide film). Laser 

spot velocity 15 ms/line.
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Figure 5.4 SLAPEM image of u-Si[100] (with anodicaUy grown oxide film) in phosphate 

buffered NaCl solution (pH=7), at +450 mV vs. Ag/AgCl (KCl ( IM) intemal electrolyte). 

Conditions: laser spot velocity, 5.86 ms/line (zoom = 4.0), grey scale conesponds to 81 = 

20 pA.
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Figure 5.5 Transient photocurrent response of n- Si[100] (with an anodicaUy grown oxide 

film) to chopped LED illumination (repetition rate of 0.13 Hz) obtained at +100 mV. 

Potential was measured with respect to Ag/AgCl (KCl (IM) intemal electrolyte) reference 

electrode. Solution contains:

a)no peroxide

b) peroxide (2 mM).
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Figure 5.6 Transient photocurrent response of n- Si[100] (with an anodically grown oxide 

film) to chopped LED illumination (repetition rate of 0.13 Hz) obtained at +550 mV. 

Potential was measured with respect to Ag/AgCl (KCl (IM) mtemal electrolyte) reference 

electrode. Solution contains;

a) no peroxide

b) peroxide (2 mM).
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Figure 5.7 Light source used for optical excitation of the semiconductor:

(a) The signal profile fî om the modulated LED hght source

(b) the voltage signal generated from the frequency oscillator.
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Figure 5.8 Experimental IMPS plots for n-Si[100] (with an anodically grown oxide fihn) 

in phosphate buffered NaCl solution (pH=7). Measurements were conducted using the 

following frequency series; 2, 5, 100, 400, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 3500, 4000 

Hz. Results show the effect of varying the apphed potential vs. Ag/AgCl (KCl (IM) 

internal electrolyte):

a) -250 mV

b)+ 100 mV

c) + 250 mV

d) + 500 mV.
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Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.10 (a) Experimental IMPS plots for n-Si[100] (with an anodically grown oxide 

him) in phosphate buffered NaCl solution (pH=7) at an apphed potential of +500 mV vs. 

Ag/AgCl (KCl (IM) internal electrolyte). Measurements were conducted using the 

following jfrequency series; 2, 5, 100, 400, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 3500, 4000 

Hz. Solution contains:

a) no peroxide

b)H202 (l mM)

c) H2O2 (2 mM)

d) H2O2 (3 mM)

e) H2O2 (5 mM).
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Figure 5.11 Plot of cOmax vs. [H2O2]. Values of cOmax were obtained from the IMPS data in 

Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.12 (a) Experimental IMPS plots for n-Si[100] (with an anodically grown oxide 

film) in phosphate buSered NaCl solution (pH=7) at an apphed potential of +500 mV vs. 

Ag/AgCl (KCl (IM) internal electrolyte). Measurements were conducted using the 

foUowing fi-equency series: 2, 5, 100, 400, 500, 750, 1000, 1500, 2000, 3000, 3500, 4000 

Hz. Solution contains GOx (15 pM) with various glucose concentrations:

a) no glucose

b) glucose (1 mM)

c) glucose (2 mM)

d) glucose (4 mM).
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SECTION 2

CHAPTER 6

INTRODUCTION

The detection of glucose in biological systems has long been essential and there 

have been many papers on this subject (1,2). Because of the chemical significance of 

measuring blood glucose levels, GOx (glucose oxidase) biosensors with the sensitivity of 

amperometric measurements continue to attract considerable attention (3,4). As a result, 

biosensors have been extensively studied as a measurement technology in which many 

elegant and intriguing designs have been reported (4,5). The advantages of these devices 

are frequently highlighted: minimal requirement for sample preparation, reagentless 

operation and an abihty to generate a direct electrical output (6). A fiirther bonus claimed 

has been their ready miniaturization. All of these aspects are of importance, since if 

acconq)hshed they would contribute to a de-skilling of analysis for the bedside. However, 

as discussed in Chapter 1, glucose measurements which are based on amperometric 

detection of hydrogen peroxide produced or oxygen consumed in the enzyme-catalyzed 

oxidation of glucose by GOx have a few disadvantages. For example, fluctuations in the 

level of dissolved oxygen in blood or plasma may cause fluctuations in the electrode’s 

response. Therefore, the dynamic range of glucose detection can be decreased by lack of 

dissolved oxygen (7).

Poor reproducibihty in the construction of enzyme electrodes can be a major 

problem The components of the biosensor system itself can contribute to irreproducibihty 

and these include: the enzyme, its mode of immobilization, and the electrode. Enzymes 

are prepared from different sources and purified by different methods, a fact which 

introduces a high degree of variation in their properties. In this single regard, enzymes 

possess disadvantages as chemical reagents. In addition, although immobilization of 

enzymes, in general, improves stabihty, the initial loss of activity during the 

immobilization procedure itself adds considerable uncertainty to the final performance. 

The immobilization method will have an effect on signal size, response time and stability 

by mfiuencing both diSiision and reaction processes. Hence, much work needs to be done 

on the effects of different immobilization methods. In the past, enzymes have often been 

immobilized by entrapment in polymer membranes and held in close proximity to the
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electrode. Lastly, the underlying electrochemical device itself can also contribute to the 

irreproducible behavior of a biosensor. This may be due to difficulties in the production of 

uniform working and reference electrode surfaces.

In the work presented here, a new design of glucose biosensor has been 

developed. It features parallel microband electrodes behind a polymeric membrane within 

which an enzyme and redox mediator are supported. The design is directed at 

measurement of glucose in fluids extracted through the skin. In order to introduce this 

work, this chapter first focuses on the fundamental aspects of the glucose biosensor. The 

chapter then discusses the use of micro electro des and polymeric membranes in 

electro analysis.

6.1 Fundamentals of Glucose Sensing Electrodes

It is well documented that GOx cannot undergo direct electron transfer with a 

metaUic electrode because its redox center is too far from the exterior surface of the 

enzyme (8). Therefore, during the last decade, much research has been directed to redox 

mediators that can be used for the transport of electrons fî om the active center of the 

enzyme to the electrode surface (9). Consequently, it has been proposed to replace 

oxygen by artificial acceptors, which are characterized by lower redox potentials. In this 

study, ferricyanide is employed as the mediator:

[glucose] + GOx-FAD ---------- > Gluconolactone + GOx-FADHi

2[Fe(CN)6]"’ + GOx-FADHz  > GOx-FAD + 2[Fe(CN)6]"'

whereby [Fe(CN)6]^7[Fe(CN)6]'^’is the redox couple detected at the electrode.

In the past, many approaches have been proposed to immobilize these artificial mediators. 

Methods of immobilization include the adsorption of the redox mediator, immobilization 

in carbon paste, covalent linkage on an electroinactive or conducting polymer backbone, 

covalent attachment to enzyme structures and entrapment in ion-exchange polymer (10, 

11, 12, 13).

The response of an enzyme electrode is influenced by the rate of the enzymatic 

process i.e. rate of substrate conversion in the enzyme reactor, as governed by the 

Michaehs-Menten kinetics:

[SKAEq]
K^+[S]
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where v = reaction velocity 

[iS] = substrate concentration 

kcat = turnover number

= [ ^  + {Eŝ  = total enzyme concentration 

Kn, = Michaelis constant.

In practical terms, the response of an enzyme electrode is affected by parameters such as 

enzyme concentration, mode of immobilization, pH and temperature (14,15).

Besides being catalytically controlled by the enzymatic process, the rate of the 

electrode reaction may be mass transport controlled with respect to substrate. Mass 

transport will be observed if the rate of enzymatic catalysis is fast compared to the rate at 

which substrate is transported to the catalytic layer. Of course, the detection of product 

may also show a mass transport limitation.

Overall, mass transport of products detected at the electrodes may be controlled 

by one or a combination of the following processes;

a) migration, transport of solute species under the influence of an electric field.

b) convection (natural or forced), transport of solute species caused by hydrodynamic 

motion of the hquid and

c) difiiision, transport brought about by concentration gradients.

It is often desirable to work under conditions of pure difiiision control (16). One of the 

major reasons is that difiiision control presents well defined and easily reproducible 

conditions. Difiiision conditions are conveniently achieved as follows: a) the effect of 

migration can be minimized by using a high concentration of supporting (inert) electrolyte 

such that the solution resistance is kept as low as possible; and b) forced and natural 

convections can be minimized by working in quiescent/still solutions and at relatively 

short times respectively.

6.2 Microelectrodes: Principles and Applications

6.2.1 Introduction to microelectrodes

Over the last few years, ultramicro electro des have been much used in 

electrochemical studies (17,18). Arrays of two or more closely spaced microelectrodes
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have been used in electrochemical generation-collection experiments of the type carried 

out at rotating-disk electrodes. This type of experiment involves the generation of species 

at one electrode and subsequent detection of the generated species at the second 

electrode.

Microelectrodes exhibit a number of electrochemical properties that offer 

advantages over then macroscopic counterparts. Their small dimensions result in 

enhanced mass transport to the electrode surface (leading to steady-state diSiision- 

controUed currents) and reduced double layer capacitance (as their surface area is greatly 

diminished). Such an increase in the rates of mass transport provide a greater sensitivity in 

electrochemical measurements. Overall, it results m the fast estabhshment of steady-state 

mass transfer (19,20). Furthermore, because of the small size of the Faradaic current that 

is passed, they are less susceptible to ohmic losses i.e. small iR drop at the electro de

electrolyte interface. In addition, microfabrication techniques can be apphed to produce a 

variety of sizes and shapes of microelectrodes compared to the conventional fabrication 

technique, of sealing carbon or metal fibers in a glass capillary tube or sealing metal foil 

between two glass plates. The microfabrication technique ahows micro electro des of the 

same size and of any shape to be produced without difiSculty (21).

A major drawback of microelectrodes is that the current obtained is very smaU. 

For measurement purposes, this places high demands on instrumental precision. 

Nowadays, however, circuitry of the required sensitivity can be constructed fairly 

routinely.

6.2.2 Microbands in electroanalytical chemistry

Microbands have an active surface with one dimension in the micrometer range, 

with the other several millimeters long. Pubhshed work showed that these can provide us 

with new possibfiities for the development of electroanalytical and sensor techniques 

(22,23).

Parallel band electrodes may be operated in two different ways: a) all bands set at 

the same potential and b) interdigitated anodes and cathodes. In the latter case, it has been 

shown that a steady-state current response is obtained with high current density. 

Furthermore, when interelectrode separation is kept in the micrometer range (whereby 

each electrode is within the difiiision layer of the other), certain interesting characteristics 

result. For example, the generation of enhanced steady-state current is due to an inter- 

electrode difiiision process, whereby the proximity of the anode and cathode causes
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reactants of one electrode reaction to be generated mainly at a closely located counter 

electrode rather than being transported from the bulk of solution. This phenomenon of 

‘feedback diSlision’ offers a fixrther means of increasing mass transport to a microband 

electrode and the theory of such systems has been reported and demonstrated in the past 

(23, 24).

With regard to electrochemical properties, microbands still retain the advantages 

of microelectrodes as described in the previous section. However, by having a much 

larger surface area, they have a further advantage. They do not suffer from the problems 

caused by a very small total current or imperfections of the active surface of micro-disc 

electrodes.

6.3 Polymeric Membranes in Clinical Sensor Applications

6.3.1 Membranes: properties and appbcations in biosensors

Polymer films can be categorized as: conducting, non-conducting or composite 

polymer film (25). Conducting polymer films are widely used often to enhance electron 

transfer characteristics. Non-conducting films are frequently used for their permselective 

characteristics. Composite films offer the strength of blending the favorable characteristics 

of more than one film. The properties associated with these membranes such as 

permeability, sample compatibility and stabihty will be reviewed in this section.

Detailed consideration about the membrane’s permeabihty is necessary if fully 

optimized enzyme electrodes are to be produced. In general, membranes can be regarded 

as a porous matrix. However, they can be further classified as 3 types:

a) coarsely porous (with pore diameter greater than 50 A°).

b) finely porous (with pore diameter of 10-50 A°).

c) non-porous (with pore diameter of less than 10 A°).

Such pore dimensions are important as they control the mass transport of solutes through 

the membrane (26). It is important for the polymer to permit adequate flux of the sensed 

species to the surface. In addition, the rates of diSlxsion must remain constant, otherwise 

maintenance of cahbration of the biosensor is difficult. In the case of non-porous 

membranes, when the solution components enter the membrane phase, they may be 

transported by diffiision alone. In the case of porous membranes, they are transported by 

both convection and diffusive transport. Finely porous membranes have substantially
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better transfer selectivity. The study of varying porosity is clearly of practical interest and 

could be an important way of tailoring membranes for different analytical requirements.

Sensor membranes must also fiilfiU requirements of compatibility (27,28). 

Compatibility embraces both chemical and biological aspects i.e. biocompatibility. Since 

this membrane is intended to hold biological fluids, it is biological compatibility that is 

usually of greater importance. For example, when the sensor is used in biological systems 

such as blood, the membranes must be blood compatible. Moreover, protein adsorption 

on the membrane should be low, since this wiU result in fouling of the membranes.

Finally, the stability of the membrane should be considered. For example, although 

gel-like membranes may offer a versatile and readily fabricated electrode interface, a poor 

mechanical stability is a major disadvantage (29).

6.3.2 Advantages of membranes in biosensors

Polymer films have been employed in chemically modified electrodes and are used 

in biosensors for diSerent purposes. To the best of my knowledge, all commercial 

apphcations have enq)loyed polymer films to make biosensors practical, as they increase 

selectivity, sensitivity and reproducibility of the sensor’s response. In general, membranes 

have been mainly employed in the design of a biosensor in order to:

a) prevent fouling of the electrode surface by proteins and other substances;

b) to prevent electroactive interference commonly found in physiological samples (e.g. 

ascorbic acid, uric acid) reaching the electrode;

c) to impart bio compatibility to the biosensor;

d) to extend the linear range of the biosensor.

e) to entrap mediators as agents to facilitate electron transfer and to immobilize the 

bioconq)onent. The membrane is required as an immobilization matrix for the 

enzyme/mediator, which will convert the desired analyte into an electro chemically active 

species.

As a result, immobilization of enzymes onto electrode surfaces as applied to 

catalysis of electrochemical reactions has received active attention in recent years. Past 

studies had shown that the key to the fabrication of these biosensors is in the development 

of immobilization and stabilization of the biologicaFmediator component (30,31). The 

advantages of immobilized enzyme electrodes include the ease of analyte determination in 

complex mixtures with minimum pre-treatment, the use of small sample volumes, and the 

facile recovery of enzyme for repeated use. However, the usefulness of immobilized
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enzyme electrodes depends on factors such as: immobilization method, the chemical and 

physical conditions of use (pH, temperature, contaminants) and the response time and 

storage conditions required.

6.3.3 Techniques for producing polymer films

The techniques for producing polymer films on electrode surfaces include: solvent 

casting, spin coating and electropolymerisation . The role of these coatings may also be 

extended to include enzyme/mediator immobilization when polymerization is from 

enzyme/mediator coating solutions.

Most polymer membranes used in enzyme electrode biosensors are produced by 

casting from an appropriate solution (32, 33). Solvent casting is an extensively used 

procedure in the apphcation of films to electrodes. In this approach, a polymer film is 

formed by evaporation of a polymer solution placed on the electrode surface. This method 

is limited because it is difiScult to obtain complete and uniform coverage, especially when 

one is forming a very thin film. Different viscosities and concentrations of the polymer 

solution can yield membranes with quite different permeabihties and thicknesses, which 

consequently generate different electrode signal sizes and response times. Furthermore, 

control of temperature and humidity during solvent evaporation is important in order to 

produce a reproducible membrane since these will affect solvent evaporation rates and 

thus the characteristics of the resulting membrane. For example, low temperatures and 

high humidities generally reduce the rate of solvent evaporation and increase pore size 

(33).

Spin casting is a technique for forming films of controllable and uniform thickness 

on an electrode surface. To prepare film-coated electrodes by spin-coating, the polymer is 

dissolved in an appropriate solvent and microHters of the polymer solution are dropped 

onto the electrode which is mechanically fixed to a spinner. The film is air dried as it 

continues to spin for several minutes.

An alternative form to solvent-cast polymer is electropolymerised film Polymer 

film formation via electropolymerisation can be performed using potential cycling 

methods, fixed potential techniques and pulsed potential regimes. Chain polymerization 

results when there are reduction or oxidation reactions in which certain reactive 

intermediates are produced. The process of electropolymerisation is governed by
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Faraday’s law  ̂ whereby the current flow determines the rate at which polymer formation 

occurs. Advantages of electropolymerisation include the ability to control film thickness 

and the abihty to influence polymerization rate and the nature of the film via the apphed 

potential used. Therefore, the use of this technique to prepare films on microelectrodes or 

microarray electrodes is a practical approach to direct film formation onto smah or 

irregularly shaped electrodes (34).

 ̂ Faraday’s law describing electrolysis states that the charge required to deposit a mass m is given by Q ^ 
Fmz/M, where F is the Faraday constant, z the charge transferred in the reaction, and M the relative 
molar mass.
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CHAPTER?

EXPERIMENTAL

This chapter gives experimental details and methodologies common to 

experiments conducted. Firstly, it describes the specimen preparation procedure that was 

practiced, followed by electrochemical techniques employed in the study. Details 

concerning the instrumentation and methodology of High Performance Liquid 

Chromatography (HPLC) are also presented.

7.1 Specimen Preparations

7.1.1 Electrodes

Dual band microelectrodes (prepared by Agmet-ESL, Reading, UK, to a design of 

Prof. D.E. Williams) were used (35). These were made by screen-printing patterns of 

conductors and insulators on the surface of an alumina tile, then snapping carefidly a pre

scribed line of weakness to expose a clean electrode surface. The resulting patterns had a 

thickness of about 10-15 pm. Figure 7.1 shows a diagram of the screen-printed 

microbands. Two types of dual bands were employed in this study: gold-silver and gold- 

gold bands. Although past studies have revealed impurities in these gold printed 

electrodes, they are electro active only at potentials below -500 mV with respect to 

saturated calomel reference electrode (see) (36). Therefore, in terms of analysis, screen 

printed electrodes can be used effectively to determine concentrations of redox active 

species that can be either reduced or oxidized at potential more anodic than -500 mV 

with respect to see.

The preparation of these microbands before use is discussed in greater detail in the 

next chapter under the relevant sections. However, in the case when Au-Au dual bands 

were employed, it was not necessary to clean them prior to taking electrochemical 

measurements. Nevertheless, the behavior of these bands was checked by looking at their 

cyclic voltammograms. If cleaning was required, then they were cycled in nitric acid (IM) 

continuously (-0.1 V to +0.5 V with respect to Ag/AgCl electrode with KCl internal 

electrolyte) until a reproducible voltammogram was obtained. When a reproducible CV 

could not be obtained , a new snapped microband was enq)loyed.
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7.1.2 Membranes

A number of different membranes were used in this study. Commercially supplied 

membranes were cut into 1 cm  ̂pieces and mounted on glass slides by ‘wetting’ with 10 

pi of the phosphate buffer. After mounting, the membrane preparation comprised the 

following steps. First, the GOx enzyme solution and the mediator solution of the desired 

concentration and volume was dispersed onto the membrane and the water allowed to 

evaporate. For measurement, glucose solution was introduced into the membrane in the 

same manner (Figure 7.2). It was important both to prevent the membrane from drying 

out and to avoid flooding with the solutions. If a membrane did dry out, then it needed to 

be carefully re-hydrated, by adding 2 pi ahquots of phosphate buffer. Any excess 

electrolyte was carefully wiped off using a tissue. For every electrochemical measurement 

made, a new membrane piece was employed.

Membranes containing skin fluid (which we will refer to as the ‘German 

membranes’) were supphed by collaborators at Potsdam, Germany (37). When not in use, 

these membranes were stored in a refrigerator at 4 °C. The membranes used for skin fluid 

extraction were cuprophane', prepared using DMSO (60%) solution mixture. The 

presence of this organic solvent was necessary to trap and preserve skin fluid. For reasons 

of commercial confidentiahty, no further details of the membranes or the skin fluid 

extraction procedure were revealed by these collaborators.

7.1.3 Reagents and apparatus

Materials and reagents used in the investigation were as follows:

a) The supporting electrolyte was phosphate buffered sodium chloride: 50 mM K 2H P O 4 , 

50 mM K H 2P O 4 , 0.1 NaCl (pH = 6.8). Solutions were prepared from triply distilled 

deionised water and were degassed with Ar for 20 minutes to remove any dissolved O2 

prior to use.

 ̂ Cuprophane is a type of cellulose membrane, consisting of sequential cellobiose (4-0-beta-D-gluco- 
pyranosy-l-D-glycopyranose) units. It is prepared by the dispersion of cellulose fibers in solutions of 
cuoxam (cuprammonium hydroxide) and the regeneration of the insoluble cellulose structure upon 
membrane formation. Because of their great degree of swelling, these membranes are classified as 
hydrogels (with pore dimensions of 1.72 nm). One disadvantage is that in contrast to hydrogels formed 
from acrylic polymers, they do not readily absorb globular proteins (Lloyd D.R. Materials Science of 
Synthetic Membranes ACS Symposium Series 269 (1985) American Chemical Society, 92-103.).
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b) D-glucose and potassium ferricyanide (K3Fe(CN)6) were obtained from commercial 

sources. GOx (hom Asperigillus niger), type 7-S was purchased from Bioenzyme and use 

without further purifrcation.

Stock solutions of D-glucose, potassium ferricyanide and GOx enzyme were 

prepared in the phosphate buffer. To prevent oxidation with dissolved O2, the GOx and 

ferricyanide solutions were prepared immediately prior to use. Standard solutions of 

glucose of the desired concentration were prepared and left to equilibrate overnight at 

room temperature. Glucose solutions were used within 2 days of preparation.

In the case of HPLC studies^ aU chemicals used were of the highest commercial 

purity HPLC grade: water, acetonitrile, ethanol and methanol (used to clean the syringe 

between measurements).

In the HPLC analysis, sample preparation involved the extraction of glucose from 

the ‘German membranes’. Sample preparation can play an important part in deterrnining 

the accuracy of quantification. The most important requirement in any isolation procedure 

is, of course, that the compound of clinical interest is not denatured or destroyed. Solvent 

mixtures such as alcohol and water have been frequently used to extract sugars from food 

(as the mixture is an excellent sugar extraction solvent) (38, 39). The extraction 

procedure carried out in this study will be discussed in more detail in the relevant chapter.

The electrochemical cell incorporating the dual microband electrode was set up as 

illustrated in Figure 7.3. The cell set up was inside a Faraday cage and measurements 

were carried out at room temperature. Unless stated otherwise, a two-electrode 

configuration was enqjloyed with one of the bands acting as the working electrode and 

the other band as the counter-reference electrode. In between measurements, the bands 

were cleaned by carefully rinsing the surface of the electrode with water and afterwards 

wiping it with a damp cloth.

7.2. Electrochemical Techniques

The electrochemical techniques used for the detection of glucose were performed 

using a commercial computer-controlled electrochemistry system (Ecochimie: Autolab^ ). :

 ̂ The Autolab is a computer-controlled electrochemical measurement system designed for low current 
applications, in which low noise levels are required. It consists of a data-acquisition system and a 
potentiostat. The maximum voltage output equals about 10 V. The maximum current capability is 30 mA 
in which there are six current ranges, between 100 nA and 10 mA. The current is recorded with a good
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a) Cyclic voltammetry

This technique was described in detail in Chapter 2.1.2.

In the study, cyclic voltammetry provided a simple means of monitoring the transition 

from a frilly reversible^ to irreversible behavior.

b) Chronoamperometry

The measurements of an individual transient for a step to a given potential is a valuable 

experiment called chronoamperometry. The potential is the variable to be perturbed and 

the response to the potential perturbation will be the resulting current. The idea behind 

this technique is that an excited system will have the tendency to reach an equihbrium. 

The set up for chronoanq)erometric measurements involved stepping the potential for a 

specified length of time (in seconds).

7.3 High Performance Liquid Chromatography (BCPLC)

Glucose can be separated and analyzed by HPLC. Many HPLC systems have been 

described but few provide both good selectivity and rehabihty. Not only is the kind of 

column/detector important, but also eluent flow rate could be a parameter determining the 

profile, and combinations of these parameters could be a key to profile analysis. Of the 

various HPLC techniques, reversed-phase HPLC with a Refractive Index( RI) detector is 

often used for sugar analysis. (Reverse-phase HPLC enqiloys a non-polar eluting 

system).

The HPLC instrumentation is schematically represented in Figure 7.4. The HPLC 

hardware consists of;

a) Common syringe injector, which requires the use of a syringe to measure injection size. 

The mass of the sample injected onto a hquid chromatographic column can significantly 

affect both solute retention and column efficiency.

b) 305 Gilson pump, used in the system to provide sufficiently stable baseline for sugar 

analysis by providing a constant flow rate to the column.

c) Bischoft RI Detector 8110

resolution such that, at a current range of 1 mA, the maximum accuracy equals 0.5 g A (source: Autolab 
Manual).
 ̂ A reversible reaction exists when a fast charge transfer maintains the surface concentrations at the 

values determined by the potential according to the Nernst equation:
E = E °  + (RT/nF)ln(C„x,x=o/Cred,x=o)

The formal potential E is approximately equal to the standard potential E° when the concentrations of 
oxidized and reduced species are the same. The concentrations at the surface are determined by the rate of 
mass transport.
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The RI detector contains two cells. One of the cells contains the solvent reference, while 

the column efiQuent flows through the other. When a component emerges from the 

column, it causes an increase in the refractive index relative to the reference and a signal is 

transmitted from the an^lifier to the recorder and to the integrator. A disadvantage of the 

RI detector is its sensitivity to fluctuations in cell pressure, flow rate and temperature of 

the mobile phase, which may result in short term noise and drift. Although relatively 

simple to operate, the RI detector is probably the most difficult instrument to use at 

maximum sensitivity, in which baseline noise must be minimized

d) Shimadzu CR 3 A Chromât op a Integrator. The output signal from the detector is 

transmitted to a recorder and to an electronic integrator for the computation of peak area.

e) Column packed with propylamino bonded sihca stationary phase particles of 5 pm in 

diameter (Techsd-NH:), widely used for separation of sugars in foods, was enq)loyed.

HPLC analysis was performed at room temperature using a mobile phase of 

acetonitiile/water imxture (70:30 v/v). The eluent was degassed under vacuum before 

starting the analysis. The system was operated with flow rate of 1 ml/min. Samples (5pi) 

was loaded into the column while the pump was in operation. Sandies were filtered 

through membrane filters, 0.45 pm pore size, to ensure complete removal of suspended 

matter that would block the very narrow passages between the particles of the stationary 

phase. Full details of the elaborate procedure developed to extract glucose from the 

membranes, and of the HPLC method used for analysis, are given in Chapter 11.2.
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Figure 7.1 Schematic diagram of double band micro electro des achieved by successive 

piintiiig metal (such as gold) and dielectric layers:

a) dimensions of the macroscopic electrode

b) cross section of the tile to reveal the microbands.
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Figure 7.4 HPLC instrumentation 

Keys:

A = Eluent system 

B = Pump 

C = Injection valve 

D= Guard column 

E = Main column 

F = Detector 

G = Recorder
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CHAPTER 8

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION; THE USE OF DUAL MICROBAND 

ELECTRODES FOR THE DETERMINATION OF GLUCOSE

8.1 Introduction

The purpose of this study is to explore the possibüities of performing 

electrochemical measurements at a membrane-electrode interface with the aim of 

developing a fabricated glucose sensor. The first part of the study investigates the 

electrochemical behavior of a redox couple ferri/ferrocyanide at the electrode-membrane 

interface. It then explores the use of different kinds of double band electrodes in such 

electrochemical analysis. The performance of Au-Ag band electrodes was compared with 

Au-Au double band. In addition, we explore the possibilities of the bioelectrochemical 

system consisting of GOx enzyme and ferricyanide incorporated on a cuprophane 

membrane^. Besides measuring the amperometric current response to different glucose 

concentrations, the investigation will also address potential problems occurring at the 

membrane-electrode interface: for example, the disadvantages of using the cuprophane 

membrane.

Experimental

In this study, either the Au-Au or the Au-Ag dual bands were used. The 

electrochemical techniques performed in the study: cyclic voltammetry and

chronoanq)erometry, were discussed in detail in previous sections (Chapter 7.2). The 

electrochemical cell was either a 2- or a 3-electrode configuration. In the former case, a 

gold band acted as the WE, whilst the other band acted as the CE/RE electrode. In the 

case of 2-electrode configuration, the potential difference between the electrodes are 

reported. When a 3-electrode cell configuration was employed, the gold band electrode 

acted as WE with a separate Pt as the CE and all potentials are reported with respect to 

commercially available Ag/AgCl electrode with KCl (IM) internal electrolyte. Therefore, 

in the case of the 3-electrode cell measurements on the Au-Ag bands, only the Au is 

connected.

 ̂ The motivation for using this membrane stems from the fact that a technique has been found which 
employs such membrane during the procedure of skin electrolyte extraction.
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8.2 Results and Discussion

8.2.1 Use of gold-silver double band electrode in glucose determination

This study investigates the possibilities of employing the Au-Ag double band by 

looking at the voltammetric behavior of a redox couple [Fe(CN)6]'^7[Fe(CN)6]^' at the 

electrode. The behavior was initially observed in bulk solution. Figure 8.1 (a) and (b) 

compares the voltammetric curves of the [Fe(CN)6]^ species in bulk solution, in a 2- and 

3-electrode configuration respectively. In the case of a 3-electrode configuration, the 

‘expected’ behavior at the electrode in the presence of a redox couple was observed. The 

‘ideal’ CV has the following characteristics:

a) the current response quickly reaches a steady-state behavior.

b) the peak separation between anodic and cathodic waves is small.

In the case of the 2-electrode configuration, it is apparent that the response was 

different and the behavior was not ideal. One possibility for this difference is that it is not 

ideal to enq)loy the Ag band as the CE/RE. It is possible that on anodic scanning, AgCl is 

being nucleated on the Ag band. This AgCl film formation competes with the 

oxidation/reduction process of the redox couple, thereby altering the reference signal. 

This observation was also compared to the voltammetric behavior when the redox couple 

was incorporated in the cuprophane membrane. Results showed a similar CV response as 

in the bulk solution study, whereby no apparent peaks were associated with 

oxidation/reduction of the redox couple (Figure 8.2). Instead, an obscure anodic peak 

which may correspond to the oxidation of Fe^  ̂(at +200 mV) was observed.

At this stage of the investigation, there is an interest to look at the electrochemical 

behavior of the Ag electrode. Figure 8.3 shows a typical CV response when Ag is the WE 

in a 3-electrode configuration. The scan shows that AgCl surface film growth occurs at 

+120 mV and resulted in a virtual passivation of the surface. On further anodic scanning, 

a second peak was observed at +400 mV (possibly due to the formation of silver 

phosphate or to the breakdown of the AgCl passivating layer). On the reverse scan, a 

cathodic peak observed at +20 mV is attributed to reduction of the AgCl. This clearly 

shows why the oxidation wave of the ferricyanide will be limited by the competing AgCl 

formation. This is the reason why the Ag band cannot be employed as the CE/RE. An 

ideal CE should show a fast reaction with a high exchange current (in this case, it should 

be much larger than the anodic signal of the redox couple). In addition, the potential of
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the reaction occurring at the reference should not change much with current flow. If these 

prerequisites for a RE/CE electrode are not fuhSUed, then we expect deviations in the 

voltammetric signal. A way of solving the problem of the CE would be to grow a thick 

film of AgCl film on the Ag electrode prior to its use. By doing so, the Ag counter 

electrode will not limit the measured anodic redox signal.

The next set of experiments involving Au-Ag microbands started ofiFby creating a 

film of AgCl on the Ag electrode. This was done by immersing the Ag(WE) electrode in 

bufifered NaCl solution and removing any inim itiés on the surface by cycling the 

potential ten times within potential range of: -40 mV to +400 mV. On the 11th scan, the 

potential was held at +300 mV for 5 minutes. This should result in the formation of a 

porous AgCl film on the surface^. After this electrode preparation procedure, the 2- 

electrode cell configuration was set up in order to capture the redox wave of [Fe(CN)6]^ 

/[Fe(CN)6]^’ on gold. Figure 8.4 shows the resulting voltammetric behavior of the redox 

couple in bulk solution. As expected, the result gave a reasonable response, giving rise to 

the conventional peaks observed in CV response as before. Once again, a steady-state 

mode was achieved quickly due to the enhancement of mass transport by diftusion, 

associated with microband electrodes. The result was compared to that obtained when the 

redox couple was incorporated in the cuprophane membrane and shown to be similar 

(Figure 8.4(b)). Again, the redox wave was captured successftdly, the only difference 

being in a larger hysteresis effect observed in the membrane case, which might be due to a 

slower diffusion process of the redox species.

The above experiments showed that electrochemistry of the redox couple could 

successfully be studied at the membrane-electrode interface. It was logical therefore, that 

the next stage of our investigation should explore the possibihty of the system in the 

detection of glucose at gold. The study started off by observing the glucose response in 

bulk solution on the gold band electrode using the 3-electrode configuration. Figure 8.5 

shows the voltammetric behavior of [Fe(CN)6]^' (20 mM) in the presence of GOx (100 

|iM). The voltammogram shows a cathodic current observed in the negative potential

range and this is attributed to the reduction reaction: [Fe(CN)6]^‘ + e > [Fe(CN)6]'^‘.

Results show the expected behavior of the gold band when it is used as a single working 

electrode. At a scan rate of 10 mV/s, an almost S-shaped curve with limiting plateau is 

observed, indicating that a steady-state response is reached. The effect in the presence of

 ̂ This preparation procedure was conducted each time the AuAg microband was employed in future 
electrochemical analysis.
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different glucose concentrations in bulk solution was observed. The curve shows an 

overall increase in anodic current and decrease in cathodic current with increasing glucose 

concentrations. The rise in anodic current is expected and is due to the increase of 

[Fe(CN)6]^' (generated from the reaction of GOx-FADHz with [Fe(CN)6]^ ). The CV 

response was repeated, this time enq)loying the 2-electrode configuration, whereby the 

Ag electrode was used as the CE/RE (Figure 8.6). It is apparent that the result deviated 

from the ideal, even though there was a general increase in the current after glucose 

addition.

Comparison of the electrochemistry of the Ag band before and after its use 

showed a dramatic change in the CV profile (Figure 8.7). After use, the scan showed that 

the peaks associated with AgCl nucléation had shifted and the overpotential for reduction 

of the film had increased. Once again, it underlines the problems associated with the use 

of a Ag band as a combined CE/RE. It is possible that the change in CV profile was due 

to enzyme immobilization occurring during scanning. When this same electrode was left 

to soak overnight in buffered NaCl solution, the CV response showed the re-emergence 

of the two peaks once more (Figure 8.8).

Lastly, the study aimed to demonstrate the feasibihty of the cuprophane membrane 

in its use for glucose measurements. The last few experiments were repeated, but this time 

the GOx/[Fe(CN)6]^' species were introduced into the cuprophane membrane. The CV 

response (Figure 8.9) was recorded when ahquots of glucose (0.5 p,l, 20 mM) were added 

into the membrane piece. Even though the CV response was not ideal, the larger 

oxidation current observed is once again indicative of the [Fe(CN)6]' '̂ generation from 

[Fe(CN)6]^' by the reduced enzyme. The shape of the scan suggests an irreversible 

process characterized by large peak separation of the cathodic and anodic peaks. 

Furthermore, on the return scan, the oxidized species did not seem to undergo the 

reduction process very easily, resulting in a diminished cathodic peak. The source of this 

irreversible behavior is due to the large ohmic drop occurring at the interface, and this 

may be caused by large resistance in the medium Lastly, it was observed during the 

measurements that possible loss of GOx/[Fe(CN)6]^‘ occurred through leaching. 

Furthermore, the difihision of these species into the comers of the square membrane piece 

resulted in an uneven distribution, which may have affected the catalytic activity. This 

problem underlines the importance of reproducibihty of preparation as a parameter to the 

sensor’s response.
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8.2.2 Use of gold-gold dual bands in glucose determination

Because of the failure of the Ag electrode to act as a rehable CE/RE, we explored 

the potentiahties of the gold-gold (Au-Au) dual hands, in a 2-electrode configuration, 

fixing only the potential difference between the two electrodes and using the redox 

reaction itself to fix the potential of each individually.

The study began by observing the behavior of the redox couple at gold double 

band inunersed in bulk solution. Results showed that in the presence of [Fe(CN)6]^’ (20 

mM) only, there was no detectable amperometric response (Figure 8.10). The shght rise 

in current observed at +0.45 V is due to oxidation of the gold in the buffered NaCl 

solution at the positive electrode. In the case where the bulk solution contains equal 

concentrations of [Fe(CN)6]'^’ (10 mM) and [Fe(CN)6]^’ (10 mM), there is now a reaction 

available at each electrode for small potential differences between them The rise in

current is due to the oxidation process: [Fe(CN)6]'^‘ -------> [Fe(CN)6]^' + e- at the

positive electrode and the reverse reaction at the negative electrode. The CV shows an 

ideal behavior, the curve almost reaching steady-state response, as expected. This 

indicates the possibilities of using dual gold bands in electroanalysis. Figure 8.11 shows 

the effect of adding glucose in a bulk solution containing [Fe(CN)6]^’ (20 mM)/GOx (10 

|tM). Again on addition of glucose, the corresponding redox wave is captured (due to the 

generated [Fe(CN)6]" '̂), which shows that [Fe(CN)6]^' can be successfully used as the 

mediating species to glucose at the Au-Au double band.

The above experiment was repeated, this time incorporating the enzyme/mediator 

in the cuprophane membrane. Once again, no catalytic current was observed in the 

absence of glucose (Figure 8.12). On addition of glucose (5pi, 20 mM) into the 

membrane, we observed the redox wave as before. The size of the amperometric response 

got larger on further addition of glucose ahquots. Of particular interest is that there 

existed a time delay of approximately 5 minute before the redox wave became apparent. 

This time dependency may be controlled by the GOx catalysis or the difiiision of the redox 

species detected at the electrode. In other words, the achievement of a steady-state exists 

afl;er a certain time, in which the signal was coitrolled by catalysis or difhision limitations 

or both. And this could be affected by concentntions of: enzyme, mediator and glucose.

In every case, the CV response was centered around 0 V, which is expected since 

the system was completely symmetrical.
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8.2.3 Electrochemical response to glucose with different mediator concentration.

The above experiments had shown that the Au-Au dual band (in a 2-electrode 

configuration) can be successfully employed in the bio sensing system. The study also 

showed that the mediator concentration in the system is an important parameter to 

consider, as it can influence the voltammetric resolution. The following short study 

observes the effect of changing the mediator concentration on glucose response. Figure 

8.13 shows the response of the system with constant [GOx] (5 pi, 10 pM)/glucose (5 pi, 

5mM) incorporated in the membrane, at different mediator concentration. In each case, a 

continuous cyclic voltammogram was performed after the glucose addition and results 

showed that a time delay of approximately 5 minutes was observed before the appearance 

of a redox wave. Results indicated that as we increased the mediator concentration, there 

was an increase in voltammetric resolution and a reduction in time response. Further 

increase of the mediator concentration beyond 30 mM did not seem to have a substantial 

influence on increasing the magnitude of the anq)erometric signal further. Overall, this 

study showed that under optimal mediator/glucose ratio concentration, well defined redox 

peaks would be observed.

8.2.4 Chronoamperometric measurements

Here, chronoamperometry is employed to measure the transient response to 

glucose. It involves stepping the potential difference between the electrodes from zero to 

+0.35 V, a potential difference sufficient to give us the redox wave. AH transients have 

the following response characteristic to a potential step. The potential step has a finite rise 

time and the corresponding charging current has a finite value during this rise time. The 

response then dies out during the time needed to estabhsh a constant potential difference 

between the two working electrodes, and then reaches a steady-state level.

Current-time transients were recorded in the absence and presence of glucose at 

the enzyme-electro de system. In the absence of glucose, the transient showed a small and 

stable background current (Figure 8.14). The effect on the transient (On glucose addition 

into the membrane was recorded (Figure 8.15). After a delay time of 4  minutes, there was 

an apparent increase in magnitude of the current which is attribuited to [Fe(CN)6]'^‘ 

generated by the GOx catalytic reaction which is then oxidized at the gold. After 14 

minutes, the measurement was taken again and showed no appairent change in the
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magnitude of the current signal. This suggests that 4 minutes after glucose addition, a 

steady-state response had been estabhshed. Once again, it is suggested that the length of 

such a time delay may be governed by the Michaehs-Menten kinetics or dictated by 

diftusion of redox species.

The above experiments showed that chronoamperometry could be used as a tool 

to measure glucose at the membrane-microband electrode interface. The next logical step 

therefore was to cahbrate the response by measuring the transient at various glucose 

concentrations. The transients at difterent glucose concentrations were recorded straight 

after glucose addition into the membrane. After the first scan, subsequent scans were also 

recorded until a steady-state current was obtained, as exemplified by the case of 2 mM 

glucose (Figure 8.16), 5 mM (Figure 8.17) and 8 mM (Figure 8.18). In each case, the 

response in the absence of glucose was also recorded for comparison. Overall, the traces 

plainly demonstrate a reasonably rapid response and sensitivity to glucose. In most cases, 

when the glucose concentration was below 10 mM, the steady-state current response was 

achieved in just under 250 s. The varied time response for each glucose concentration 

observed suggests that the sensitivity of the response is dictated by the ratio of 

[Fe(CN)6]' '̂ /[Fe(CN)6]^’ concentration. The change in current response is plotted at 

difterent glucose concentration in Figure 8.19. The curve indicates a lack in the range of 

reproducibility in the response. Possible causes of irreproducihihty may be due to:

a) leaching of the GO^/mediator

b) inconsistent solution volume in the membrane. It was observed throughout the 

measurements the difficulty to maintain a constant fluid volume. A constant fluid volume 

is essential as it will determine the final glucose concentration in the membrane.
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8.3 Conclusion

In this study, we explored the possibihty of employing dual band electrodes in the 

design of a glucose sensor. Problems were reported when the Au-Ag band was employed 

in the detection of a redox couple at the electrode-membrane interface. On the other hand, 

the Au-Au double band showed possibihties for glucose analysis. Even though the design 

of the sensor and their functions remained to be developed further, results demonstrated 

the feasibihty of the cuprophane electrode system. With a time response of under 5 

minutes, the bio sensing system seems to exhibit a reasonable and sensitive response to 

glucose, suggesting a facile transport of this substrate to the flavin active site of the 

enzyme and the eventual detection of [Fe(CN)6]'^‘ on the gold electrode. In addition, the 

presence of the protein at such concentrations doesn’t seem to hinder transport of the 

redox species. Cychc voltammetry and chronoamperometric measurements showed that 

the response is dependent on the [Fe(CN)6]^’ /glucose (and in effect the [Fe(CN)6]^ 

/[Fe(CN)6]^’) ratio of concentration, which determines the overaU performance of the 

biosensor in terms of sensitivity and response time. Furthermore, the study highhghted the 

need to find another membrane as cuprophane is not ideal, as it does not immobilize the 

GOx/[Fe(CN)6]^' species. Instead, these species have a tendency to leach out through 

time. It is important therefore that the enzyme is to be confined in an active and stable 

form within the membrane matrix.

At this stage, our intention for future work was to optimize the performance of 

the biosensor, which centers around the problems of reproducibility and sensitivity. 

Overall, there was a need to estabhsh the nature of the steady-state current obtained with 

anode-cathode microband electrodes. In addition, an understanding of the molecular 

aspects of transport processes and the search for a better membrane for the carriers of 

GOx/[Fe(CN)6]^’ seemed essential for the design of the sensor.
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Figure 8.1 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Ag dual band electrode in phosphate buffered 

NaCl solution containing [FefCN)^]^' species (5 mM). Scan rate 10 mV/s. E is either the 

potential difference between the two bands or the potential o f the gold band with respect 

to Ag/AgCl with internal KCl (IM ) internal electrolyte.

a) 3-electrode configuration

b) 2-electrode confmuration.
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Figure 8.2 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Ag dual band in a 2-electrode configuration. Scan 

rate 10 mV/s. E is the potential difference between the electrodes. Solution consists of 

[Fe(CN)6]'*' (5 mM) made up in phosphate buffered NaCl.

a) bulk solution

b) interfaced with cuprophane membrane saturated with the solution.
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Figure 8.3 Ty|)ical cyclic voltammogram for Ag microband (in 3-electrode configuration) 

recorded in phosphate buffered NaCl. Scan rate 10 mV/s. E is the potential difference 

with respect to Ag/AgCl electrode with KCl ( 1M) internal electrolyte.
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Figure 8.4 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Ag dual band in a 2-electrode conJ&guration. A 

film of AgCl is present on the Ag. Solution consists of [Fe(CN)6]''‘ (5 mM) made up in 

phosphate buffered NaCl. Scan rate 10 mV/s. E is the potential with respect to Ag/AgCl 

with KCl ( IM) internal electrolyte.

a) in bulk solution

b) interfaced with cuprophane membrane saturated with the solution.
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Figure 8.5 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Ag dual band in the 3-electrode configuration. 

Solution consists of GOx (100 |j.M)/[Fe(CN)6]^' (20 mM) made up in phosphate bufiered 

NaCl. Scan rate 10 mV/s. E is the potential difference with respect to Ag/AgCl electrode 

with KCl (IM) internal electrolyte.

a) in bulk solution

b) presence of glucose (4 mM)

c) presence of glucose (8 mM)
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Figure 8.6 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Ag dual band in a 2-electrode configuration in 

bulk solution. A film of AgCl is present on the Ag. Solution consists of GOx (100 

jiM)/[Fe(CN)6]^' (20 mM) made up in phosphate bufiered NaCl. Scan rate 10 mV/s. E is 

the potential difference between the electrodes.

a) absence of glucose

b) presence of glucose (4 mM)

c) presence of glucose (8 mM)
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Figure 8.7 Typical cyclic voltammogram at Ag microband in a 3-electrode configuration 

recorded in phosphate buffered NaCl. Scan rate 10 mV/s. E is the potential difference 

with respect to Ag/AgCl electrode with KCl (IM) internal electrolyte.

a) before use in GOx/Fe(CN/glucose

b) after use
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Figure 8.8 Typical cyclic voltammogram at Ag microband in a 3-electrode configuration, 

recorded in phosphate buffered NaCl. Scan rate 10 mV/s. E is the potential difference 

with respect to Ag/AgCl electrode with KCl ( IM)  internal electrolyte

a) prior to use in GO/Fe(CN)6^'/glucose solution

b) after use in glucose solution and then after soaking in buffered NaCl overniiiht.
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Figure 8.9 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Ag dual band in a 2-electro de configuration 

interfaced with cuprophane membrane saturated with solution. A film of AgCl is present 

on the Ag. Solution used consists of GOx (100 |iM)/[Fe(CN)6]^’ (20 mM) made up in 

phosphate buffered NaCl. Scan rate 10 mV/s. E is the potential difference between the 

electrodes.

a) absence of glucose

b) on addition of glucose ahquot (5pl,20 mM)

c) further addition of glucose ahquot (5 pi, 20 mM)
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Figure 8.10 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Au dual band in a 2-electrode configuration in 

bulk solution. Scan rate 25 mV/s. E is the potential difference between the electrodes. 

Solution made up in phosphate buffered NaCl contains:

a) [Fe(CN)d'- (20 mM)

b) [Fe(CN)6]' (10 mM)/ [Fe(CN)j" (10 mM)
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Figure 8.11 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Au dual band in a 2-electrode configuration in 

bulk solution. Scan rate 25 mV/s. E is the potential difference between the electrodes. 

Solution made up in phosphate buffered NaCl contains GOx (10 pM), [Fe(CN)6]^' (20 

mM):

a) no glucose

b) in presence of glucose (6mM) m bulk solution
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Figure 8.12 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Au dual band in a 2-electrode configuration 

interfaced with cuprophane membrane with added GOx (5 p,l, 10 |iM), [Fe(CN)6]^' (5 pi, 

20 mM). Scan rate 25 mV/s. E is the potential diSerence between the electrodes.

a) absence o f glucose

b) addition o f glucose (5pi, 20mM)

c) further addition o f glucose (lOpl, 20mM)
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Figure 8.13 Cyclic voltammogram at Au-Au dual baud in a 2-electrode configuration 

interfaced with cuprophane membrane with added GOx (5 |al, 10 pM), glucose (5 pi, 5 

mM). Scan rate 25 mV/s. E is the potential difference between the electrodes.

a) no [Fe(CN)6]'-

b) [Fe(CN)6]"' (5 pi, 20 mM)

c) [Fe(CN)6]'- (5 pi, 30 mM)
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Figure 8.14 Current-time transients recorded at Au-Au dual band in a 2-electrode 

configuration interfaced with cuprophane membrane with added GOx (5 |il, 10 pM), 

[Fe(CN)6]^' (5 pi, 5mM) made up in phosphate buffered NaCl and no glucose:

a) measurement

b) measurement taken after 10 minutes.
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Figure 8.15 Current-time transients recorded at Au-Au dual band in a 2-electrode 

configuration interfaced with cuprophane membrane with added GOx (5 p.1, 10 tiM), 

[Fe(CN)6]^' (5 jo.1, 5mM) made up in phosphate buffered NaCl and added glucose (5pl, 5 

mM):

a) no glucose

b) 4 minutes after glucose addition

c) 14 minutes after glucose addition.
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Figure 8.16 Current-time transients recorded at Au-Au dual bands in a 2-electrode 

configuration interfaced with cuprophane membrane with added GOx (5 10 pM),

[Fe(CN)6]^' (5 pf 5mM) made up in phosphate buffered NaCl. Effect of added glucose 

(5pi, 2 mM):

a) no glucose

b) scan after glucose addition
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Figure 8.17 Current-time transients recorded at Au-Au dual band in a 2-electrode 

configuration interfaced with cuprophane membrane with added GOx (5 pi, 10 pM), 

[Fe(CN)6]'*’ (5 pi, 5mM) made up in phosphate buffered NaCl. Effect o f added glucose 

(5pi, 5 mM):

a) no glucose

b) 1"̂  scan after glucose addition

c) T '^  scan after glucose addition
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Figure 8.18 Current-time transients recorded at Au-Au dual band in a 2-electrode 

configuration interfaced with cuprophane membrane with added GOx (5 p,l, 10 îM), 

[Fe(CN)6]^' (5 Ilf 5mM) made up in phosphate buffered NaCl. Effect of added glucose 

(5pf 8 mM);

a) no glucose

b) scan after glucose addition

c) 2"̂* scan after glucose addition
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Figure 8.19 Calibration curve o f amperometric response vs. glucose concentration 

(steady-state current values derived from previous chronoamperometric measurements). 

Poor reproducibility was attributed to. a) leakage o f G O/m ediator b) inconsistent 

solution volume in the membrane.
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CHAPTER 9

THEORETICAL STUDY OF PARALLEL DUAL MICROBAND ELECTRODES

9.1 Introduction

Theoretical models of enzyme electrodes give information about the mechanism 

operating in the biosensor. The interpretation of the modeling results should be biased 

with a view to optimize the electrode’s response. Unlike experimental investigations of 

biosensors, where changing one parameter inevitably alters others, the influence of an 

individual variable can be assessed in an idealized way. Often, response curves produced 

theoretically cannot be precisely compared with experimental curves because they depend 

on the accuracy of the input parameters employed in the model and many of these values 

are approximated or assumed (40,41).

The parameter of greatest interest in an amperometric biosensor is the current, 

which is related to the flux of electro active material to the electrode’s surface. It was 

postulated, from past studies based on different models, that the steady-state current 

measured is dependent on many factors. In this study, our objective is to understand the 

factors that affect the steady-state current as the basis for the design of sensors. Of 

particular interest is to find a solution which expresses the steady-state current value 

obtained with parallel anode-cathode microband electrodes, in the presence of varying 

concentrations of ferro/ferricyanide redox couple (in which the sum of the concentrations 

of ferro/ferricyanide is constant).

It is known that the foundation for biosensors (both in theory and practice) is 

found in assay in homogeneous solution. Hence, the study starts off with an equation 

derived by Peng and co-workers which presents a solution for the steady-state current 

based on a model of parallel cylindrical microelectrodes with various concentration ratios 

of oxidized/reduced species in homogeneous solution. The study is then devoted to 

conq)aring the theoretical prediction with experimental data from a system with various 

[Fe(CN)6]V[Fe(CN)6]^‘ concentrations in hulk solution. [Fe(CN)6]^ generated by the 

GOx enzymatic reaction taking place in bulk solution is also studied and the associated 

experimental response will be conq>ared to the simulated response.
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The experimental current time response was measured using the double band 

electrode, as described in Chapter 7.2. All potentials reported are potential differences 

between the electrodes.

In order to assess the vaUdity of theoretical predictions, the experimental transient 

response was obtained in order to verify the equation derived from the model. Transient 

experiments were carried out in aqueous phosphate buffer solution at various [Fe(CN)6]'^’ 

/[Fe(CN)6]^’ concentration ratios, recorded at +100 mV. In the case where [Fe(CN)6]'^’ is 

generated by the GOx enzymatic reaction, measurements were performed at +300 mV. 

Again, it was necessary to bubble the buffer solutions used with Ar gas for at least 15 

minutes. Bubbling with Ar minimizes the chance of the mediated response having oxygen 

dependency and results in the kinetics of the mediator enzyme reaction being significantly 

greater than the oxygen-enzyme reaction. The solutions were made by mixing in the 

appropriate amounts of [Fe(CN)6]^‘, glucose and a constant GOx concentration. Hie 

resulting solution was left at room temperature for 1 hour before measurements were 

made. It was necessary to allow the solution to stand for at least an hour as rapid 

heterogeneous electron transfer did not occur. This is sufficiently long in order to take 

account of the fact that the enzyme is in bulk and not in an immobilized form. By doing 

so, all the glucose would be converted by the enzyme and hence measurements obtained 

would not show a time response which is controlled by the kinetics of the enzyme.
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9.2 Results and Discussion

9.2.1 Theory of Parallel Dual Microelectrodes
The theory on which we base interpretation of results is derived Jfrom a model

developed by Peng and co-workers (42). Their model is based on the dimensions of dual 

cylinder microelectrodes arranged in parallel geometry separated by an extremely small 

gap, w and having the same electrode radius, r and electrode length, / (Figure 9.1). The 

model considers a solution composed of an electrochemicaUy reversible redox couple o/r 

with excess electro-inactive electrolyte. When the two micro cylinder electrodes in a 

device are operated in anode-cathode mode, redox species oxidized at the anode can 

diSuse quickly to the cathode where they are reduced and vice-versa. Owing to this 

interelectrode difiusion feedback, the microelectrode device is identified as a sensitive and 

fast response device for reversible redox species. The theory presented is apphcable under 

the condition that the analyte is electrochemicaUy reversible. It also assumes a steady-state 

mass transfer condition in which the reaction rate is equal to the rate of mass transfer at 

the electrode surface. Furthermore, species of o and r, whose concentration is denoted by 

Cô Cr and Co/Cr at the anode and cathode respectively, are assumed to have equal 

difiusion coefficients. Since the reaction is Nemstian, when a potential difference of 

magnitude AE is mq)osed across the two electrodes immersed in the solution, the 

concentrations of species o and r wiU instantaneously adjust at the electrode surface to the 

values governed by the Nemst equation.

The approach to steady state of the recycling mechanism at microcyhnder 

electrodes is a complex time-dependent diffiisional transport problem. Figure 9.2 

represents schematicaUy the mass flux and equiconcentration surface in a steady-state 

difiusion field at a dual microcylinder anode-cathode. The iUustration shows that for a 

symmetrical device, linkage of flux lines occurs along the x-co-ordinate , after a certain 

electrolysis time. The values of the concentrations at point x=0, y=0 are then mamtained 

at bulk values. As the difiusion field develops with time, more flux lines are linked, 

increasing the quantity of species undergoing recycling in proportion to the bulk difiusion 

transport. Increased flux linkage wül occur when the diffiision extends over the whole 

device region enclosing both electrodes, whereby the thickness of the difiusion field is w 

+ 2r. This corresponds to total flux recycling where contributions fi:om the bulk solution 

are now absent and a state of constant current is observed. It is apparent from the diagram 

that the equiconcentration surfaces are cylinders parallel with the electrodes and that the
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flux lines are arcs of circles. Therefore, to obtain the steady-state current, we have to 

integrate the current around the circumference of a circle, in terms of mass flux. The mass 

flux of the cylindrical electrodes can be simplified to a two-dimensional difiusion problem 

as expressed by Pick’s second law for difiusion;

dc J c c
(1)

Assuming that +c^ = (where ci, concentration of redox species in bulk), then 

the expression derived for the steady-state current is (42):

TjFnDl
1 =

cosh w
Ir

+ 1

J n F ^ E '\  2( ^^nF AE Y  ̂ \
(2)

where F= Faraday constant; n= no of electrons; Z>= difiusion constant; w - - band gap; r 

radius of the cylindrical electrode; AE = potential; T = temperature.

The equation derived is a function of electrode geometry and depends mainly on 

interelectrode gap, w. This model assumes that diflusion is the only mode of transport. 

The symmetry of the problem shows that there is no concentration gradient normal to the 

plane containing both electrode axes. Hence, the solution is the same if an infinite 

insulating plane is inserted to contain both electrode axes. Hence, the current for a pair of 

parallel hemicylindrical electrodes in an infinite insulating plane is just half that given by 

equation (2).

Now, we can obtain an approximate solution for the parallel bands, by singly 

substituting the width of the band for the circumference of the hemicylinder. That is, we 

take account that the electrode is flat (where width of the band = d  -  diameter of circle) 

instead of hemi-spherical (with circumference of ndl2). Therefore, the current is further 

divided by a factor of ti/2. The resulting approximate equation for parallel microband 

electrodes is:

1 = DFnl

cosh -1 +  1
(3)
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9,2.1 Properties of the model
In order to see how the current response varies with different parameters, a

computer program was written for the above equation to enable us to change the 

parameters with ease. The program plots the current vs. (concentration of the oxidized 

species in bulk). The currents were calculated using the above equation, incorporating the 

dimensions of our double-band micro electro des. The effects of varying potential (Æ ) and 

bandgap (w) were investigated.

Results show plots of current versus concentration of the oxidized species in bulk 

solution, where the sum of the concentrations of O and R is constant. In every case, the 

curves show that the current faUs to almost zero when one form of the redox couple is 

absent. Figure 9.3 shows the effect on current response when the potential is increased 

from +20 mV to +200 mV. As expected, the slopes of the current-concentration plots and 

the maximum current increases as the potential is increased. In fact, at +200 mV, the 

current concentration curve is very steep.

The model is also helpful in demonstrating the effect of band gap variation, which 

affects the response time for the onset of the steady-state current being linked to the 

distance through which redox species difruse. The theory indicates that high sensitivity is 

expected when the microband electrodes are of submicrometer dimensions. Figure 9.4 

shows the effect of changing the band gap, w, on the current-concentration response 

curve. It is apparent that the smaller the gap, the larger the current will be. Past workers 

suggest that the influence of the band gap is attributed to the fact that the time taken to 

attain steady-state increases with an increase in gap size. In addition, this is acconq)anied 

by a lower current density as a consequence of diminished feedback difiusion. Of 

particular interest is when w becomes very small i.e. less than 5 micron. In this case, a 

small decrease in w will result a large increase in current and the current-concentration 

curve becomes very steep. However, when w is relatively large, the increase in current is 

slow.

9.2.2 Simulated and experimental responses compared
This section provides a conq)arison of experimental steady-state current with

theoretical values. A typical set of current transients recorded' at various [Fe(CN)6]'^‘ 

/[Fe(CN)6]^' concentration ratios are shown in Figure 9.5. For each transient, the current
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decays with time until a steady-state level is reached. Figure 9.6 shows steady-state 

currents vs. [Fe(CN)6]' '̂ and show that the practical curve is similar to the theoretical 

response (Figure 9.6). This suggests that we have correctly approximated the equation for 

the spherical dual electrode to take into account the geometry of our Hatband electrodes. 

The differences between practical and theoretical can be ascribed due to the following 

factors:

a) geometry of the microband electrodes.

The theoretical model assumes a symmetrical electrode, in which there is an infinite 

insulating plane on either side of the band electrode. This was not the case with the 

snapped gold microbands employed in the study. Due to an effect of fabrication, the 

geometry of the bands is such that the final layer of insulator covering the outer electrode 

is only 20 pm thick. This results in an ‘asymmetric’ electrode in which the concentration 

flux of the band electrode will be asymmetrical. In addition, there is uncertainty on the 

accuracy of the actual band width and gap of the electrodes.

b) a disadvantage of these screen printed electrodes is that they contain additives for 

securing to the substrate which may affect electrochemical behavior (43).

A plot of steady-state current at different glucose/mediator concentrations in 

solution is shown in Figure 9.8, in which the experimental response was compared with 

the simulated response (the corresponding transient response is shown in Figure 9.7). 

Two assumptions were made in the simulated/experimental current response:

a) steady-state is achieved, whereby the concentration profiles of aU reactants remained 

constant over time in bulk solution and that the total concentration,

Cb = [glucose] + [Fe(CN)6]^' = constant.

b) no product/substrate inhibition occurs.

The plot shows that the same trend is observed as before, as in the case where 

[Fe(CN)6]V[Fe(CN)6]^' couple is present in solution. After a maximum is reached, the 

current response decreases, as it is limited by the concentration of one of the pairs of the 

redox couple. The simulation assumed the overall stoichiometry:

glucose + 2[Fe(CN)6]^’ ------- > 2[Fe(CN)6]'^' + gluconolactone.

The match between theory and experiment confirms this stoichiometry. However, a shght 

difference is apparent between experimental and simulated response. Results also show 

that one half of the graph shghtly deviates from the symmetrical response obtained in the 

previous plot (Figure 9.6). At low glucose concentration (and hence low [Fe(CN)6]'^’), a
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sigmoidal dependence of the current on the mediator concentration is observed. The 

sigmoidal response can be attributed to oxygen competition for the re-oxidation of the

enzyme: GOx-FADH: + O2  > GOx-FAD + H2O2 . On the other hand, at higher

mediator concentration, the co-substrate oxygen does not become limiting and hence this 

sigmoidal behavior is not observed.

Experiments described here lead to several important observations and questions 

for future developments. An important observation made from the study is the need to 

have excess mediator for glucose response. First of all, excess mediator would result in a 

state whereby dissolved oxygen is not limiting. If the mediator is not in excess, then it can 

lead to ‘short-circuiting’ of the mediation pathway by dissolved oxygen. More 

importantly, excess mediator means that the current response will be linear to glucose 

concentration. Under excess mediator, the equation can be simplified as shown in the 

following:

The equation for our dual band electrodes is

7 = : ^ | c , * ,  -4c„(c , - c „ ) |  (4)

, , TtFnl
where k ^ = -

cosh M — +1

and ^ 2  = coth

d

^nFAE\ 
k IR T  )

The equation can be written as:

^  -  ~ |^ 2  “  “  4 x ( l-  x )| (5)

We are interested in the second term of the equation, as this varies. 

The term x(l-x) of the second term can be written as:
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When we have excess mediator, Cq = cy. Hence,

Putting this expression into the second term above gives:

n \ \  c.

Tt

(6)

(7)

If Ch and k2 are large enough, we can make an approximation with series (1 - to get 

rid of the square root term^ :

Y -  — i 2̂ ~  K
71

(8)

Now, if the reduced species is obtained solely as a result of the enzyme-catalyzed 

oxidation of glucose proceeding to completion, the stoichiometry gives:

[glucose] = 2(cb- Co)

where [glucose] refers to the concentration of glucose originally present. When the 

measurement is made, the enzyme reaction is assumed to have consumed all this material.

1---- — [glucose]
V 2̂ ,

(9)

 ̂ (1 -  x)2 « 1 -  —X 
 ̂  ̂ 2
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This equation simplifies to:

1-----^  [glucose] 11 (10)
71

y ^ ^ 2  I 4[glucose]
7T

(11)

4k
Y =  —[glucose] (12)

TVCbki

Therefore, substituting for Y,

/  = [glucose] (13)
nk^

tzF t iI
where D = difiusion coefficient of the mediator, k̂  = -----

cosh -1

j 1 nFlŒand k  ̂ = coth -------
" V 2RT

(and rt = 1, / =length of the band, F  = 96487 C, w = band gap, AE = apphed potential, R = 

gas constant = 8.314 , T = temperature and d  = width of the band). For the condition of 

the experiment {AE = 0.3 V, = 1.014).

This equation predicts a linear response when current is plotted against [glucose] with the 

magnitude of the current dependent upon dimensions of the band (as well as its band gap) 

and the diffiision coefficient of the mediator. The equation apphes when the oxidized 

mediator is in large excess.

It must be pointed out that the experimental simulated results above are based on 

bulk solution studies in the absence of a membrane on the surface of the electrode. With a 

membrane system however, perhaps difiusion is the main limiting factor controlling the 

magnitude of the response of the biosensor to glucose and that diffiision is slow compared 

to the rate of enzyme catalysis. Past workers (44) showed that difiusion limitation is often 

related to membrane thickness, enzyme loading, diffiision coefficients and mediation 

kinetics. These factors can alter the current magnitude.

The study also underlines the need to reduce response time in our system i.e. the 

time it takes to reach steady-state conditions, where we have complete conversion of 

glucose to [Fe(CN)6]" ‘̂. One approach would be to optimize enzyme/mediator kmetics by 

immobilization of the species. The immobilization process would result in a faster
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enzymatic reaction. Furthermore, it would be ideal to employ a membrane in which 

glucose is readily difiiisable and in which the mediator is more diffixsable.

9.3 Conclusion
In summary, the theoretical treatment provides a convenient expression for the 

steady-state current at microelectrodes on various parameters such as dimensions of the 

device and apphed potential difference. Chronoamperometric measurements have 

successfixUy conJSrmed the theoretical expectation of the steady-state response of the dual 

microband electrodes in the presence of redox couple in solution. However, steady-state 

current to glucose response shows a shght deviation, in which a sigmoidal experimental 

shape curve is observed at low mediator concentration, due to the presence of two 

oxidants ([Fe(CN)6]^’ and oxygen). This effect was less pronounced on increasing the 

[Fe(CN)6]^’ ratio, when the role of dissolved oxygen is not limiting.

Overall, the development of our model and comparison to experimental response 

has provided a better understanding of the processes which will influence the response of 

the sensor’s device. The information obtained may be used as a guide for improving the 

analytical sensitivity of our sensing device.
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Y

Figure 9.1 Dimensions of parallel cylinder microelectrodes: r, electrode radius; f  electrode 

length, ; w, interelectrode gap; d, is the diameter of the circle. Point (0,0) is at the centre 

of the gap (42).
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(a) Isolated fields

Cylindrical electrode

Y
, Diffusion layer boundary

Flux lines

b) Field interaction

Feedback flux bnes

Figure 9.2 Schematic illustration of the difiusion field at microband anode-cathode device. 

Point (0,0) is at the centre of the gap (42).
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Figure 9.3 Current-concentration curves calculated from the equation given the following 

parameters: /7=1, D = 6.5 x 10'̂  ̂mVs, vF=50pm, d = 10 pm. The plot shows the effect of 

potential on the current-concentration response curve.
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Figure 9.4 Curreut-conceutration curves calculated from the equation with the following 

given parameters; a/ = 1 ,  D = 6.5 x lO '̂ ’ mVs, d = 10 pm, Æ = 100 mV, T = 298 K. Tlie 

plot shows the effects of bandgap, w on the cun eut-con centration response curve.
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Figure 9.5 Current-time experimental response of the dual microband electrodes at 

different ferri/ferrocyanide concentrations in phosphate buffered NaCl ([Fe(CN)6]^ + 

[Fe(CN)6]'*' = constant = 10 mM). Potential difference of 100 mV is apphed between the 

electrodes. Various [Fe(CN)6]^' employed are;

a) 0 mM

b)2m M

c) 4 mM

d) 6 mM

e) 8 mM

f) 10 mM
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Figure 9.6 Comparison of theoretical current with experimental data obtained from 

ferri/ferrocyanide solutions in phosphate buffered NaCl for apphed potential of 100 mV 

and dual microband electrodes with the following dimensions: w = 50 /nn, and / = 6.5 

mm. The simulated response was calculated from the equation for the above conditions 

with D = 6.5 X 10'*̂  mVs, T = 298 K.
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Figure 9.7 Current-time e?q)erimeutal response of the dual microband electrodes at 

different [Fe(CN)6]^' /glucose concentrations in phosphate buffered NaCl, [GOx] = 10 

|iM, ([Fe(CN)6]^' + [glucose] = constant = 30 mM). Potential difference of 300 mV is 

apphed between the electrodes. Various [glucose] employed are;

a) 0 mM

b) 2 mM

c) 4 mM

d) 6 mM

e)8 mM

f) 10 mM
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Figure 9.8 Comparison of theoretical currents with experimental data

a) simulated current obtained from [Fe(CN)6]^7[Fe(CN)6]‘̂’ solutions at 300 mV with the 

double band microelectrodes b) associated experimental currents of different 

concentrations of [Fe(CN)6]^'/[glucose] (where ([Fe(CN)6]^' + [glucose] = 30 mM}.
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CHAPTER 10

AN ASSESSMENT OF POLYMERIC MEMBRANES AND THEIR 

APPLICATION TO AN AMPEROMETRIC GLUCOSE SENSOR

10.1 Introduction

10.1.1 Engineering for the right membrane

The development of biosensors in recent years has involved the use of membrane 

technology to immobilize biocomponent and mediator, to control the transport of the 

solute across to the enzyme layer, and to provide a biocompatible surface. An ideal 

polymer membrane for enzyme/mediator immobilization should possess the following 

essential properties:

a) it should be stable and not undergo ‘surface fouling’ during analyte analysis.

b) successful entrapment is required to prevent leaching of both mediator and biological 

components

c) the preparation step should be cheap, quick, and simple to conduct (45).

Immobilization of an enzyme results in the perturbation of its active site, which 

can influence the overall kinetic response. For example, it can affect diflhisional effects, 

due to a microenvironmental change in the charge-charge interactions between substrate 

and enzyme. It would be ideal therefore, if the mass transport to the catalytic surface were 

reproducible and well-defined. This can be achieved through careful control during 

immobilization procedure (46).

Immobilization of the mediator and enzyme within the same membrane has been 

considered by many groups (47). Dupont’s Nafion perfluorinated sulfonated ion exchange 

polymer (dissolved in organic solvent) which has been extensively used as the covering 

membrane for enzyme electrodes and [Fe(CN)6^‘] is shown to have good retention in the 

Nafion film In addition, the electrochemical behavior inside Nafion film has been studied 

and characterized in terms of incorporation and desorption rates, difhision coefhcients 

and amperometric current generated in the presence of glucose (48, 49). However, a 

more attractive option is to use Eastman AQ29D, a poly(ester-sulfonic acid) polymer 

which is a water-based solution, in contrast to Nafion which is only available in organic 

media. Furthermore, the casting procedure for the Eastman polymer is simple and fast 

(50). The film produced is reproducible and enzyme activity is not degraded. GOx is
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confined in an active form and the resulting sensors have quick response to glucose (51). 

In addition, the coating is known to prevent electro chemically active interferents such as 

ascorbate and urate fi*om reaching the electrode surface. Such simultaneous achievement 

of the enzyme entrapment, permselectrvity and protective tasks, ehminates the need for 

multilayer membrane systems and make Eastman AQ films very attractive and versatile for 

biosensor work.

Recently, attempts have been made to include enzyme immobilization processes in 

semiconductor technology. Among them, polyacrylamide hydrogels have been used as the 

matrix material in order to provide a hydrophihc environment which is conductive to 

maintaining the enzymatic activity of the entrapped enzyme (52). Past workers (53) had 

shown that co-immobilization of ferrocene and GOx in a polyacrylamide gel produced a 

sensor with linear response to glucose up to 30 mM.

Finally, commercially prepared membranes ready for use are attractive 

alternatives. For example, a membrane under the commercial name of Immunodyne ABC 

can be purchased fi*om Pall Bio support UK. It is a nylon membrane which has been 

surface modified with reactive groups’ to covalently bind proteins and other compounds 

containing amino groups. Unfortunately, the stabihty of the membrane is not good prior 

to protein immobilization, as the membrane surface slowly reacts with moisture in the 

atmosphere. Typically, the active groups on the membrane responsible for covalent 

binding have a half-life of two days at 20° C. Therefore, use m conditions of low humidity 

will preserve the active groups on the membrane for a longer period of time than in high 

humidity. The lifetime of the membrane in its original, undamaged packaging as supphed 

by Pah, is in excess of one year. Once the membrane has been coated with the protein to 

be immobilized, there is no longer any need to keep the membrane in a dry atmosphere. 

However, coated membranes should not be stored damp for long periods to avoid the risk 

of microbial growth on the membrane.

For production of disposable sensor strips on a large scale, certain other factors 

have to be considered. As weU as improving on electrode reproducibhity, unnecessary 

costs must be limited. For example, the use of electropolymerised polypyrroles (as 

described by Bartlett and co-workers) (34) would not be ideal, simply on grounds of cost. 

Although a uniform layer of GOx-pyrrole film can be achieved, there is a disadvantage that 

the pyrrole must be distiUed before use.

 ̂ The surface of the membrane bears a high density of carbonyl groups which are chemically activated 
and reacfy for use (source: literature given by Pall Industries).
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In the present work, the construction of a glucose sensor based on different 

membrane polymers: Nafion, Eastman AQ-polymers, albumin/glutaraldehyde,

polyacrylamide gel and polyamide pre-activated membrane is reported. We present results 

utilizing these different polymer membranes in the entrapment of GOx in the film and with 

Fe(CN)6^' as an electron acceptor for a reduced-mediator system. The evaluation of these 

sensors will be discussed by estabhshing the characteristics of the response to glucose. 

The study also aims to understand the factors that influence the rate of Fe(CN)6' '̂ 

production and its eventual detection at the electrode. In addition, the influence of oxygen 

on the mediated current response is studied.

10.1.2 Theoretical simulation

Past workers (54) have employed conformai map theory in the digital simulation 

of current time behaviour at single and double band electrodes. The simulated transient 

response of our sensor system follows this recent treatment of conformai mapping, which 

uses digital simulation of the concentration profiles in order to arrive at the appropriate 

solutions. This part of the work was carried out by Dr. J. Strutwolf m the Chemistry 

department at UCL. The simulated transient response to glucose is then compared to the 

corresponding experimental values. Our overall objective is to understand the factors that 

affect transient response as the basis for the design of sensors to meet specific monitoring 

requirements. The electrode system is illustrated in Figure 10.0 (a) showing the relevant 

dimensions. In the x-y space, the electrode consists of a generator and collector electrode, 

both of equal width , w. The gap between the generator and collector is of width, g.

Theory

This section is the work of Dr. J. Strutwolf and is reproduced here with his 

permission.

The following discussion is concerned with the diffiisional mass-transport problem 

for recycling reversible redox species between a pair of microband electrodes (with excess 

of electro-inactive electrolyte).

The model assumed considers a simple electrode process:

A + e' <-» B

where A = oxidant; B - reductant
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When the device is operated in an anode-cathode mode, redox species will be oxidized at 

the anode and can difiuse quickly to the cathode where they are reduced and vice-versa. 

The current is given by:

-(w+^/2)

r dcIQ = nFDl — ôx:, for the generator current
dy

= nFDl — , for the collector current

where n = no. of electrons; F  = Faraday constant; D  = difiusion coefficient;

Cb = total concentration in bulk; / = length of microband; g= inter-band gap; w = width of 

the band electrode.

The change of concentration with time of the oxidized and reduced species can be 

described by Pick’s second law (Chapter 9.2.1) which can be sinq)lified as follows:

dc.
dt = DS/^Ca

^  = D V \bOt

However, the solutions to the above difierential equations are not known because of the 

complexity of the problem Therefore, the above difierential equations were converted to 

a set of difierence equations and this was achieved by applying the alternating direction 

impHcit method (ADI).

In addition, solutions can be found more readily when the space co-ordinates are 

transferred from the physical ones into conformai:

coshT cos 8 

sinh F sin 0
\ 2 J

This is termed the Schwarz-Christofiel transformation (illustrated in Figure 10.0) and the 

use of this new co-ordinate system enables a more efficient digital simulation of the 

concentration profiles and current at the band electrode over all time scales. Figure 10.0

(a), (b) shows the conformai technique apphed to the double band electrode. The
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conformai space for these conditions is constructed so that the two electrodes resemble a 

thin layer cell, from which solutions are readily obtained. The final drfihision equation 

expressed in dimensionless form is solved by wnting a program in Fortran 77. 

Appropriate boundary conditions introduced are as follows:

a) before the potential is pulsed, only species B is present i.e = 0, Cb = cj,

b) after the potential is pulsed, the following situation exists:

- at the anode (equivalent to the generator electrode), species A is present, but not species 

B i.e. Ca = Cb, Cb = 0

- at the cathode (equivalent to the collector electrode), species B is present but not 

species A I q ca = 0, cb ^  Ct

c) no flux condition apphes at the insulator

d) difrusion coefi&cients for species A and B are equal and independent of concentration

10.2 Experimental

The reagents employed in this study were prepared as described previously in 

Chapter 7.13. In order to observe the effect of oxygen on the transient response, solutions 

were not degassed.

10.2.1 Membrane preparation

The polymeric membranes containing the immobilized GO% and Fe(CN)6^' were 

prepared as follows:

Nafion

Nafion stock solution was made by diluting the commercially available Nafion 5% w/v 

(from Aldrich) to 0.55% with methanol. GOx/Fe(CN)6^' stock solution was made by 

dissolving 180 mg of GOx powder and 500 mg of Fe(CN)6^’ in 1ml of phosphate buffer, 

pH=7. The deposition solution was made by mixing 86.7 pi of Nafion stock solution with

13.3 pi of GOx/Fe(CN)6^’ stock solution (48). The electrode fabrication method was to 

dip the snapped microband electrode into the casting solution then leave the solvent to 

evaporate at room temperature for at least 30 minutes. When not in use, the electrodes 

were stored dry in the refiigerator.

Eastman AQ29D

The poly(ester-sulfonic acid) cation exchanger polymer was obtained dissolved in water 

(30% w/v) supphed by Eastman Chemical Products. Modification of the microband was
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achieved by dipping the electrode into the mixed polymer-GOx-Fe(CN)6 aqueous 

solution (1.5% polymer^ Img/ml GOx, 500 mg/ml Fe(CN)6^'. The coatings were then 

thoroughly dried for 15 minutes with a heat gun held 40 cm above the surface, and left 

overnight to ensure proper drying before use. Once dried, the films should be water 

insoluble.

Bovine serum albumin (BSA)/glutaraldehyde

GOx (5 mg), Fe(CN)6^’ (500 mg) and BSA (15 mg) were dissolved in 1 ml phosphate 

buffer (pH=7). 20 pi of glutaraldehyde (GLA, 25% aqueous solution) was added to the 

mixed solution with vigorous stirring until it became slightly viscous (approximately 10 

minutes afl:er addition). The resulting solution was then cast onto the electrodes by the 

short dipping technique. The newly-cast membrane electrode was dried at RT and 

allowed to set overnight. When not in use, the modified electrodes were stored dry in a 

dessicator at RT.

Polyacrylamide

The monomer solution for the membrane preparation contained 15% wt acrylamide, 2.2% 

wt, N-N’ methylene diacrylamide and 1 mg/ml of photoinitiator, 2,2-dimethoxy-2- 

phenylacetophenone (DMAP) in a pFl=7 buffer/glycerol volume ratio of 1/1 for a dip- 

coated membrane solution. Afterwards, 5 mg/ml GOx and 500 mg/ml Fe(CN)6^’ were 

added to the mixture. Cross linking of the solution was done by adding glutaraldehyde 

(2.5% final concentration) into the hydrogel solution. The solution was allowed to react 

for 10 minutes before casting the solution by the short-dipping technique. 

Photopolymerisation was performed with UV hght for 2 minutes.

Pre-activated Nylon Membranes

The Immunodyne ABC membrane (Pall Bio support), 120 pm thick, is supphed with a 

dessicant sachet in a foü bag. The bag was opened inside a glove-box conq)artment 

purged with dry Ar gas. When not in use, the membrane was stored inside the glove-box, 

where no water was allowed to gain access to the membrane (in which state its covalent 

binding activity should be maintained for several days).

The method recommended by the suppHer for antibody and antigen immobilization 

was adapted to enzyme coupling. This involved cutting the membrane into Icm^ square 

pieces and then immediately treating for enzyme immobilization. The pre-activated

 ̂ Past studies (51) have investigated various levels of the cation exchanger in the casting solution ranging 
from 0.5 to 7%. Maximum glucose response was obtained using 1.5% polymer solution. The smaller 
signals observed at higher levels, i.e. thicker films, were attributed to hindered transport of the substrate.
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samples contain carbonyl groups at the surface. Immobilization of GOx was obtained by 

simple membrane wetting. This results in the formation of amide linkages between the 

carbonyl groups and the amine groups of the enzyme. 10 p,l of GOx solution (10 mg/ml) in 

phosphate buffered NaCl was introduced to one side of the membrane. The prepared 

membrane pieces were placed in a humidity chamber overnight to allow successful protein 

binding to take place. The membrane pieces were then washed in KCl (IM) for 30 

minutes and then a final rinse with the buffer solution. This step was necessary to remove 

any loosely bound enzymes on the surface.

The band electrodes used in conjunction with Immunodyne ABC membrane were 

first dip-coated with Eastman AQ-29D polymer. The casting procedure involved 

dip-coating the electrodes quickly in the polymer mixture (0.5% w/v) six times, drying the 

electrodes thoroughly in an oven at 30 °C for 1 hour in between the dipping stages.

10.2.2 Electrochemical measurements

All potentials reported are the potential difference apphed between the two 

electrodes. The solvent-cast electrodes were tested by recording their 

chronoamperometric signal at +0.3 V (as previously described in Chapter 7.2) and the 

transients recorded were allowed to decay for 100 s. The effect of glucose was studied 

with the successfully-cast membrane electrodes. The measurements of enzymatic Pah 

membrane activities were performed in a similar manner as in the case with cuprophane 

membrane experiments in Chapter 9.2.4: prior to recording transient measurements, the 

Pah membranes were mounted on glass shdes. 5 |li1 drops of the mediator solution [500 

mg/ml] was apphed to surface of membrane and ahowed to absorb. The drop spreads to 

cover the whole membrane. Therefore, it is assumed that the mediator was uniformly 

distributed. Again, the glucose solution was spotted on to the membrane and absorbed. 

The effects of adding various glucose concentrations (5 p.1), within the range of 0-10 mM, 

were recorded. The membrane was ahowed to be in contact with the electrodes for 10 

minutes to ahow the glucose to be fuhy converted and to ahow suflScient time for the 

product to difiuse to the electrode surface, before a potential difference of +0.30 V was 

apphed. Between measurements, the electrode was cleaned by dipping the surface in triply 

distihed water and then drying thoroughly using a wet cloth.
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For the study of transient response in the presence of two oxidants, the apphed 

potential was apphed straight after the glucose solution was ‘spotted’ onto the membrane, 

spread and absorbed.

10.3 Results and Discussion

10.3.1 Evaluation of solvent cast membranes for microband electrodes

As win become evident in the foUowing discussion, the results showed that the 

solvent-cast membrane electrodes had not been successful. The study began with the 

Nafion polymeric membrane. In the case of Nafion, the polymer was only soluble in at 

least partly organic solvents. Care therefore was needed to obtain the proper dilution of 

the commercial product and to apply the appropriate amount of the Nafion solution to the 

electrode surface. However, the main problem was that the mediator Fe(CN6^') was only 

partly soluble in the methanol/Nafion mixture. In addition when the solvent mixture was 

cast on the electrodes, the formation of large pores (or macrovoids) on the membrane was 

observed. Such finger-hke pores can occur if the evaporation step of the solvent is too 

rapid (55). As a consequence of these macrovoids, an ideal transient response could not 

be obtained.

The next stage of the study employed a similar polymeric solution, the Eastman 

AQ29D solution. The attractive feature in employing this was that the solution is water- 

based. Figure 10.1 shows typical current-time data. The transient shows that steady-state 

current is achieved within approximately 5 s. The modified electrode exhibited a fast and 

sensitive response to glucose, indicating a facüe transport towards the enzymatic sensing 

sites and subsequent Fe(CN6)' '̂ product detection at the electrode. Although the result 

illustrates an attractive avenue for fabricating a glucose sensor based on casting GOx/ 

Fe(CN6)^ from water-based polymer solution, the reproducibility of the sensor response is 

very much under question. The following disadvantages were observed:

a) the degree of cross-linking within the polymer film was not too good. For example, 

when the electrode was immersed in water for more than 5 minutes, evidence of film 

peeling off was observed.

b) leakage of the GOx/ Fe(CN6)^’was observed when the electrode was in contact with the 

test solution.

These disadvantages may pose problems with regards to storage times and effects due to 

varying temperature and humidity.
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The performance of hydrogel membrane electrodes, like albumin and 

polyacrylamide with glutaraldehyde as the cross-hnkmg agent was also evaluated. In the 

albumin/glutaraldehyde case, the membrane-film cast on the microbands was too thick and 

therefore contributed towards an additional resistance at the interface, especially after the 

cross-linking procedure. Potential-current plots indicated ohmic response, in which a 

straight line was observed. In the case of the polyacrylamide membrane, other problems 

were encountered:

a) it was diflBcult to cast the solution on the electrode surface successfiiUy. The dipping 

technique did not achieve a membrane film of uniform thickness. The manner of 

deposition is important as it governs the reproducibihty of a sensor.

b) in the preparation step, partial solubihty of mediator in glycerol/bufifer mixture was 

observed.

c) the cross-linking step using UV hght did not prove to be effective. The cast film 

indicated signs of failed cross-linking of the GOx-Fe(CN6)^’ in the polymer gel.

d) leakage of GOx/ Fe(CN6)^’ component fi’om the polymer phase into the test solution 

was observed.

Overall, there was still a need to find a suitable membrane to fix both the enzyme 

and mediator, in order to estabhsh suitable electron pathways fi*om the active site of the 

munobilized enzyme to the electrode surface.

10.3.2 Improved sensor performance obtained by enzymes on pre-activated nylon 

membranes

This section presents the results of investigation of the Eastman 

AQ29D/Immunodyne membrane combinations. Chronoamperometric measurements 

revealed weft defined transients (Figure 10.2 (a)) whereby we see a rise in the current 

response followed by a decay which reaches steady-state in under 10 s, after pulsing the 

voltage to +0.3 V. It is also apparent that the background current of the gold microbands 

(with the Eastman polymer film on the surface) is low and stable. The measurements were 

repeated to show the reproducibihty of the response (Figure 10.2(b)). Past studies (50) 

have shown that such an overlayer of Eastman polymer on the electrode wUl improve the 

linearity of the glucose response and increases the dynamic range. The explanation given 

is that the film retains the redox couple on the surface of the electrode very well. The 

electrode-membrane system employed in this study was shown to be usable for the 

determination of glucose concentrations up to 10 mM. As expected in each case, an
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increase glucose concentration is accompanied by an increase in steady-state current. 

Once again, this increase in current response is attributed to the increase in Fe(CN6) 

production generated from the GOx reaction.

Cahbration of the glucose response was observed by plotting the steady-state 

current response vs. glucose concentrations, as shown in Figure 10.3. The plots show a 

good linear response, with correlation coefficients of 0.96 and 0.98.

It has been estabhshed previously (Chapter 9.2.2) that the steady state current 

under excess mediator concentration is governed by the following equation:

/  = [glucose]
nk^

where L =   v and = cothf ) = 1.0314 For the condition of the
c o s h - g  + l]

experiment AE = 0.3 V, ^ 2 = 1.014.

D  = difrusion coefficient of mediator.

This equation predicts that plotting I vs. [glucose] will give a straight line whose slope 

allows us to evaluate the difrusion coefficient of the mediator in the membrane films. 

From the cahbration plots (Figure 10.3), the difrusion coefficients determined are 2.55 x 

10'̂  ̂ and 2.17 x 10^  ̂ m /̂s. Values are within two orders of magnitude lower than 

reported in bulk solution of D = 6.5 x 10' °̂ m /̂s. This is expected, as it is indicative of the 

effect of employing the membrane in the system.

Reproducibihty of membrane thickness was not a problem. Not only did the 

membrane allow us to have reproducibihty in the immobilization technique but also had 

the advantage of aUowing high concentrations of GOx and redox mediator without 

leakage of these species. In addition, the technique appears ideal for enzyme stabilization. 

The only disadvantage is that, prior to protein immobilization, the ‘pre-activated surface’ 

is unstable and slowly reacts with moisture in the air. Furthermore, although the 

membrane is known to have successfiiUy immobilized the GOx enzyme, the long-term 

stabihty of the GOx is stiU questionable. A noticeable loss of activity was observed after 3 

days, wherein results show a decrease in current response [Figure 10.4]. This may be due 

to the natural dénaturation of enzyme with time.

During the transient measurements, the microbands were in contact with the 

reacting layer for 10 minutes at open circuit prior to applying a voltage of +0.3 V. It was 

assumed that this aUowed the glucose to be ftiUy converted as weU as aUowing the
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diffusion of Fe(CN6/' to take place. In addition, because the solutions were thoroughly 

degassed before use and the mediator was present in excess, it was assumed that the 

mediated signal had no oxygen dependency. In the next stage of our investigation, there 

was an interest to study the factors that control product detection and to see the effect of 

oxygen on the mediated signal. If the response is enzymatically controlled, then when 

glucose is added to the membrane, the shapes of the resulting transient will be governed 

by the kinetics of the enzyme reaction. Results [Figure 10.5] show that there is generally 

an induction time before the current density increased from the baseline. The induction 

time seemed dependent upon glucose concentration, but not in any systematic way. A 

wide variety of transient shapes were observed. The transients may have some artifacts 

due to the membrane drying up through time and therefore influencing the transport of 

Fe(CN6)' '̂ through the membrane. Overall, the response time of current should be linked 

to the distance through which redox species dijffuse through the membranes before 

reaching the electrodes as well as to the rate at which these species are produced. In our 

system, a combination of membranes was employed. The diffusion of the mediator 

through the Immunodyne membrane is not the only possible limiting phenomenon. 

Diffusion through the polymeric Eastman film could limit the mediator flux reaching the 

electrode surface. Figure 10.6 shows the cahbration plot of final current obtained against 

glucose concentrations associated with these transients. The plot also shows the effect of 

having oxygen present. The ‘inflection’ point in the cahbration curve might be the result 

of the depletion of oxygen in the enzyme layer. At concentrations below this inflection, re

oxidation of the enzyme could occur mainly via oxygen, while above the inflection 

concentration, oxygen could be depleted in the layer adjacent to the electrode so re

oxidation could proceed mainly via the mediator route, leading to an increase in the 

current response of the enzyme electrode (56). This observation is similar to the results 

discussed in Chapter 9.2.2.

10.3.3 Use of conformai maps to model the chronomaperometric response of a 

glucose sensor

As described in the theory section, the theoretical current density for the 

electrodes was solved by simulating the concentration profiles in the conformai space and 

real space of the double band. This was evaluated by introducing the boundary conditions 

previously described (Chapter 10.1.2). The diSlision coefficient of 2.55 x 10'̂  ̂ mVs 

obtained from the cahbration plot (from Figure 10.3(a)) was put into the calculation. The
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dimensionless generator and collector current w.r.t. time was then simulated and the 

resulting chronoamperometric response was compared with experimental data.

The simulation predicts the time taken for the current to attain a steady-state at 

various glucose concentrations [Figure 10.7]. The calibration plots show (Figure 10.8) 

that the experimental response is sHghtly lower than the simulated value. The discrepancy 

between practical and theoretical can be ascribed due to factors described in Chapter

9.2.2 e.g. due to asymmetrical geometry of the band and disadvantages of employing the 

screen printed electrodes. In addition, the Hnal glucose concentration in the membrane 

may vary. It was difiBcult to precisely assure that the solution volume in the membrane 

piece stayed constant during the chronoamperometric measurements.

10.4 Conclusion

In the study, we showed the possibihty of employing polymeric membranes in the 

arr^erometric detection of glucose. Results showed the problems associated with 

GOx/Fe(CN6)^' immobilized on the following polymeric coatings: Nafion polymer, 

Eastman AQ29D polymer and hydrogel polymers with glutaraldehyde as the cross-linking 

agent. However, recent mq)rovements in membrane technology led us to consideration of 

the use of Immunodyne ABC membrane, which is a new sohd support normally devoted 

to antibody and antigen immobilization for immunodiagnostic use. The ease of 

construction of the devices with this membrane showed the possibihty of these sensors to 

be used conveniently for the determination of glucose.

The band electrodes (with Eastman polymer film on the surface), in contact with 

GOx/Fe(CN)6^' introduced in the pre-activated nylon membrane, was found to give linear 

cahbration curves within the glucose range of interest. The appearance of product and its 

subsequent response at the electrode surface was dependent on the rate of difiusion of 

product within the membrane layer. The results explained why it was necessary to ahow 

the membrane (containing the redox couple) to be in contact with the microbands prior to 

applying the potential difference. Results also indicated that the presence of oxygen 

caused cahbration plots to be sigmoidal in shape. FinaUy, computer simulation was used 

to calculate the current transient. It was shown that the magnitude of the simulated 

transient current was similar to the experimental response, but that the experimental 

results were systematicaUy lower than expected.
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Figure 10.0 Representation of a double-band electrode in cross section, in which w is the 

band width and g  is the interelectrode band gap, in the:

a) real space

b) conformai space for simulations.
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Figure 10.1 Current-time transients recorded at Au- Au dual bands interfaced with 

Eastman polymer-GOx-Fe(CN6)^' film. Effects of added glucose (5 |il) at various 

concentrations were observed:

a) 0 mM

b) 5 mM

c) 15 mM
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Figure 10.2 (a)

Current-time transients recorded at Au-Au dual bands (dipped in Eastman polymer) 

interfaced with Immunodyne ABC membrane with added GOx (10 mg/ml, 10 pi) and 

FelCNô)’' (5 pi, 500 mg/ml). Solutions were made up in phosphate buffered NaCl. The 

effect o f added glucose (5 pi) at various concentrations was observ ed:

a) 0 mM

b) 2 mM

c) 4 mM

d) 6 mM

e) 8 mM

f) 10 mM
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Figure 10.2 (b) Curreut-time measurements recorded in a similar fasliion to those obtained 

in Figure 10.2 (a). Tlie measurement was repeated in order to obsei-ve the reproducibility 

of the response.
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Figure 10.3 Immunodyne ABC membrane/ Eastman polymer Elm:

Calibration plots of amperometric response vs. glucose concentration. Steady-state 

cunent values were derived from previous chronoamperometric measurements;

a) calibration plot with steady-state values derived from Figure 10.2 (a)

b) calibration plot with steady-state values derived from Figure 10.2 (b).
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Figure 10.4 Immunodyne ABC membrane/ Eastman polymer film;

Calibration plots of steady-state current vs. glucose concentration. The plot shows the 

effect of enzyme activity on amperometric current response

a) after the 1st day of membrane preparation (plot similar to that o f Figure 10.3 (a)).

b) 3 days after membrane preparation
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Figure 10.5 Current-time transients recorded at Au- Au dual bands (dipped in Eastman 

polymer) interfaced with Immunodyne ABC membrane with added GO^ (10 mg/ml, 10 pi) 

and Fe(CN6)'‘ (5 pi, 500 mg/ml). Solutions were made up in phosphate buffered NaCl. 

Transients were recorded straight after glucose additions. Effects o f added glucose (5 pi) 

at various concentrations were observed:

a) 2 mM

b) 4 mM

c) 6 mM

d) 8 mM

e) 10 mM
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Figure 10.6 Immunodyne ABC membrane/ Eastman polymer film:

Calibration plot of amperometric response vs. [glucose]. Current values were the final 

values obtained fi-om Figure 10.5, in which transients were recorded straight after glucose 

addition into the membrane
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Figure 10.7 Simulated chronoamperometric response to various glucose concentrations 

with the following dimensions: w = 50 p,m, / = 6.5 mm, Z) = 6.82 x 10 m^/s (difiusion 

coefficient value evaluated from Figure 10.7 (b)):

a) 2 mM

b) 4 mM

c) 6 mM

d) 8 mM

e) 10 mM
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Figure 10.8 Calibration plots of steady-state current vs. [glucose]. Comparison of

a) theoretical current (values obtained from Figure 10.7) with dimensions previously 

described vs. b) a set of experimental data (values obtained from Figure 10.3(b).
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CHAPTER 11

METHODS FOR DETECTING GLUCOSE IN BODY FLUH)S; 

e l e c t r o c h f m t c a t .  a n d  h ig h  p e r f o r m a n c e  LIOUH)

CHROMATOGRAPHY (HPLC^ DETERMINATION

11.1 Introduction

In the past, the determination of glucose has been carried out by sampling blood 

from a subject and analyzing the blood with a clinical apparatus. Accordingly, with such 

methods of extractions there is a danger of invasion or infection. Recently, there have 

been reports of successful withdrawals of body fluids from the skin. For example, Ito (57) 

describes a method for withdrawing microhter amounts of body fluid. In this invention, a 

body fluid sampling cell comes in close contact with the skin of a human body and the 

body fluid is sampled from the skin by aspirating, under negative pressure, with a suction 

pump. Figure 11.1 shows a sectional view of an embodiment of the proposed apparatus. 

The fluid collected was reported to have a protein content lower than that of blood, but 

comprises biologically related compounds having a relatively low molecular weight m 

amount almost comparable to those for the blood. Such technology to draw body fluid 

from the skin was also shown to be successful by other workers. According to Farinas 

(58) and Tanada (59), the apphcation of low level electric current enhances transport of 

molecules across intact skin. The mechanism of enhanced transport of uncharged 

molecules is thought to be electro-osmotic flow through ‘hydropMhc pores’ in the skin. 

Such enhanced transport was thought to be useful to deliver drugs into the body or to 

extract molecules from the underlying tissue. Of course, the extraction of nanomolar 

quantities of glucose through intact skin will have a very useful apphcation for the 

measurement of glucose for treatment of diabetes. The German membranes i.e. samples of 

body fluids in cuprophane membranes received for use in this work, were obtained in a 

similar manner. It is in general, an object of the present study to provide methods for 

detecting and determining the glucose concentration in these membranes.

OveraU, the whole idea is to couple such technology with the amperometric sensor 

using the microband electrodes in order to form a non-invasive glucose monitor. If 

successful, this can be developed further by forming a monitor in a wristwatch fashion, 

capable of making frequent glucose readings. The membrane (containing the enzyme and 

mediator) will provide the electrical contact between the sensor and the skin and wih also 

serves as the reservoir for coUection of glucose. As discussed m Chapter 8.2, there are
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disadvantages in employing the cuprophane membrane. Therefore, it is recommended that 

the membrane employed in future sensor design should consist of the Immunodyne 

ABC/Eastman AQ29 D polymer combination, as proposed in Chapter 10.2.1. As a very 

small volume of body fluid sample is withdrawn from the skin, the sensor therefore is 

intended to prevent the subject from being subjected to unnecessary pain.

The objective of this chapter is to determine glucose present in the ‘German 

membranes’ i.e. membranes supporting fluid samples which had been drawn from the 

skin. The amperometric method using the dual microbands was used as the frrst attempt. 

In order to obtain comparative results, we have also developed an HPLC method as an 

attempt to estabhsh a reference analytical technique for determining the concentration of 

glucose. Overall, the two methods combined in this chapter wih also ahow us to compare 

the differences and similarities with regards to accuracy, precision, limitations and 

advantages of the techniques.

HPLC is the most common method used for sugar analysis. Many HPLC systems 

have been described but few provide both good selectivity and rehabihty. Reports of 

HPLC separation of the major carbohydrates in food using adsorption chromatography 

first appeared in 1974. The nature of such experiments employ amino columns, which 

contains ahcylamine bonded to 5-10 microns sihca gel. Furthermore, the eluent was 

acetonitrile/water and the detection was refractive index (RI). These conditions are stih 

used today (60). In adsorption chromatography, shica gel is used as the stationary phase 

and it is the adsorption of solute on the stationary phase which results in its separation. If 

the forces exerted by the mobile and stationary phase on the solute types are identical, 

then no separation will be achieved. The amino columns will separate by adsorption and 

therefore allow the smaller carbohydrate to elute first. The only disadvantage of these 

columns hes in the gradual stripping of amino groups and deterioration of the sihca itself, 

eventually leading to loss of resolution, particularly between glucose and fructose for 

example.

For accurate quantitative analysis, the detector must have a linear response. RI 

detectors are truly universal detectors, and can work with any solute. AH RI detectors 

share one feature in common, in that their output represents the difference in the 

refractive index between a sample flow ceU and a reference cell. This arrangement is used 

because the mobile phase contributes to the refractive index and a differential 

measurement can be used to compensate or remove its contribution and therefore enhance 

detection of the analyte. The most severe limitation of the RI detector is a lack of absolute
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sensitivity in comparison to other detectors. The RI detector senses the number density of 

all molecules in the hght path, and not the mass concentration of those species which 

absorbs Hght, as does the UV detector. Thus fluctuations in pressure or temperature of 

the mobile phase which would have Httle effect on UV or fluorescence detectors can 

cause refractive index changes, and limit the ultimate sensitivity of the RI detector to 

poorer values than those obtainable with other detector types. Nonetheless, a refractive 

index detector is better suited for this work, because the UV detector does not have good 

sensitivity for the analysis of underivatised sugars, which absorb very Httle visible or UV 

Hght.

The basic chromatographic measurements for the quahtative analysis of such 

peaks are retention times and peak areas. Retention times require the accurate location in 

time of the peak maximum and the peak area, which makes smaU demands on the detector 

and integrator (61, 62). However, the baseline noise must be minimized if peak area 

measurements are to be employed.

In this investigation, the amino column with acetonitrile/water (70:30) mixture as 

the mobile phase was used as a reference analytical technique for determining the 

concentration of glucose. From the chromatograms, retention time can be obtained and 

the detector response may be measured in terms of peak areas. Automated evaluation of 

the information in a chromatographic area using electronic integrators to process the data 

has become a standard practice in chromatography. Strip recorders are an inexpensive 

alternative for making a permanent record of the detector output. Peak area can also be 

determined by manual methods, which means that peaks can be either cut out and 

weighed (precision: 15%) or calculated by using the formula area equals peak height time 

the peak width at one half the peak height (precision: 13%), which doesn’t work weU if 

the peaks are narrow or unsymmetrical. It is known that many types of HPLC detectors 

vriU respond differently to each solute in a sample, and so their response to each analyte 

must be caHbrated over the range of anticipated sample concentrations. It is necessary, 

therefore, to define the response of the detector for the glucose analyte, by estabhshing a 

cahbration curve. In this study, known concentrations of the analyte are injected and a 

proportionaHty estabhshed between the detector signal and the concentration of analyte in 

standards. Of course, the amount of standard injected must be accurately known, and aU 

injection volumes must be very reproducible for best results. Afterwards, the fluid 

extracted from ‘German membranes’ wih then be chromatographed, with the aim to read 

off glucose concentration (in the fluid sample) from the cahbration curve.
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11.2 Experimental

The German membranes, given by our collaborators, consist of cuprophane 

membrane pieces, some containing the skin fluid + DMSO (dimethylsulfoxide) and others 

containing only DMSO, also referred to as the ‘blank membranes’. DMSO is present in 

these membranes, because it is required in order to trap the body fluid inside the 

membrane and furthermore acts as a preservative. The apparatus employed by our 

collaborators was reported to extract approximately 5 pi of skin fluid. The membranes 

received were in a dried form

The first part of the study aims to obtain the chronoan^erometric response of the 

different samples, in order to detect if glucose is found in the extracted body fluid. The 

response of membranes which contain the body fluid was compared to the blank 

membrane. In each case, the amount of fluid present prior to the amperometric 

measurement was approximately 5pi. The procedure employed in the amperometric 

measurement has been previously described in Chapter 7.2.

In the second part of the study, HPLC was used as a reference analytical 

technique. As discussed above, a common practice in quantitative analytical chemistry is 

to plot the cahbration data which will produce a straight line relationship between the 

analyte concentration and the detector response. Therefore, a series of glucose solutions 

of known concentrations are prepared in the mobile phase solution and the same volume 

of each i.e. 5 p i , is injected into the column. According to Wilhs (60), the solvent used to 

dissolve the sample should be if possible, the initial mobile phase. This minimizes changes 

in band shape that can adversely affect precision, and it eliminates any possibihty of 

sample precipitation on injection. The peak area was then determined for each different 

concentration. In order to detect the amount of glucose present in body fluid, the fluid 

needed to be extracted from the German membranes. It is convenient to extract the fluid 

sample fi'om the membranes in small plastic capped vials. Carefiil sample preparation is 

important in any chemical analysis, as it plays an important part in assuming accuracy of 

quantification. The fewer steps used in any given procedure, the simpler and more 

convenient it is, which may lead to increased accuracy and rehabihty. In this study, 

glucose was extracted from the membranes using alcohol/water mixture. Extraction using 

alcohol is a typical sanq)le preparation technique (63). Past studies have successfidly used 

ethanoLwater mixture to extract sugars from soya flour (64). TTierefore, the membrane
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pieces were treated by immersing in EtOH/water (50:50), 15 |il mixture and was left 

overnight at 60°C (65). The feature of the pretreatment step carried out involved low 

speed diffusion and extraction of the glucose fi*om the membrane. The resulting fluid 

extract was then evaporated to dryness and it was assumed that this procedure left the 

glucose deposited on the surface of the membrane, which was then extracted into a 

second solvent. This solvent used to dissolve the sample was the initial mobile phase i.e. 

acetonitrile/water (70:30), 5|il mixture^ The fluid does not appear to soak into the 

membrane. The fluid was mixed well and a sample size of 5 pi was extracted using a 

micro syringe before injecting into the sample injector valve.

The system operation should be able to separate and quantify glucose. As 

previously described in Chapter 7.3, glucose analysis was performed at room temperature 

using a system of acetonitrile/water (70:30) with a Techsil-NHi column (packed with 

propylamino stationary phase bonded to sihca particles of 5 pm m diameter) and a 

refi’active index detector. A sample size of 5 pi was injected mto the column with a 

micro syringe through a universal mjector. However, there are many factors that can 

contribute to a bad chromatogram It’s mq)ortant that: a) the signal should be as fî ee from 

noise as possible b) the baseline is stable and c) there is no sign of drift. Therefore, with 

care, we can successfully isolate glucose and their relative quantities can be analyzed with 

some degree of accuracy and reproducibihty. The foUowing suggestions (66) are known 

to help minimize some problems often encountered with HQPLC analysis e.g. the 

emergence of spurious peaks.

a) Contaminated syringe: the syringe and sample valve should be cleaned Jfrequently with 

the mobile phase. If these have not been cleaned adequately fi'om the previous sample, 

then smaU contamination peaks fi'om the original sample wih be produced, interfering with 

the chromatogram of the fi*esh sample.

b) Air dissolved in the solvents: ah solvents should be degassed under vacuum prior to use 

to remove any air bubbles trapped in the system which would contribute to the noise 

signal.

c) Maintenance of solvent ratio : any change in ratio wih result in changes in elution 

times. It is convenient therefore, that large amounts of solvents be made at any one time.

 ̂No problem due to precipitation of glucose was observed with the concentration of acetonitrile used in 
this work.
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d) Operation of detector at the lowest sensitivity which achieves maximum stabihty and 

quantitative accuracy. This has the advantage of exhibiting less noise and being less 

susceptible to changes in ambient conditions.

e) Equihbration of the system for a couple of hours. For example, the RI detector was 

allowed to warm up sufficiently before attempting analytical work. Some earher designs 

are rather temperature sensitive, and may require several hours to come to thermal 

equilibrium with the room (60). In addition, it was suggested by NoUett (67), that 

running the pump for several hours at 0.1 rrJ/min will help to minimize baseline drift, the 

appearance of broad peaks of unknown origin, and bubbles in the system

f) The precision of measurement of elution times and peak areas should be tested by 

multiple injections. It is advisable therefore, to measure each cahbration point in duphcate.

11.3 Results and Discussion

11.3.1 Analysis of glucose in German membranes by chronoamperometry

In this section, chronoamperometric responses of the dffierent German samples 

received were tested for glucose via electrochemical measurement. Prior to these 

measurements, responses o f ‘blank membranes’ were obtained as comparison. Figure 11.2 

shows the typical chronoamperometric response of a blank membrane. Results show that 

in the absence of body fluid in the membrane (but in the presence of DMSO), an ideal 

response was obtained i.e. the background noise level is very small and the signal reaches 

a steady level fast, less than 20 s. The chronoamperometric response was obtained on 

both side of the membrane: side A and side B and the response was shown to be similar in 

both cases. This result was compared to the chronoamperometric response of a German 

membrane in the presence of enzyme and mediator. As shown in Figure 11.3 that on 

addition of GOx/Fe(CN)6^', 5 pi on one side i.e. side A, an apparent chronoamperometric 

response was observed, with a current rise of approximately 0.075 pA. According to the 

cahbration curve plotted in Figure 8.19 for this system (cu-prophane/dual gold bands), 

the current response relates to a glucose concentration of 3.8 mM. Of course, we cannot 

exclude other possible electrochemical species present in body fluid that may contribute in 

the amperometric response e.g. ascorbic acid. The membrane was then dried by 

subsequent evaporation, turned over to side B and addition of 5 pi of GOx/Fe(CN)6^‘ was 

apphed to surface of the membrane. The results (Figure 11.3(c) shows that on side B,
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there is a smaller amperometric signal in comparison to side A. This suggests that during 

the skin fluid extraction method, the body fluid containing the glucose analyte is trapped 

on one side of the membrane i.e. on the side where the membrane is in contact with the 

skin and glucose is hindered firom difihising to the other side of the membrane. This is a 

disadvantage in terms of our sensor design and further underlines the disadvantages of 

using such membranes. It is a prerequisite in any sensor design that the species should be 

able to difluse through the membrane. Therefore, a more porous membrane, such as the 

Immunodyne ABC membrane will be more ideal to meet the needs of our future proposed 

sensor design.

In summary, although an apparent amperometric signal was obtained jfrom the 

German membranes, the content of the biological fluid extracted fi'om the skin is still 

uncertain, in which the role of interferents which might interfere in the analysis is still 

under question. Therefore, for comparative purposes, we developed an HPLC method for 

the quantitative determination of glucose in these membrane samples.

11.3.2 Analysis of glucose in German membranes by HPLC

The second half of the present study attempted to extract the body fluid fi'om 

German membrane samples and analyze for glucose using HPLC technique. The study 

started off by obtaining the response to glucose standards (5 p.1) at various glucose 

concentrations in the mobile phase mixture under conditions previously mentioned. The 

chromatograms (Figure 11.4) show that glucose peaks are eluted at approximately 4.8 

minutes. Shght differences in elution times of glucose, as observed, are expected and can 

be attributed to the general problem associated with deterioration of column performance. 

By comparison with the chromatogram in the absence of glucose, the peaks emerging 

before the glucose peak can be attributed to organic solvent peak (acetonitrile). SmaU 

broad peaks are associated with lower glucose concentrations and the RI detector shows 

that a minimal glucose detection of 0.1 roM can be achieved. It is apparent firom the 

results that signs of drifts can sometimes be a problem during analysis. Possible causes of 

drifts include: column temperature fluctuations which affects RI detection, contamination 

or air-build up in the detector ceU, mobile phase mixing problem, mobile phase 

contamination or deterioration. Overall, results show that the peaks corresponding to 

glucose have a good resolution and quantification of glucose is easily achieved by 

correlating the peak area (integrated by integrator in arbitrary units) with the glucose
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concentrations. A common practice in quantitative analytical chemistry is plot the 

cahbration data according to glucose concentrations. One use of the cahbration curve is to 

assist in determining the limits of detection. The cahbration plot, as shown in Figure 11.5, 

shows that the relationship between concentration and refractive index is linear over the 

entire range of possible compositions. The purpose of this plot is to give a rough idea of 

the glucose concentrations found in body fluid extracted from the skin. The cahbration 

curve produced is based on the assumption that a direct proportionahty between the 

instrument response for the standard and the samples is assumed, and that the two 

variables are linear.

The final part of the present study involved injecting the skin electrolyte from 

‘German membrane’ samples into the HPLC column. Our collaborators have reported 

that the volume of skin fluid drawn out was approximately 5 pi. Hence, this was why the 

dried membrane was re-immersed in 5 pi of the mobile phase solvent during the sample 

preparation procedure. Figure 11.6 shows a typical chromatogram of a 5 pi fluid sample 

extracted from 1 membrane piece. The other peaks observed before the emergence of 

glucose peaks (eluted at 5.4 minutes), can be attributed to organic solvent present 

(acetonitrile). As shown, the solvent peak interferes greatly with the eluted glucose signal. 

The resolution between acetonitrile and glucose peak was not that good. The two peaks 

have fused with each other, making it harder for the smaller glucose peak to be integrated 

by the integrator. The peak area was therefore determined manually. According to our 

estimation, the glucose concentration was 0.75 mM (on the assunq)tion that the volume of 

fluid in the German membrane was indeed 5 pi). The glucose concentration by HPLC is 

smaller than that by electrochemistry. One guess is that not all of the glucose had been 

successfully extracted by the procedure employed in this study i.e. the electrochemistry 

technique was better. In order to further confiunm the presence of glucose in these German 

membranes, the sample fluid was spiked with glucose and results were compared to the 

‘blank membrane’ response. As shown in the figure, the spiked sangle showed the 

emergence of the glucose peak at the expected elution time. The chromatogram of the 

blank membrane showed peaks associated with the organic solvent with no peak eluted 

where glucose is expected.

The accuracy of analysis is mainly dependent on sangle preparation procedure, 

which is possibly the main source of error in this quantitative method and the final result 

of the analysis is directly dependent on how representative the sample was. The sample
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aliquot extracted therefore may not represent the average concentration of the glucose in 

the membrane. It is necessary to know the exact concentration of sample preparations so 

that conq)arison of the sample to a reference standard i.e. the glucose standard solution, is 

meaningful. An important aspect of the sample preparation is the efficiency of analyte 

recovery. It is not enough to be able to reproduce the results, if the amount recovered is 

not known. A simple experiment that can be done is one in which a small amount of 

glucose is added to the membrane before the extraction of body fluid into the membrane. 

This is called spiking the sample. In this way, the amount recovered can be estimated and 

the analytical results corrected for the losses in sample preparation (68).

The above experiments have shown that although sample preparation may be time 

consuming and labor intensive, they are vital operations. Therefore, in order that the 

actual concentration can be accurately detemhned, recoveries must be essentially 

quantitative. For exan^le, an important variable is extraction time. According to Wilhs 

(60), when sohd samples are extracted with a solvent, an equihbrium is usually estabhshed 

between the sohd and hquid phases in which the analyte distributes itself between the two 

phases and varies with time, concentration and other experimental variables e.g. the 

choice of extraction solvent. Extractions should be designed so that 95% of the analyte is 

extracted in 5 to 10 minutes of phase contact. A simple test for phase equihbrium is to 

sample the solvents at different times during the extraction process. After the analyte 

concentrations reach a constant value, further extraction is unnecessary. According to 

Wilhs (60), samples that are presented in some insoluble matrix such as a tissue or 

polymer may require extensive preparation. Derivatization may also be necessary for 

separation or detection purposes. It is recommended that isolated extracts should be 

analyzed as soon as possible after coUection, to reduce the possibflity of chemical 

alteration.

Overall, the study mdicates that the HPLC-RI method lacks in sensitivity to 

determine the glucose concentrations in the membrane samples. This suggests that future 

analysis from such membranes may require the pre-concentration of fluids from many 

samples or the use of a more sensitive detector e.g. mass spectrometry.
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11.4 Conclusion

In this study, two methods were employed to determine glucose present in the 

German membranes: electrochemistry (using microband electrodes) and HPLC. From the 

chronoamperometric measurements, an amperometric signal was obtained from the 

German membranes containing body fluid. Such an increase in current response can be 

attributed to the glucose entrapped in the membrane or due to the presence of 

interferents. Therefore, it was very important to search for an alternative tool in order to 

quantify the glucose concentration. The HPLC method showed that glucose did exist in 

these samples. However, the determination of glucose concentration may have been prone 

to certain errors and therefore, the technique itself may not represent a good alternative. 

HPLC method of analysis was shown to have certain problems e.g. its accuracy depends 

very much on the extraction procedure of glucose during the sample preparation stage 

and the resolution of the glucose peaks with other solvent peaks.

The study concluded that the presence of glucose in these membrane samples 

indicates the possibflity of using the microband technology proposed as a practical sensor. 

However, it must be remembered that the final aim is to be able to measure blood glucose 

from skin electrolyte. Therefore, future interest should involve performing further 

measurements in order to determine glucose concentrations in the body fluid extracted 

from skin and observe whether the results display a correlation between measured signal 

and the blood glucose concentrations.
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Figure 11.1 EUustratiou (57) o f a longitudinal sectional view of an embodiment o f the 

conventional apparatus for sampling aspiration exudates. In this figure, a cell (a) for 

sampling a body fluid comes in close contact with the skin (c) by means o f an adhesive 

tape (b). The body fluid (f) is sampled from the skin (c) through a spacer (e) by aspirating, 

mider negative pressure, the skin through an aspiration port (d).
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Figure 11,2 Current-time transients recorded at Au-Au dual bands interfaced with blank 

membrane with added GOx(10 mg/ml),Fe(CN6)^' (400 mg/ml), 5 |.il. Solutions were made 

up in phosphate buffered NaCl. A potential difference o f +350 mV was apphed between 

the two gold bands. Measurements were taken on both sides o f  the membrane:

a) side A

b) side B
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Figure 11.3 Current-time transients recorded at Au-Au dual bands interfaced with 

German membrane (containing body fluid) with added GOx (10 mg/ml),Fe(CN6)^ (400 

mg/ml), 5 lull. Solutions were made up in phosphate buffered NaCl. A potential difference 

o f +350 mV was applied between the two gold bands. Measurements were taken on both 

sides o f  the membrane;

a) side A

b) side B

This was compared to the response obtained from the blank membrane (c)
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Figure 11.4

Chromatograms of glucose (standard solutions) at various concentrations.

Column: Techsil-NHi, 5 |im  

Eluent: acetonitrile-water 70:30 

Detection: RI detector

Injection sample: glucose at various fixed concentrations dissolved in the mobile phase 

Volume size: 5 pi
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Figure 11.5 Calibration curve for glucose response o f obtained from standard solutions 

(data from Figure 11.3).

Tliese were analyzed using an amino bonded sUica column.

Detector Rl; flow rate Iml/min; mobile phase 70:30 acetonitrile-water.
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Figure 11.6 Chromatograms o f body fluid samples (extracted from ‘German membranes’).

Column: Techsil-NHz, 5 |um

Eluent: acetonitrile-water 70:30

Detection: RI detector

Volume size: 5 \x\

Injection sample obtained from:

a) simulated blank cuprophane membrane

b) fluid extracted from a German membrane

c) fluid extracted from a Gennan membrane spiked with glucose.
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GENERAL CONCLUSION

The first part of the study presented our initial attempts to achieve direct electron 

transfer reaction between reduced GOx and semiconducting silicon electrodes, by 

observing time resolved photocurrents in the microsecond and millisecond region. The 

results observed were due to the photocurrent process in the solid and the following 

charge transfer reaction at the electrode interface. Since the primary purpose of this study 

has been to highlight the possibilities of direct electron transfer, the transient study was 

not exhaustive. A further careful theoretical analysis will be needed before quantitative 

understanding is established.

Although direct electron transfer from the enzyme to the semiconducting electrode 

has not been achieved, the potential for using enzyme-coupled reactions at a 

photoelectrode in analytical applications was demonstrated and could be of practical 

importance for future developments in clinical diagnostics. Trends for future 

developments may involve:

a) understanding the process of electron transfer in protein molecules;

b) extension to other bioelectrocatalytically active enzymes e.g. the use of cytochrome c. 

This enzyme, a multiheme protein containing 4 Fe sites, plays a central role in the 

electron transfer reactions of aerobic metabolism. As the heme edges can be exposed 

easily, successful immobilisation on the electrode can be achieved without protein 

dénaturation (21). A possible application in sensor development is for the determination 

of superoxide radicals which are generated from partial reduction of oxygen;

c) extension to the use of modified electrodes, which may improve efficiency and prevent 

photocorrosion. For example, a layer of polypyrrole (electrically conductive) polymer can 

be grown electrochemically on silicon and can undergo electron transfer reactions with 

species in solutions. Furthermore, a modified electrode may result in the partial unfolding 

of the protein, exposing the redox active flavin and allowing greater penetration into the 

reaction site. This may reduce the tunneling distance required for the electron transfer.

The detection of hydrogen peroxide by the IMPS technique, and its coupling by 

enzymic reaction to the measurement of glucose, represents a promising technology for 

new chemical sensors. The principal advantage of such technology would be the 

development of multisensor arrays addressable by light, and the ease with which
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miniaturisation could be achieved. The issues regarding its application for analytical 

sensors suggest the following trends for future developments:

a) extension to different analytes in solution, using different oxidase enzymes;

b) the considerable complexity of the semiconductor-electrolyte interface needs to be 

taken into account in order to exploit the system fully. Offsetting the complexity however, 

is the great flexibility in materials design, allowing semiconductors with appropriate 

electronic, surface, etc. properties to be selected. For example, the electrodes can be 

designed to oxidise/reduce certain species selectively.

In the second part of the study, the dual microband system employed for the 

detection of glucose showed a very reproducible and highly stable response. The 

entrapment of enzyme in a commercially prepared membrane provided a simple enzyme 

immobilisation method. The results display a strong correlation between glucose 

concentration and the chronoamperometric transients at steady-state, which is consistent 

with theoretical predictions. The use of dual parallel band electrodes gives the possibility 

of detecting very low glucose concentration if the inter-electrode gap is sufficiently small, 

owing to the phenomenon of feedback diffusion. The traditional problem of electrical 

noise often associated with measuring small glucose concentrations can thereby be 

overcome.

The HPLC method confirmed the presence of glucose in skin fluid (entrapped in 

membranes supplied by our German collaborators). The electrochemical method of 

determination proved more reliable, more sensitive and easier to implement than HPLC. 

This work therefore opened the possibility of a small and reliable device for non-invasive 

measurement of glucose, using fluid extracted through the skin. However, if other species 

like paracetamol and ascorbic acid are also present, then they may contribute to the 

electrochemical signal measured. Future experiments might involve spiking the sample 

with such substances and observing the effects on the current response.
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